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I. INTRODUCTION

The Issue in Educational Organizations

For the past two decades, American educational institutions, par--
ticularly elementary and secondary school systems, have been experienc-
ing a period of intense turbulence. Much of this turbulence can be
traced to Various internal and external problems and opportunities
affecting the educational system. These problems/opportunities include
demands by teachers for higher salaries and better working conditions,
calls for accountability by parents and taxpayers, decline in student
enrollment, pressures due to budget constraints, requirements for
response to the passage of landmark educational and social welfare,

legislation, the need to implement key court decisions on civil rights.,
and enticements-of federal funds to introduce experimental and novel
programs.1 All of these issues have tested the ability of local school
organizations to rapt and change. In attempting to do so, school
organizations have frequently sought to adopt and use innovations in the
forms of hardware, managerial techniques, and novel educational methods.

The proposed study addresses questions pertaining to the organi-
zational capacity of school organizations to innovate 'in response to
the various problemsfacing them. The organization in this context is
the school district as a whole rather than an individual school or

classroom. The capacity of a school district, as an organization, to
innovate is an especially critical concern in view of the increasing
demands facing it. Yet there is no shortage of literature suggesting
that educational institutions cannot innovate, or are poorly designed to.

innovate.2 Similarly, there is much evidence suggesting that many
educational innovations adopted and used for a time failed to be
incorporated into the routine of educational practiCe.3 While the pic-

ture of educational_innovation_is_probably_,not_as_bleak_as_the-above
statements suggest, there is 'little doubt that educational organiza-
tions must strengthen their innovative-capacity in order to best res-
pond.to the prOblems facing them. To do so requires understanding-
'wh-at, new techniques, methods, and hardware,are appropriate and how such
inno +ations can be fully implemented and routinized. This capability
entails organizational problem solving and the capacity to innovate.
What is the nature of this capacitY? How is it manifested? What are

its dynamics? Is it issue-specific? Or is there a- general organize-
tional.caPtity that-can be learned and possibly strengthened to ease
the way for various innovations? .2\

At present, the existing literature provides only parti 1 answers

to such questions. The educational innovation literature focused

primarily on the early stages of the innovation process. R nald



Havelock offers a 'guide to the process of innovation for teachers
and administrators. A field study by Neal Gross.p9Ints. ontthe need
for more studies on the implementation process. .Clark and Guba con-

.centrate on the early stages leading to adoption. From this body of

.work, we have identified'.agap in existing theory on the later stages
of'the educational' innovation process and its residual effects. The

work that has been done,has value, but it must be used primarily as a
base upon which to.build. More research is needed to arrive. at the
answers to the questions posed above, for the answers, have. enormous
policy implications for locarschool organizations, as well as for
federal and state eddcationalbodies. Addressing such questions begins
with the systematic gatherini of data from a few school organizations
in Order to better comprehend the key variables in the organizational
capacity to innovate within education. From such an effort; a, broader

and deeper base of knowledge can be built, a base from which later
steps in the theory-building process can 'start.4

-----
Our research looks at the capacity to innovate from the standpoint

of organizational coalitiOn-building.. Organizational capacity is

defined as having two aspects. One is the "technical" capacity to match
an organizational problem with an appropriate innovative solutibn. The

other is the ,"political" capacity to move an innovation through the
various stages: adoption, trial implementation; and incorporation. Many

decisions are involved, but what moves the process toward successful
conclusion, in the sense of an institutionalized innovation, is organi-
zational capacityLto build a "winning" coalition, i.e., enough suppOrti
to sustain the innovation' against oppoiition,5

As we use the term, "coalition" has. a political connotation. The

process of coalition-building is political; Itinvolves the formati6n
of an alliance of interests. What is being built is a system of lever-
age (power) for adoptiOn and implementation. The concept of coalition.
in nearly all of the political science literature refers to predicting
'coalition formation among political parties in'parliamentary democracies.
Most of this literature focuses on "game theory" in....which rational

adtors pursue strategies allowing them to gain a share of dontrol of

--some'clectsion7Actors 'seek admittance to .a "winning coalition" with

the object of a personal "payoff."6 Old use of the coalition concept

differs. '.First, the.. actors in the educational innovation process
constitute a much more diverse group than legislators. Second,- the

actors may be from different large organizations. Third, the concept
of "payoff" utilized in game theory is vague and ambiguous. Our

work has, concentrated on specifying the-participation requirements of

winning coalitions, based not on the notion of maximum payOff but rather
on-polity agreement... Further, we seek to determine how winning coali-
dons are-maintained and how the membership mix within the,coalition is
changed in the various stages of the innovation process. A. coalition

is a coming together of relatively autonomous entities (i.e., actors
or organizations).behind a common goal, in this case educational

innovation. It occurs "when two or more organizations pool a share of
their resources," as Roland Warren states.? Our.research is directed /
toward understanding the nature and dynamics of such coalitions in the.



formulation and implementation of educational innovations that are of
significance to the school district.

Our project builds upon work that we performed for the National
Science FoUndation (iW).'16TheNSF project lay in the field of technology

transfer to the city. We studied decisions by a variety of public
agencies in Syracuse and Rochester, New York, to adopt and use, or to

reject, various innovations. Some twenty case histories were prepared

over a two-yeat period. The educational organizations of Syracuse and.
Rochester were among the local public organizations studied in our work.
These cases aimed at exploring key variables affecting the capacity of

local organizations to adopt, implement, and incorporate innovations.
As indicated, we found the capacity to build coalitions of support
around particular innovations to be critical to the success of the
innovation.. In particular, we found the concept of "bureaucracy-,
centered coalition"9 applicable to most of our cases.' It was not a
single organization that innovated; it was a coalition-that.saw an
innovation through to routinizatio.A. We found it helpful to derive
from our work the notion of "bureaucratic entrepreneurs":. key organiza-
tional leaders who provided a momentum behind their own and other
organizations in an effort to achieve the successful. utilization of an

innovation.

Our educational cases in the NSF project featured a success / .

(Rochester) and.a failure (Syracuse). We studied two attempts tot'
restructure educational facilities and prOgrams incorporating a variety

of innovative co'ponents. The Campus Plan in Syracuse was'a large-
scale, educational pai.k'Concept that was not adopted. Project
in Rochester, was a large -scale project incorporating the magnt
concept as well as various instructional technologies. The ke)

distinguishing the two ''` organizations represented in these cases tte:7

capacity of the organizations to build coalitions. The problems that

the two organizations faced were alike; the. innovative'Soittions,that

they.selected were .programmatically similar. Where the organizations

diffeted was in epalAtion strategy. Rochester,.at the earliest stages,

of decision - making concernineits innovation, sought, to build community

support.. Syracuse was much slower to make this attempt. .In fact, the \

bureaucratic entrepreneur in Syracuse was. can4d in expressing his
discomfort with the,Political aspettaof his role as superintendent.
He believed that edUcatianWas "above politics. "' The merit of the

educational' park concept in SYracuse was obvious-to professionals. Pre-\

SumAbly, it should haVe!).sold'itself to.the maycir, city council, and

variOus citizen grolips.'_It did not, however.

\An educational organization, like all public organizations, is
accountablep apolitical environment. There may be some innovations

thatCan be adopted ank..,utilized'through organizational prodesses purely
internal to the educationalorganization. But': ost; important innova.

dons,' certainly those tha ,.i:impact on the schobl system as a whole

require. the dssent:of: many actors in:the local.(andiA.ncreasingly,
federal/state) environment to which an educational crganization must

he. responsive. No-less*than other public organizations, .educational



institutions must consider their capacity to build coalitions of

support. Their capacity to innovate becomes a function of their
ability to mobilize and manage coalitions,

Our NSF work points up the importance of organizational coalitions
and coalition-building, and suggests the strategies by which such
coalition, are put together. It indicates that some coalitions may have
strong "vertical" links to federal and state actors, while others may

have "horizontal" links with local institutions and groups; andit.points
up how one type of-coalition has an impact on the Other.1° Educational
innovation ,coalitions may have commonalities with those of other local

functions, or there may well be considerable differences. In this

research, we concentrate more deeply On this one\ function of local gov-
ernment,cdalitiOt.-building,inhopesofbetter understanding what those
commonalities and divergencies are.

Our objective has been to probe-more deeply the organizational
decision-making processes of those school systems that we had already
begun to study: namely, those in Syracuse d Rochester. Our approach

has been to explore, from the standpoint of organizational coalition-
building, a series of issues whi ti presented prOblems/opportunities to
school organizations over a span f ten to fifteen years. Thus, we

have added a longitudinal dimensi n to our Syracuse-Rochester work in

education. We have compared a n her of innovation decisions made by

Syracuse and-Rdchester educations organizations over a similar space

of years. We have seen how vari us elements of a coalition come in
and drop out during the course o a given irmi:,vation process and noted

the extent to which some elements or coalitions last beyond a given

decision process. Do ad hoc Coalitions becoMe lasting alliances?
If so, do the residual effects of a previous decision process affect a

new process by constraining the options of the\educational organization?
The price-of support for one innovation' decision can be leverage
provided a coalition member over another decision process. Our

longitudinal approach has provided insights that our NSF work, based
on one issue faced by two organizations, could not. It suggests, as

well, that coalition-building can have its costs.

Framework for Analysis

Bureaucracy- Centered Coalition

Our research examines the role of educational organizations in

processrocess of coalitibn-building for innovation. The process occurs

over time, and various decision stages can be'isolated. Initially, it

is important to grasp the structural dimension, in the sense of noting

the actors_who are likely to be involved in a given educational innova-

tion process.

InoUr NSF study,. we fdund that t',A number of actors involVed in

any particular innovation issue depended considerably upon the nature

'of the'innovation in question.. Such variables as he sale, cost,



controversiality, and perceived impact of the innovation, and the
type of technology--hardware vs. software--determined, to a large

extent, the size and scope of the coalition needed. In some of the

cases that we studied,,the coalitions were strictly internal (i.e.,

only individuals withinthe innovating organization participated in
the adoption and-use decisions). In most cases, the coalitions reached
beyond the innovating organization and involved numerbus other actors

in the environment.

Some organizations, more than others, appeared to be dependent on
organizations external to them for resource&.11 Certainly, education
could not adopt the innovations that we studied then without funds from

external sources and without the support of those most affected by the

innovations. Because of the nature of the function, education is
a particularly visible and thus vulnerable, public service. A managerial

innovation that might be ignored in one public organization (e.g., a
reorganization or decentralize ion in the police department) can become
a, community-wide issue in educ tion. This visibility and interorganiza-
tional dependence belies the a olitical stance that professional educa-
tors often take. They may be political in a partisan sense, but there
is certainly a politics of edu ation which they canaot escape and
which is brought to a head when educational organizations seek to
innovate.

1. Roles in the Coalition

I \

1

In pur work for NSF, `we posited "minimal wino g coalitions"

for innovations
\

& that were beyond a scale or level of impo tance to
be purely of intraorganizational significance.These coali ions leocsisted

of: adopters' (local_ elected officials and top administratlive, leaders

with the power to provide money or\otherwise legitimate o ganizational
-decisions);implementers (indivi uals who' actually carried out innovation

\.policy decisions);-,clients (ihos outside the implementin org
\

nization

I affected by the decisions); and suppliers (manufacturers, consultants,
\

or professional associations that-provided new techniques ,and technolo-

gies). Another key role was that of\entrepreneur. The entrepreneur

brought the other members of the coalition together and served both
as a catalyst and as a moving force. "While any actor cotild play the

role of entrepreneur, we found in most\of our case historlies that this

role was played by the bureaucracy responsible for the p

;

rticular fUnc-

tion. Hence, we have-spoken of "bureaueratic entreprene rs" and \.

"bureaucracy-centered coalitions." Tog4her, these roles constituted,

a local innovation coalition. To get adOption and incorporation, such
a coalition would have to be formed around a given' innovation. State \

and federal actors were viewed as "extern4" forces that could be
used by local entrepreneurs to help or hurt their coalition-building
efforts.

The same role analysis is useful to the present study. The cases

that we have examined confirm its utility fo guiding research inquiry.
Here we have carefully considered the-specif c actors that play these
roles in-the eduCational context. This is p rticularly important
where: the buredUcraticentrepreneur in educat on is concerned.,



2. The Educational Entrepreneur
. ,

There appear to be certain, attributes of educational organ-
.

izations that set them apart fromOthei; ,.ubli'd organizatiOns and affect
their capacity to.play the entreprnneUrion-coalition-building role.
First, tthvare governed by. a lay board whose members are elected
independently. This means that the:policyr-making autbprity of the
organization is ldural, unlike other urban fUnctiOns where the policy-
making authOrity.is singular, i.e., a chief elected official.12 This
circumstance may complicate the educational organization's own topside /

decisiOn-making capacity and its ability to forg, winning coalitions
with actors in its environment..

s

t

Second, education has been,called a,"loosely .cOupled organization,"'
in the\sense of having many spheres ofNinfluence and arenas for
decision=making.13 To achieve consensus indecision-making may thus
require _a more complex intraorganizational'precess than is necessary
in more centralized urban agencies. Such; organizational attributes
can,lead to a'multitude of.innovative ideas requiring a decision by
the top leadership of the eduCational bUreaucracy and, in turn, lead
to problems in implementing inumrations.

J

\..
.

Finally, there'is an a tribute of the educ4ional function that
relates to the attitudes of top administrative/officials. As-profes-

/
profes-

sionals, they are responsive t. technical' ideas of what is "best" for
education.' As administrators (14.2 highly visible organizations in which
there is widespread and intense public interest, however, they must also
keep in mind their broader public accountability. This dual concern..
with professional values and'the requirements Of Compromise in a
politidal environment can. make for added problems where innovations
requiring community-wide coalitions are at issue.a4

1 SuCh speCial characteristics of educational organizations and the
ways in which they influence the capacity of these organizations
to:play an entrepreneurial role are highlighted in our,case studies of
educational innovation in Syracuse and Rochester.

. \

Buildin Coalitions: The Decision-Makin \ProdessMo al

v \ \

Our kocuS is' on organizational decision- making within the
educational innovation process. There' are innumerable innovation- \ .

related decisions that are made within educai.iona organizations.
Some, however, are what might be called "strategi \"15 in that they
affect the organizations-as a whole and are made bk,the top management.
In education, this means'at least the top line Officials, including
the superintendenr :.1d members of the board of education. Often it
means those top air... ,'Ial...:ative policy officials in the educational

organization and ti,s leaders of 'Ay organizations in the environment
of the educational unit. These decisions tend-to cost more,, disrupt
more,'and elicit greater intensity of outside interest. -These, are the

innovations that not only test'the educational organization's problem-
solving and innovative ability, but also challenge.its entrepreneurial
and coalition-building capacities.. ,:----



1.'Awareness of Problem /Opportunity

Both in our own work and in the work of others, we have
found thatthe first step'in_organizational decisiOn-making is awareness
ofa.prt'blem or opportunity requiring a solution or response. This

awareness may be Summed .up by Downs' notion of "performance gap."

According to Downs,

The concept of a perfortance gap is essential in
eXplaining what causes'bureaus to change. No

bureau will alter ita,behavior patterns unless
someone believes that a significant discrepancy
exists between what it is doing and what it 'ought'
to be doingJ6 /

In, our work, we discovered in education an awareness of many performance
gaps.-.This awareness surely was shared by indiViduals outside the
organization. What triggers action is:important;.aamely,,a_search

for a solution. How do innovative solutions getthe top of an
educational organization's agenda?, They can-Cote up through the ranks

by an internal coalitidarbuilding process, or they can be forced to
.

thevtop,of an organization's agenda by external "triggers.' In our
we 'found both'processesat work. \Thus, the...question naturally.

:Ari* 'do internally generatedinnovations,reveala different organize-

tionii.Procesa than,:thdaethat are triggered.externally? In education,

there'is no: ladk:ofpArticipants both inside and outside the organize-
tiO0-Seeking-tOAlefine'particular problems And to #place them on the, v.'define
agenda Of-tpp:edUcationalTolity-makers. 4,

Search for a Solution

, search -for .a ,solution to internally or externally
generated problems or o6ortunities.canjnvolve,a feW individuals

within an `organization, Or-it canv.be.highly participative and result in

diverSe inio-the.planningproces4 Our present cases exhibited

.these different' kinds. ofaeardh-processek, Varying,from\a, relatively-
qUickJUdgtent'bY'a-few:top executives to-alOng drawn7put inquiry.
Itis not at aii.clearthat the amount of time taken to decide pn a
SolUtiOn'bearsanY:relatiOnshipto the desire bythe-proponents.for
artuideal' result: Aloweverthelength of'diacussion is affected by
the-characteristic0H-df'theinnovation,.Tarticularly those that deter-
Ainathe amountofoppOition. that a.particular solution generates or
is etxected to:generate,

-'('There-ls:vthinAineThetween.organizational aearch-and organize-

tibnalplatning:-Organilationd7ih aware/of'problems Are usually

solutions.also, aware of ipossible re-highly.kpfessionalized
nrganitatidna:AUchasedUdation are don rned, this observation is

esPeCialiy:releVant:::

Perhaps the 'most important factors in, the search.- procedure are:

who the searcher,is, to WEiiM he is listening, and the net-are-0,r



- '

perceived nature ofthe reiationship-between thy:_ two. ,Educational
.professionals usually have preferences, and oftam they have been talking
with particular provideie-orus\ers of solutions for some time. School
administrator's, in particular,. are aware of the progressive trends in

their profession and_tWeinnovations being 'demonstrated in other

school districts.

What types of issues have abroad base of involvement in the search
process? Which are Self=-contained within the. organization? To

what extent does 'a more Participative search protess make a difference
in the ultimate choice of-anzihnovationand the -capacity to move that
innovation toward adopt:ion?! It matters a great deal-whether the search
process includes indiviChials whose support can help co move the innova

tionthrough to incOrpOration. Hence, the -conscious bUilding;of a coali-.

tion at this ecTlyitage-may be:a crucial factor in the success or

failure of an innoVation:attempt.- This expectation is underlined by
Pressman and Wil/daysky1.7who show that 'the lack of thought 'about the

problems of implementation during the policy-formatiOn stage generally
,leads.. to the/deMiSe_of the most noble of policy. Plans.

3 Adoption

By adoption, we mean -the allocation of scarce resources
,(financial and/or human) to acquire a new hardware technology or to
deploy new Managerial techniques in the delivery of educational ser-

vices. ILA thel)reseni context, we are'consiCiering adoptions of innova-
tionsmade6at the level of the-central school administration. The

innovations are thoseineiended to cope with.such major problels as
'racial imbalance, declining,school populations, school disruption'and
vioiende,"handicapped education, financial constraints,and others.

Our cases reveal processes where adoptionrequires the building of

organizational coalitions beyond that of the educational organizatidn,
-instances in which the commitmentof ihe central school administration
is but one element in the coalition needed for adoption. Adoption

:may require the ease= of political levels as To achieve such.

adoption requires organizational coalition-building in which' the organi-,

.zation solicits -the support of key groups 'in the community as a means.

;toward political-leveracceptance. :In addition, nonlocal funding must

often_be acquired,th order to obtain local funding.

What'resOurces do educational organizations bring6to winning adop-

tion coalition's? One resource is the rereCt that professional
expertise may provide )° But what,i there, s division in the ranks

jwithin'the educational Organization? Lack of internal cohesion' n an

innovative Solution, especially when perceived by those outside the
orgini-iation; weakenthe,caPacIty of, the Organization to buildaii
adoption coalition.' How does the central administration achieve such

cohesion?

----Another resource that educational'organizations bring to winning
.



adoption coalitions is the ability of the organization to identify con-
stituencies (perhaps parent groups) that can exert pressure on political
levels for allocations essential to adoption. The board of education
is both an adopter and .a vehicle of constituency-building. From an

organizational standpoint (i.e., the central administration), boards
are composed of lay people and, as such, have memberships in non -
educational, groups thatcan assert claims on political adopters.

The press can be a resource and an instrument to gain support for
a particular innovative proposal that the edutational organization
wants. So also can be federal and state funding agencies. By building

a vertical coalition intergovernmentally, innovative organizations can

enhance their capacity to get an adoption.

Leadership is the most critical resource ofall since it determines
how well other, resources are :med. The key dimension of a leadership

may well be how well,)or even whether, central school administrators
link appropriate coalition - building strategies with the designs of
their technological or managerial solutions The scale of some educa-
tional. innoVations that we studied was such as to require virtually

a community-wide coalitionfor enactment: Other innovations were suc
cessfUlly adopted with participation from a Much narrower coalition.

There are a series, of strategies that appear to aid,7theorganit-a:-

tional toalition7building process, ,Sticceesfa_deminatrationS of_parti-
cularOrganizational-SolutiOns, for- example, can,helpther-innoVating
organi;ation to acquire suppott: UnsucceSSfhl'demonstrations,\natural4y,
Can replace Potential friends of a,proposal with enemies. How do

demonstration strategies ind,other strategies manifest theMselves in
various innovations within education?

4.-'IniplementatiOn
,

JuSt,as adoption requires a coalition, sodoe4 implementa-'
tion'. However, the winning coalition for implementatidn'can be quite
different frdm that 'for adoption. -,As decision-making moves from ,.

"policy "" to "administration become figures in

the coalition;, and Suppliersi Administrators 'OrinCip4s) employees

( teachers), and clients (students;' parents) become the dominant actors:
Y.

implementationA)feducational.innoVatiOn is not well'reSearChed,
With the support Of.-theU,::H.:'OffiCe of EdUcation;Boneld Havelock
:has recently develoPeduidetcithe innOvatibn process for adminia-
tratorOindteacherS.',t7:He attempts to desCribahowSuccessfuljnnova--,
tiontakeSplate-andAOW-11ChangeagentScanorganizethei*work so
.thist*Ccessfulf,innoVatiOnwillresult: Havelock, defines an innovation

as "any ThchangaWhichepresents something new:to:thapeopleeing-/,-_
changedand his change agent acts in four:OrimarywayS:as catalyst?:
solution giver, ptoCess helper; and resource linker',Thef:tOle of
resource linkerseems to be similar: to our notion of entrepreneur.:

/'Havelock,cb\draCterizes 'the stages of plannesi:Change as the following:
,



1. building a relationship;
2. diagnosis;
3. acquiring relevant resources;
4. choosing a solution;
5. gaining acceptance;
6. stabilizing the innovation and generating self - renewal..

The closest he comes to a notion such as coalition is the "change team,"

Which may or may not include Fteaders"Or influentials from the client
groups. In his approach, the change agent (or change team) appears to
be the same throughout the process of innovation and attempts to mobil-
ize resources and authority once the agent and client, have decided on
.a solution (innovation). _Much of Havelock's presentation uses a diag-

nostic/interventive approach popular with proponents of organizational
development:. There is no discussion of a coalition-type phenomenon or
of several of the strategies which We have found in our NSF work on
:bureauctecy.!7Centered. innovation Our exPerience shows that there may

----b.aeveical-change agents in- a coalition. and /or a planning team. Other
studies of eduCationalnhange discuishe role of the "change
agent" (often::described'as an outside helPer orconsultant) and the
jmpOrtance of: participation. Both of'these are important factors, but
arethey sufficient for innovation to occur? Our view is that they may
beinecesSarY:elements.ofa winning coalition for the innovation's
implementation.,; Gross and colleaguee'point out the lack of knowledge

regarding the implementation Ofeducational_innovatiOns.:Theyeee,."the_
need eipcOnceptualize the success.. or failure of theimplementailon of
an innovation as a:result of a set of interrelated forcesth4t occur

over a period of time after the innovation has been introduced." In
HaVeidcles. Work, there, i4:tier,little seid'about iMplementation or
incdrpora4on,, other than the process of "creating a aelf-renewal

.
capacity ".. in the ciient,:group':

In our NSF work.and in our current Work, we followed large-scale,i
. .

eduCationaljnnoyetions through the' implementation process. In'some

cases, coalition Members who had.been involved in,the process leading;

to. adoption left'.the coalition 4S new-members joined. New members I

can .include employees:, parents ,of.studentslinvolved.iwthe,,innoVativel"
prOgrams,and other .agencies and. organizations in the community:,.- 1

BUreaucraticentreprenedr4'Often face a different kind.ofredistance.,
Ito change.in the implementation phase as opposed` to the acpption PhaleeV-.

Sinbe edunation41.-Organizations,ar soj'loosely coupled," "tthere a.e

innumerahle.nppOrtunitiesforsabotage of'innOvation4. Indeed;,,edu a-

More:than most areas, may face critical' problems inimplemsen ng

innovations because of this lack of hierarchical control; JiWreauc aric
entrePreneursmaythus-use selieial coalition strategies to-implemellt

'inhovations:reaSsuring employees and'C.iiente,'appealing,:to outside,
groups OrOffitialS. and under-innovating ordampening".'to allow/

liiited innoVationather than none at 411.-
,



The nature of the implementation coalition varies according to
- type of innovation. Some innovations involve teachers (e.g., the

introduction of special aids geared to altering classroom instruction).
Other innovations involve more highly administrative personnel within
the organization (e.g., innovations with special\implications for

- certain' community groups). Implementation, therefore, creates special
problens in maintaining and expanding adoption coalitions; for, in
implementation, the innovation begins in very concrete ways to affect
organizational'members, as well as parties with which the organization
deals. In implementation, an idea or plan (adoption) becomes reality.

5. Incorporation

A successful innovation is one that passes through trial
implementation to incorporation. Very little is known about incorpora-
tion, althoughwork by Yin21 provides a useful beginning in understand-
ing this. There appears to be a transition period following implemen-
tation dUring'which the innovation becomes routine and ceases to be
considered 410W. Sometimes it .;is difficult to,define/the point at
which a dacision is-made_to,incorporate an%innovation. In other cases

there is a milestone or incorporation, seen in a transition from
primarily "soft" (federal Ora:tate) money to all-.(or mostly)
"hard" (local) menei. : ' r.

Incorporation may takea very long time, and different parts of
an-innOVative'program may be,incorporated, perhaps at different

. When iaincorporation,complete? Incorporation occurs When theentre-
predeurial fUriction'disappears. because the supporting coalition is
-stable and taken for granted and there is,no longet.a need for the entre--

.

.-. Residual. Effects

If known_about incorporation, there is ,almost a
cOmplateabsencepf.knowledge where "residuals" are concerned. 1What-

'are the residual effet'ta:of the decision-making/coalition-building:
I)rocess?,,Attheldompletiod of a. particular' innovation, a*e there
realdualsForexample, is there learnAdbehaVier about how to go
,abonOUildinva'epalitienthat can be transferred to another ihnovar.
tipndepi4On?:.::Areherenew'organizational. arrangements., different
40.0iOnmaking prOCestileshat increase the capacitYof the local'
SChOOlAiStrict:.tOSolve.AtS_next prcblems? 22 `Do ,",things,go:back:ro
nonthalbaCktoa-_preinnovatiar stage., after federal or state monies.

,

that are` addressed in the--"Residuals"-,
_

chapter: Ofthiestudy,

Empirical evidence of such residuals can be found in Changes of
policy, program, organizational structure, adminiaratitte arrangement,
And reiatiOns between the educational organization and other organi-

,

zations. Our research reanalyzes our data on Re/Chester's Project Unique
and on Syracuse's Campus Plan, examining :he residual effects of these

innovations,

-11-



It must be emphasized that our interest is not the particular
innovation, but the organizational (indeed, interorganizational)
behavior as -sated with it. Do.educational organizations learn.to
institution: renovative decision-making by turning ad hoc coali-
tions aroma,: vation into-lasting alliances of support for the
organizatio: coalition-building capacity for organizational
innovation puilcIing relatively permanent alliances which
institution:: .nnovative ability?

4
The deA ant of an "administr4tive technology" for "joint

decision-Makin& is ultimately at issue as a residual of organiza-
tional coalition-building.. Such a pattern replaces bargaining rela-
.tions between an educational organization and its environment with one

\

of tual problem-solving.23,Dnder what conditions does such an admin-
gyistra ve technolo develop? Is. there no lasting alliance; but:a

M%
different coalition for each issue; even though the issues are 'solved
by. top management decision-makers? If coalitiOns.do net last, what
of learning by the educational organizatiOn? Doeg it _learn from
fail*,:or.succeSs? Can the Capacity .to innovate be revealed in
succeSive:innoVation processes regardless of the issue, in spite
of. the act that different actors must be brought into. a given Coalitian?,
While SO oific actors merchange, there are certain:roles that have
to be filled in a coalition. Process that'boves en innovation to incon-

,
.

. portation, Learning how-to aggregate the. necessary.. rdieSghoUld be
. possible- A longitudinal study af'edUca'tionalorganizationar decision-
Making,such'as Rochester'S-Project UniqUeand Syracuse'S Campus:Plan
tests this. expectation .aila suggests the degree of learning that takes

. ,

place within'organizational coalrition,bUildipg. ,1- e,

,.-Comparative Analysis

We have.used the Oreceding'decisionmakingicoalition-building
process model'in studying. ten nevjravVations intheSyracuse and
Rochester schOol districtsIlhese are similar to the ones already
studied for NSF in that they involvetop-Ievel decisionsby central
school administrations and coalition - building. They cover. e range of

issue areas. ..In addition to the new cases, we have restudied.twacases
completed, under the NSF.project from a new perspective; namely, looking

- for the ways:in which decision - processes were affected .6Y residual '
effects of previous organizationalInnovation attempts,,: and how='
particular decision processes, left residuals for ensuing innovation

effortS. Our.compaiisons are thus based on a lotal of ten cases .drawn
from the experienceof two school- istricts facing similar problems,
over a common span of years. A

s

,,Comparigons are made across various dithensions. We have compared
coalition behaviOr,for different innovations-within the two cities.
Which issues vAuired larger, whichtissueS smaller.coelitionslor.

, jnnovation taroceed? Within each issue area, we identified the stages
of organizational decision-Lmaking with,respect to educational innovation.-



What kinds of coalitions form in the different stages? How do these
vary within the given issue areas? Also, we compared across cities.'
Is coalitic_-_ behavior different in Rochester and Syracuse? Our eight
nonresidual cases have yielded little evidence of differences in
losic organizational processes. However, our longitudinal inquiry of.
Project Unique and the Campus Plan has helped us to perceive those con-
citions leading to different organizational capacities in coalition -
building.. Such findings can be useful in building better theory and
can also aid public policy-makers in Lhe field of education.

Field Research Activities

Our research for this project consisted of two stages. .Prior to

actually beginning ourifield.research we conducted an 'extensive

search within each of our two chosen educational.organizations- -the
Syracuse City School District and the ROchester City School''District7-\,,
in an effort to identify innovations choSen as solutions to poliCy-leve3)\

problems. We focused on substantive problem areas such as eliminating
racial imbalance in the schools,, handicapped education,'sChoo; dis-
ruption and violende, and education'of the economically and culturally

deprived. We lopkedIfor'problem-Solvinvcases in which there were

serious attemptd by octOrs'within the educational organiOation4to get
innovations adOptedand used. In addition, we gave weight to the

followings

(a) data avail ability;

(b) Sufficient community interest and awareness;'
(c) an identijable entrepreneur;
(d) appropriateness for longitUdinal study;
(e),policy-leyel decidions by Centraleducational

' administration; \
(f) a perceived high impact; _/ -

(g) federal and state interest. in the progriiii; and

(h) a-range of cases inNarious stages, including
both'rejected and Completed programs.

.,,,,I..-

As noted;,:we'reanglyzed Rochester's ProjeCt Unique-and SyracuSWS sl

Campus Plan for-evidence Of:::residuat effects .emanating froithe'innova7
tion nrocess.:- On the.basia,0-bnr searnhi ad itIonal innovations were
selected for study(see table 1), '-;', ,,

- 5 :::' ,

The datobase'for our:teseorch.constated.o case,Studiee preparedik,
tAL,:,

for, :each of the innovatipnaSeIeCted, The '.case aroindividuaihiStpries,
recounted -as a sequence of eVents-and.deCiSiOns aneVelpped aroun' ..a,
,coition set of .'concepts embpdyingour model of and bjincePts of i

'bureauPratic:entrepreneuraanc0cOalitiOn-building.Thuse:employed a ,

longitudinal approach in7this:reSearCh. ,,Weare,,fully aware of the'
0 /.

problems of generalization nany study of this taturelivenaliiAlited,,:'
number of cases (ten) 'draWnfrom trao:organilations:. :::Wergii0:;.:holeVer,

that we are infidld where exploratory' research Ot this\lcindAs I

.7



Table 1:1

Syracuse Rochester

nd .Year

The pampus Plan (Residuals)

Employment of Paraprofessionals

Computer Usage in Education

Project Unique (Residuals)

Nagnet Schools

Educa'tion Of Handicapped. children

Urban7Suburban. Interdistrict Transfer Plan (USITP)

Hetropolitan.World of InquirY School

J
1Yrban=Suburhan Center, for Iimovation in,EduoatiOn

.

.

Project, Unique (Residtulls)



especially important before moving to larger-scale research involving
a substantially greater number of school-Organizations. Blalock
maintains that the researcher must immerse himself/herself in the data
and learn all that he/she can from as many perspectives-as possible
when only a few established'hypotheses and a,smail list of:possible
variables are available.24

The primary locations ;for our field were, of course, Syracuse and
Rochester, New York. In addition, there was some travel to Albany,
New York, to meet with New York State Department of Education officials
and to Washington for the federal perspective.

Data on oUr case studies were obtained from organizational files
and newspapers, as well as'from personal 'interviews .with key actors
involVed in the/innovation.. Files of some of these actors were also
utilized,:to/the extent possible, to obtain their perspectives on the
coalition-building effort of t e educational organization:

- - Oui original plan was to' complete all of the Syracuse Cages/in
the first year .of research and to research all Rochester cases duting

the second year 'However, circumstances protpted us.to research two
of the.SyracusecaseSduri g the second year At the end of out first

year, we "presented NIE Wirth an interim report; discussing our findings

`to-that point. Thereforie, this final..report; iria4:effort to
provide comparison'and ;contrast -with those tentative findings, we
"refer to the iproducts ,our first year as "the first -year cases,"

'rather than "the SyradUae cases.," Similarly, tie .refer "to our second-

"theyear research as secod-yeet cases;." instead of "the,RoChester
domparido7/Will, be made, however, both between the conclusions

the interim and final.:reports and, in the context of our disciissiom
of residuals, between the two cities.



II. THE DECISION-MAKING ENVIRONMENT

Educational innovations in Rochester and Syracuse are influenced
by similar:Socialeconomic, and political conditions.: In many respects,
the:decisiontmikingenvirOnments in these urban centers. have developed

j aldng:similar .paths. Each reflects the:declining status oftedassoc-
' iated*thnOrtheaStern' cities: static tax Base,..aging capital infra-

-. structures, decliiiihgpOpUlatiOnand eroding personal wealth relative
tO.subUrban)iindtegional neighbors. Yet, both;. communities -have escaped
theeXtreme, symbols of decline; large annual deficits, default on
borrowing, and!iiical receivership municipal control boards)..

Decision are not made4n a vacuum. They are affected bothithe:.
character ofeach individual who contributes to the process and:bY the
settitig:within which eich:pirticipant liveS-and'Works.' InnovatiVe
programs and their- entrepreneurs Ax* sui)jct to the conditions Sur",
rounding theM; and a full understanding of an'innovatiOn:s.progress: '

:-'through the deCision-making. netWork may:only,belachieved'if the factual:
presentation-Of events, is conditioned'by7a deseriptiOn OI:enVitoUmentai
variables which can shape,thOse events

Political Environment
..

The political hietories Of_SyracuseandRochaster have folloOed
similar paths. ,For most of the last :hundred yeara,thepofitical' 'pro-
cessjn each 'cOmMunitY:haaleen dominated by a Angle 'pOliticil.party.
Only in the last ten years has two - party' competition emerged.. In 1960,
thdteWire leW:DemOctatic'Offiderholders in Moni6e and ;Onondaga Counties.
However, theA.97rlocar, electiona undprscored a shift in.poliiical'in-
'fluince.Afterthe electiOns,:,Democrats held control of the'legisla-

, .
.

tares of Monroe and.OU'Ondaga Counties, the:cities' common councils,...and
thg two mayoral offices. In the NoVeibetA.97electiona, _control of
the:Oriondiga-CoUntyj..egislatUre,waS.restOred to, the Republicans by

/ .,. .

.a/.,slight:margin, but lIerce,. two7partycoM0etition continues:

The emergehce,of theDemociatiartyas a major fOrce4n these
local political settings is nOt:the:result.'of'sudden,shifti;1h party
ehr011ment:' Enrolled Repuglicans have generaliyo4tnumbered enrolled::
DeMOcrata in the two communities; andalthOugh some erosion in'Repub-
licaneniollments his recently occurred, thishasTnOttotallybeen to /

the benefier:faf, the Democratit'Pattysee:,tabWl). Between ihe.l986'.
and 1974 gubernatorial ele6titnsthefilepUbilCapO'loSi 8 perent of ..//

their enrollpient:AnkOChester and MonroeCOuntT:andjost "I,-

: Ips's in Syracuse and OnOtidaga'County'::illeaayj 28; pererit;ofthatloss-//'.
did not serve to expand the base Of:'the'DemodraticPatty, but rather ,e

/

:.

./

/1
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increased the ranks of independent voters.

Unless there is a sudden departure from this general trand, public
policy in both metropolitan areas is less likely to be set by any one
party's singular influence and more likely to be the result of a-broader
and more diyerse range of interests reflective of the increased number
of new participants who can aspire to and achieve public office.

`Consequently, the end result of decision-making activities may be
less predictable, and coalition-bUilding amidst a larger group of
participants more difficult.

The ideological environment-within which public policy is fashioned
can also affect the successor failure of attempts to innovate. In the

twentieth century, under the leadership of both Republican and Demo-
cratic governors and state legislatures, New York State has gained
a "liberal" reputation in areas of social welfare policy. However,

this tendency has ,not been evenly diffused, geographically: As if to
balance "ultra-liberal" Neu York City, upstate counties have generally
been considered fiscally and socially conservative. Metropolitan

S and Rochester have Shared this upstate image. Despite these
stereotYpes, however, it can be argued, on the basis of recent guber-,
natorisi\election*, that Rochester tends to be 'politically' more libera

than Syracuse (see\table 2). Since 1966, Syracuse has consistently
given much less of its vote than hasAocheSter to the'guhernatorial,
candidate\with a IliberaL image. (It 1966; Rockefeller, a RePublican,
had a liberal ima3e0in 1970 and 1974, DeMdcrats,Aurthur Goldberg and
-Hugh Carey,respeatiVely, had.the liberal ,image.) The suburbs of
both Rochester aud,Syracuse tend to be more conservative than the cities.

°`In addition to the two major parties, institutionalized, nonparti-
san groups also can 'involve themselves/in and, possibly, alter the

.

deVelopmentof public Policy'. In theeducational arena, Rochester and,
,

, ,

to a lesser e4tent; Syracuse have the7participation,of such,
s .

groups yin IheirdecisiOn7making:ectivities., Parent-teacher associations
Can often beCalled:Uponbybureadcratic entrepreFneurs to;asSist:an

''. innovation throdgh thedecidionMaking network o,to advise them of
controversial issues in n attempt to minimize nonconstructive opposi-
tion Educational ftograns in both Syracuse an Rochester have been

influenced WtheSe.tra4itional,coalitiOnSY

Mowever,4nLRoChesterand in Mohrbe County, there l'ears,to be ,a

43 roader range-OfEL5E-4"11-ed7cpalitions_whiCh arepotentially active
participantsin.the'develoMe jt. of educational iiiriati ns. While both
SyrAcuaa,and:RocheStevAaVe.benefited"from the input of a nonprofit ,
municiOalreaearchHCOrporation; the-Syracuse.counterpart,has floun-
dered in reCent-years.:-Iimdis:mo* defunct.. UrbanariuM, a.consortium
Of2loCaleducation.:Ielatedjiistitutione,. hasbeen active in Monroe
Count37::in'Proieti*thOesplutiondf education-related problems.
'The:Greater-Rodheater:InteigoVernmental Panel is not aloof from
offering ita-commentarydinedneational prOgramming Concepts. To the
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extent:that such public interest groups can assist in the adoption of.
an innovation or foster a favorable climate for. change, Rochester
might, heVe an environmental advantage over,Syracuse,

Governmental Setting

.
It might once have been possible to study, urban decision-making

in a context' that was wholly contained within the political boundaries
of the citie of Syracuse and Rochester, but this is no longer true.
Urbanization is rapidly transfiguring the face of the cities and all
of the surro riding communities. In 1961,, for example, a group of
authors wrot a book, Decisions -in-SyracUse,25a'colleCtion of decision-
making cases aimed at revealing the existence-or nonexistence Of a local
p6wer elite, In undermining the power elite thesis, they pointed out
the diffusion 'of decision-making Centers' in Syracuse. They found that
it was no longer possible to speak of Syracuse without reference to the
larger :11etropolitan entity. of which it had become an inextricable part;
the same could just as easily haVe been said of Rochester.. The logic
of this .approach has become more compelling with each passing year We
speak of; Syracuse and Rochestet', but we increasingly, find Onondaga and
Monroe:CoUnties constituting the setting that most approximates the : '

reality ,of many Urban:public services. 'Metropolitanization .

emerging trend that projects coUnty- level of ficials , across urban/,
suburban lines of authority.: 1:)pcisions that were once the exclusive,
responsibility of urban, officials may now be decided at the county ,

level as well; and solutiOnS may ;emerge through, urban/Suburban: coalitions,,'
! .

: r

A discussion educational programs:must consider four ' .

governmental !systems:: the City of Syracuse,. the County of Onondaga; the
City:of Rochester, and the Cobilty of Monroe. These four governments
sponsor moStdpublic services in the greater Syracuse And 'Rocheter

'metropolit*areas. '

The Syracuse!City ,Schod1 :Dietrict, headed by an appointed
superintendent, i§ governed by.::as..even-momber board of education:

eleated.4t-,large jte'budget ',is irsubj by-the.-City Board
;,.of:Retim4te,:jdompOsed::-OLtheHmainK thepreSiOnt oftha.Syracuse

Compton' Council, 'and th'e ec ec)&f. finance, (an', appOintee of the mayor) ,

and it';must.also;be reeicewed by 'the common CoUnCil. !Tile!..council, ; however ,

HilWlipiieedauthOrityOver thedi ck"! 6 "annuai:Iblidget and; generally;
r teStiOth its deliberations to possible MOdificationd the annual
capitalegUi0entPro0461." !:.:It:Cannot ,..ai.(f.#.piogram-leveis- or personnel

allocations ;,and, ;' "traditionally,, haS.t1Ot:.made any' changes. in,School

district coon 'f:61:bicilfail0 to approve or act.

upOn.,,the!-SChOor'district..!bndget , plan Original4:,traMamitted by, the
,

,

CitY:'BOard!,of!'..Edtimate. dutoMaticallybecO146-..law. Since We:city
schobi',:dietritiCannOtoVertide,b64;d. of estimate aetiOn. on the school''
budget, .that:board,is perceived'. to, have considerable:authority over .

School district finances, one of.. .the basic underpinnings -of 4-
. .



strong-mayor. form of government and distinguishes it from other forms
of city administration such as city management. It is through this
strong control over local finances that the mayor may impose the
authority of his/her position on educational decisions.

Aside from its fiscal:kimitations, the Syracuse Board Of Education

iki
possesses significant autonomy in day-to-day district ope tions and

educational policy-setting. The board's historical concer fa: pre-

serving its autonomy has resulted in litigation between itse f and the
city.administratiou. While this relationship has not always promrt0.1.1

cooperative efforts between the board and the mayor, it does surface
periodically and may deter supportive coalition- building between the
twoauthorities. in Syracuse, financing school-district programs has
undergonea major evolution since the late 1960s. The school district
has availed itself-of an increasingly greater proportion of the city's
annual capitalprogram (with, the approval of city administrators, of
course). As a.result,,Many school district buildings and facilities
have been renovated or replaced, generating a full range of opportuni-
ties for staffing,. clasa scheduling, and administrative changes.
Capital expenditure decisions in Syracuse must' be approved by the City
Board of,Estimateand the Syracuse "Common, Councif Because of its
fiscal dependence upon these other.institutions, the Syracuse Board, of
Eucation'often.wst share its policy domain with city, administrators
end legislat;its: '

.

The Syracute City School District is administered by asuperinten-
dent who possesses the, ,usual appointive and program,responsibilities .

associated with the position: Thesuperintendent is supported by
professional administrators who, more Often than not,'lave attained
their position throgagh upward movement in the school district organi-

zation. :

e chief executive' of the city is the .maYor, who is checked by

cthe common council which has customary legislative powers. The common

council consists of a president and four membera.elected
together with five otherselected-by district. Bonding *reaolutions,

a primary means'for'funding large-scale facility improvements, ,must be

passed-by a'two-thirda vote of the council.

Jdee'Alexander was elected mayor of SYracuse in 1969 and was re-
elected in 1977 for a third term.: Alexander was the fir$t Democratic

. mayor in many yeart and has.generally had a,Demoaratid:cOntrolled
council with which to work., However,, ,the local Detocratic-party is
'far from Unified, and the Democrats on the council have been indepen-
dentlylanded, not fearing to oppose mayoral programa and budgets,on
occasion'.

Althdugh SyrecUse-operaies under a.stronglayorlorm of-government,
-3.AlexanderAlas chosen not to become overly involved in the dai'y opera-

tiOns ofcitygovernment.:*enhewas first elected,:manypolitiCos
predicted thatthe youAg photegenic mayor would soon be seeking. .

higher Office: After he was reelected for a'aecond term, he decided
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to run for the U. S. Senate. Although backed by the state Democratic
Part* he was easily defeated in the Democratic primary by activist

.0, Ramsey Clark:' Undaunted, Alexander shifted his attention from higher
elected office to professional 'activities. He threw much of his energy
into the U...-S..Conference of Mayors -and, in 1977, was elected its.

.'president, the first representing a small-to-Medium-sized city.

Understandably, all-Of these outside activities have cut into the'
time_thatAliinder personally spends on city business. To govern the
-City, Alexander has, from the beginning Of.his.administration, delegated
broad authority.to his department heads.' By and "large, his appoint-

ments have been based more on prOfessional reputation, experience,
and-ability thanon patronage or partisanship. , For example, his com-
missioner of finance is a Republican holdover from the previous admin-
istration and is'regarded as a master of municipal finance who has
helped to keep the city in a relatively strong financial position. Thus,

it can be said that Alexander has created a climate that very much
encourages independence and professionalism in his city agencies.

A the same time,. Alexander's, outside contacts have also paid.
dividends. He has tried to ensure that his agencfea mould not have to 'r

face austerity programs through/reliance on the city's dwindling tax
base. To obtain outside funds, he not only has personally spent a
great deal of time pursuing outside grants in Washington, but he also
has built a powerful nffice in City Hall to garner federal and state
funds: the' Office of Federal and State Aid Coordination. Syracusenow.
relies' on federal:and state funds for about 30 percent of its budget.
These_resouces have inured not only to the benefit of the city operation,
but to educational 'programs as well.

gliailAS221111LY

Since the early 1960s, Onondaga County has modernized its
governmental operations. In 1961, the town-oriented Board of Supervisors
of Onondaga County that had served both as executive and as legis/ative
branches was supplemented by an elected county executive with authority
over adaiinistrative departkents. In 1966, the effect of-population
change,srand related'reapportionment cases continued the modernization
trend when the board:of supervisors was replaced by the current county
legislature. The County 'was reapportiOned,and divided into 24 legis-
lative districts with equal populations: 12 withirPthe city and 12 out-
side of the City. , In effect, county government also has a "strong-mayor"
type of government.. Budget Procedures for both units are somewhat
dissimilar, however. The county legislature can make line-4tem and
programmatic adjustments which the Syracuse Common Council cannot do.

This:shift,iw-services may have important consequences for.urban
achooldiStrieta.H:Both.jRocheater and-SYracuse:aredependentaChool
districts;.: that s, they are wholly dependentupon_theYparent city for
idcal-idY4htie:Beneraii°n'.0..thippOrt:the-full range. dfeducSiional services.
YIhey.MUstannnallyonMpete:Withali nther:citY.services fortheir share':'
of local Because-the amount of property tax generated each

_ ,
.

. -
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year for school and other services comes from the same tax levy, the
annual growth of which is limited by the New York State Constitution..
Large urban schools such as in Syracuse and Rochester-face considerably
greater fiscal constraints'thanAO the smaller suburban schools in
-:districts which have a separate tax levy for school purposes. One way
to ease this competition for tax dollars between educational and non -

educational- programsprograms is to transfer the cost of basic city services .
to another jurisdiction.. For the entrepreneur seeking a share of
limited local funds with which to incorporate his Or her innovation,
this trend may; indeed, represent a clear opportunity.

To a lesser extent than in Rochester. and Monroe County, the spirit
of metropolitanization in SyracusejlaS been slowly Olifting "traditional"

-urban services toward the county. Arnumber of social-service and welfare
programs, formerly left,to the city,and small towns, have been taken
over. by the" county. In 1967, public health, once a city responsibility,
became a county function.: Environmental quality has come under county
jurisdiction. More recently, data processing, the city zoo, the city
library system, and solid waste disposal have been added to the list of
functions being transferred from city jurisdiction.

The most notable observation on the Onondaga County governmental
process is that most of these vast change in county goVernment since
1961 have been overseen by a single. chief executive,. County Executive
John Mulroy. A farm owner who was previously the supervisor of a rural
town,, Republican Mutroy has .been the county's first and only county
executive, rePutedly:the longest reigning county chief executive in the

nation.

\
Until January 1978, Mulroy had a Republican -dominated lcounty legis-

lature with which to worki. and this combination provided relative
stability and predictability in-county government operations. In contrast
to'Alexander, Mulroy is an insider who oversees in detail the management
off county government. While many of his department heads are competent
professionals such as nationally known county engineer John Hennigan,
it cannot be said that Mulroy delegates much responsibility or gives
free reign to his line officers. .10n the other hand, Mulroy is regarded
as a political progressive who, wile maintaining the possible
rating for county bonds, has steered county government towar4 growth and

the acquisition of increased responsibilities.

Rochester

In FY,1979-80, Rochester's budget stood at about $297.2 million
($116.8 million for education and $180.4 million' for general city pUrposes.)
In charge of these expenditures is a city manager. Rochester adopted
the council-manager form of governMeiit in 1928, one of the first large

cities'to do so. The change in goVernment was'A classic example of the
"good government" movement of the early 1900's. .George Eastman's
Bureau'of Municipal Research was a strong influence, but, the adoption
of the new form of governmencwould not have occurred had it not been



for a bitter intraparty split in the local Republican Party. Party

leaders, 'both.Democratic and .Republican, were opposed to the change
in the structure of government and attempted to overturn the decision
of the.voters in court. Although the council-manager form of govern--
went was upheld, the court struck down nonpartisan city elections.

The relationship between partisan elections and the city manager
has been a continuing issue in Rochester politics.' Whether the city
.manager-form has brought profe-s-dional administration" to Rochester, or
at least more professionali6m than in cities without the council-manager
fori, is certainly open to question. Since 1928, there have been 13

city managers, who have had an average tenure of less than four years
each.26Although-one manager.inthe 1940s lasted- thirteen years, many
others stayed a very short, time, probably making the establishment of
routinized management procedures very difficult.' Whenever party-con-
trol changed at City Hall, the manager was sure to go. The'same often
held true even when the leadership' of the party in control changed.
Partisan influence over city managers was maintained,' moreover, by
choosing most managers from in-house candidates.' Some of the early
managers were civil engineers, but only Porter'Homer, in the early
1960s, and, recently, Elisha Freedman have been professionally

trained public administrators..

Theodrawbacks of Rochester's council-manager government have been
pointed out\in a recent proposal for a new Rochester charter.27 "or
example, ithas been difficult to make long-range decisions. The
:ninemembertity council:often becomes involved in administrative
decisiOns, including'peradnnel and labor relations. Polity has tended
to,be set in reaction to crises.. Councilmen have held informal veto
power over departmental appointments even though the manager, in theory,
has full authority... The policy - making, tension between the manager and
the council hag, inadditiOn,' not been ameliorated by the mayor, who has
few officiai'dutieS other than presiding over the counci1.28 In sum,
one study of Rochester's' government concludes:

The council- manager system as: itexists in RoChester has
a substantial:Weakness in that there is no unified policy .

leadership. he.lxiaitionOfmayOr, as. presently consti-
tuted,:does n t prOvide::the.power necessary for strong
policy.f.leader hipEurtheti the fragmented council, with
its members r acting differentially tolpressures, events,
and indiVidUai'moiiIiations,:has not provided a stable basis
of support to :the' manager for constructive,' longerrange

,

programsorAualitY:adminiatration . ; .' The city Manager

is in =the difficuitA3ositiOn of having his efforts-divided
onbothadministration and policy--with insufficient time
to sPend on either functiOn.29

In Spite, Of these-limitations, Elishajreedman (who was city
managerprior tothe:appointment ofthe current manager, L. Joe Miller)
haeSoUghtend.yasyactorded'intteased,:authoritysespeCiallyAn making
appointments. For example, he:tonvened apanel of respected fire
thiefstO4nterviwcandidatesforkire::chief. .The-InternatiOnal

1



Association of Chiefs of Police, similarly, was,consulted on the
selection of a' police chief. 'Freedman also overhauled Rochester's
Department of. Public Works,whichrWas\generally agreed to: be inef-

,ficiently operated', and bloated by patronage. Employment in the
Department of Public Works has,,, now been reduced by nearly one-half.

At lease part of the reason for the recent ability of the city
manager to play a larger role' is the declines in the power of organ-

ized political parties. As noted earlier, Monroe County voters have
not remained loyal to their party candidates. Moreover, patronage
jobsAlaye steadily .given way to civil service appointments, and the
importance of "ward politics" has been eclipsed, a victim of legis-
lative district reapportionment. Party polities, instead,appears to
have'given way'ta the pOlitics of issues, and interest groups in
Rochester have replaCed political parties as:the major political actors.

'In education, as well\as in city policy developments, Rochester, to a
greater degree-than Syracuse,'.has seen participation of a number of
strong Interest groups, ranging from a politically active chamber of
commerce to public service and neighborhood-centered associations.

The relationship between-the Rochester Board of Education and the
:city adMinistrationis.similar to that in Syracuse. The board main-.
tains its autonomy in day -to -day affairs and is fiscally dependent
upon the' city for local resources. However, Rochester does not have a
board of estimate;.and its city council, accordingly, possesses greater
budgetary authority than its Syracuse counterpart.

Coalition- building between school and city officialscwill/be
tempered, of course, by Rochester's particular type of govern*ent. The
city manager derives the,authority of his office from the'...CoMon council.
The manager may be cautious in considering fundamental changes in
policy'so as to ensure a continued, favorable relationship with the
council. In Syracnse, the mayor derives his authority from the elec-
torate and may be less dependent upon council agreement. This differ.,

ence, of coursd,Amly has significance for those issues that need to
be submitted to. the council for its formal consideration.

Monroe County

Following the\lead of Rochester, Monroe County appointed a
county mandger. in 1936.7 At that time, the county's legislative body
was the board of supervisors, and county managers tended to be chosen
from the ranks of the supervisors. Unlike the city manager, however,
the county manager Wasappointed.for a four-year term. In 1965, the
board of supervisors was replaced by a county legislature, divided' into
29 legislatiVe districts of which twelve are located in Rochester.

Although guaranteed a four-year tenure, the county'matager has .

always been subject to intense partisan pressure and .has been hard-
pressed to provide independent leadership. In the county, governmental)
leadership usually has been exercised either by the county Reppbliqan)?

chairman or by the legislative majority leader.



Political pressures notwithstanding, there has been a long-
standing trend toward consolidation'oforban functions at the county
level in Monroe CoUnty, Indeed,.Monroe County has been a leader in
Newlork State in this regard. 'While the growth of county control over

.. former city functions did not begin until\ the 1960s in Onondaga County,
transfers,of functions from city to county government have been occur-
ring in Monroe County since. the 1940s. At an earlier time and to a
greater extent than Onondaga County, Monroe County has moved closet to

a truly metropolitan government.

Local Goverment Finances

The-availability of local resources for incorporating.innovative
programs into the educational system is an important element in depict-

ing characteristics of the decision-making processes of both Rochester

and Syracuse. Neither city has wholly escaped the fiscal constraints
often associated with the declining status of older, northeastern

cities. Yet, both may have escaped the extreme symbols of decline
through service cutback and increased reliance on state and federal

resources.
\

During the 1970s, the fiscal condition of Syracuse ranged from
..-severe distress to moderate stability. -In 1970, the combined city and

----- school district budget stood at $62.3 million: $29.4 million for educe-
tional?urposes and the remainder for all other city services. The
budget vas supported by, a, total tax levy_of $25.8 million. The levy

for schOol district purposes was $15.3 million,' or 60 percent, requiring
/an ad valorem tax rate of $35.83 per thousand assessed valuation. By

/ 1979, the school district's share of the tax levy had increased to
82 percent, while the city services portion of the tax levy had declined
from the 1970 total of $10.4 million to $6.4 million in 1979. The

commitment
.

of local tax resources for school purposes increased sub-
stantially during this period.

Not all of the growth, of course, represented "new" money_for
instituting new program initiatives. Most can be attributed(to cost
increases for traditional educational programs resulting froM.inflation

and higher negOtiated salaries. However, part of the increased availabi-
lity.of local- resources to meet school district needS-was designed to
address the growing concern that educational facilities in Syracuse were
outdated and in deteriorated condition. Between 1970 and 1979, total
indebtedness foi-ichool construction, rehabilitation, and related
improvements grew 343 percent. The intensity of these activities
created unique opportunities for programming and scheduling which had
a direct impact on the solution of racial, imbalanceproblems at primary
and secondary levels. But it may have also interjected into the educe-
tiOnal decision-making network a broader range of participants, since
common council approval is required for all; capital projects.



Coalition-building in 1979 may be More complex, as educational adminis-
trators,must solicit support and limited commentary from common councilors

to implement building. construction and improvements. To the extent that
these improvements generate opportunities for program change in the
educational systems city legislattrs may now be more actively involved
in program dedision-making within their school district.

In Rochester, school district dependence upon local resources
reflects. a somewhat different pattern. The Rochester tax levy for

school purposes in 1969-70 was $26.9milliont or 54'percent of the total
combined city/school diStrict levy., By 1978-79, the school purposes levy.
had grown to $45.3 million, but represented nearly the same proportion
of the total levy; no real shift in this principal local resource had
occurred. However, the range of local revenue available-to the Rochester
CitySChool District is larger than in Syracuse: The Syracuse City School
Diatrict allotated a total of $31 million in local support in 1979. The

property tax levy repreaented 97.1 percent of that total. In Rochester,

the city school distritt received an estimated $76.3 million in local
assistance during the .same year, but only 59.2 percent consisted of
property tax dollars..; Many of these-revenue sources appreciate modest,

natural annual growth'without administrative or legislative action
(i,e., the Rochester CitY.Schooltlistrict.receives a greater proportion
of local sales tax than does Syracuse): Unlike Syracuse, where reliance

upon the property tax.compels a return to the common council each time

a major increase in local funding is requested, ,the Rochester City

School.District may have more internal flexibility to fund innovations
without having to call upon legislative intervention for approval.

Population Characteristics

Both Syracuse and Rochester are declining in population, while
the populations of their counties are on,the rise. The U. S. Bureau
of the Census cites that, in 1960, the City of Syracuse had 216,038
people and bnondaga County had 423,028. By 1970,' the city had a popula-
tion of:only.197-;297,'and the-county had grown to a population of

.-47,2,835. Similarly, in 1960, Rochester had 318,611 people, and Monroe

County had 586,38.7. By 1970, Rothester had dealined.to 295,011, and
Monroe County had:Spurted to 711,917. (see table 3).

During the same period, the composition of the population
changed.. In 1960, the City of. Syracuse had 12,281 non- Whites, or 5.7
percent, :compared,to 23,597., or.12 percent; in 1970. The shift in

RoChester is even more dramatic. The 1960 count of non-White minorities

was 24,228,-or 7.6 percent. By 1970, the proportion had grown to

52,115, or 17.6 percent.

As the populationjibs changed racially, it has, also changed in. age.
Seniorcitizens1have:tended toremain in the city, keeping their homes /I

or apartments-Aneatablished neighborhoods ot,moyir4 high - rise;

apartmentsaChofl thS:titiea'haS.foUr percent Morepeople over 65/.

years of age-thandotheirtoUnties.'. In short, both Syracuse and
jtOcheser'siainingm0*epenple:whO:r-reqoire services Put are not as

able tnSUPpOrtitheM*.Ajast-nOpulatiO00 h4ve:been._(See table 4.)



Table 3'.

POPULATION AND PER CAPITA INCOME

New. York

State
Monroe
County

Rochester
1 ,

Onondaga
County

Syracuse

1960 Pop. 16,782,304 586,387 318,611 423,,028 216,038

1970 Pop. 18,241,391 7111917 295,011 472,835 197,297

1975 Pop. 18,075,487 708,642 267,172 472,708, 182,543

% Change
1960-1975 +7.7% +20.9% -16.1% +11.7% -15.5%.

1960 Income 2236 ,2295 2068 2132 2152

1970 Income 3608 3821 3238 3386 3158

1975 Income 4903 5311 4335 4691 4123.

% Change
1960-1975 101.4% 131.4% 109.6% 120.0% '91.6%

Sources:' U. S. Bureau of the Census. County and City Data Book, 1972;
and Population Estimates and Projections series, P-25, No. 680,

May 1977.

Table 4

POPULATION AGED OVER 65 YEARS
(Petcent. of Population)

1950 1960' '1970

New Yoik State 8.5 10.1 10.8

Monroe Co. 10.0 10.8 9.7

16Chester 11.0 14.0 13.7

Onondaga Co. 9.1 9.5 9.3

Syracuse 9.5 12.1 13.0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. CounsyancCisyp_at7.eBook,

1972. 1967. 1957.



These. trends in ,urban population counts and composition precipi-
tated a fundamental change.in the characteristics and size of7student
populations in Syracuse and Rochester. In fall 1966, Rochester had a
total public "school enrollmentof 45,586'pupils, while SyracUse had
enrolled a total of 30,103. By fall 1976, enrollment in Rochester had
declined to 41,003 (-10 Tercent)\and, in Syracuse, to 25,150 (-16 percent).

The composition of student populations in both cities has,also
undergone significant change.' The minority portion of student papule-,
tion in ,Rochester increased from 17,090\students in the 1970-71 school.

year-to 22,064 in the 1976-77 school year, or an increase of 29 per-
cent. In_Syracuae, the minority.proportion'of total student.population
for the 1970-71 school year was 25- percent (7,411 pupils). By the
106-77 School .year, the proportion had increased to 35 percent (9,166
'pupils)'for, atotal 'gain ot.24 percent. These changes in student
.populationeinboth districts was not proportionately matched by a
'rpdUction inper7pupil Casts. In tha.1966-,67 Rochester school year,'
expenditures perenrolled,pupil Were $770, Expenditures, per enrolled

pupil.fOr'the 1976-77RoCheater schOol year had risen to $2,022, or by
.163.percent. Similarly, perpupil expenditures in Syracuse had increased
during the same ,period- from $731 D.966-67) to $1,618 (1976-77), or by
,121- percent. Per-pupil expenditures in' Rochester during this period

have grown at a higher rate_than_in.Syracuse.

EVen Over.this.short period for which datais available distinc-
tions between the two districts can be found. The Rochester City School
District has becomemore costly on a per-pupil basis ;and has exper-
ienced a larger,grOWthin>M1fiOrity population. -These trends have
oCcurred, at the same time that total enrollment declined.

Personal Wealth

The- change in the character of the general and student populations
in the Rochester and Syracuse: City School bittricts, has paralleled a
relatiye decline,in personal income. Monroe County is a-wealthy
county'(seetable 3.), Some of the Rochester suburbs, especially
Brighton and Pittsford, are among the wealthiest in. the nation. Per
capita income in Monroe CountYwas-$400 greater than\that of New York.
Otate'by 1935,--In-:"Contrast,; pet capita income in OnOndaga:CoUnty was
$200 less than the state leYel, but was cloaing the gap. The cities have
less per capita income than the counties,, and the income difference is
widening (see table 5). In. 1960, per- capita income in Syracuse was

larger than that, in Onondaga County. By 1975, per capita income in
Syracuse was 88 percent of the county's. The situation in Rochester is
equally striking. The income differential between Rocheiter and Monroe
County is 18 percent

Similarly, table ,6 presents per capita data on taxation, debt, and
expenditures for the two areas in 1965 and 1974. Items one to four
-show that the two cities are more hard-pressed,' financially, than are
the counties. The cities have often approached all of their maximum



Table 5

CITY POPULATION AND INCOME AS -A PERCENT OF COUNTY POPULATION AND INCOME

.1960 , 1970 . 1975

.

Rochester/Monroe Co.
Population I .54.3 , 41.4 37.7

Per Capita Income 90%1 84.7 81.6

Syracuse/Onondaga CO.
Population. 51.1 41.7 38.61
Pet Capita Income 100.9 93.3 .87.9

Table 6
*.

PER CAPITA. TAXATION, DEBT, AND EXPENDITURES

Monroe .kochester. Onondaga Syracuse
NYS Counties
Outside NYC

Property Tax
Authority 1965 82 117 75 109 83

1974 125 247- 102 146 123
2
Property Tax'
Levied for
County(City)
Purposes ., 1965 44. 117 42 -108 .

41

1974 87 242 71 134 82

3
ConstitutiOnal :

Debt, Limit . '1965 392. i462 335 391. 389

1974 551 601 439 4ii____ .556
**

13ebt ,:1965 106 223 -.. 84 148: 73

1974 317 808 346 243 272

5'
:General Current .

Operations 1965 89 110 84 96 . 74

1974 254- 255. 265 218 262 .

6-
.12'.Capital' 1965 13 29 37 17

. 1974 58 137 68 42 42.
7

1

Debc Service 1965 7 -69 17 13 11

1974 :.31 159 73 63 36

Total 1965 , 113 217 139 132 109

1974 369 576 411' 309 358 .

.

*
Based on 1960 and 1970 population.

Not-all debt under New York State law is subject to the state's
Constitutional debt liMit.. In Rochester in 1974, only about 1/2
ofits.total debt was subject to the debt limit. In Syracuse that
year, almost all of the debt was Of types subject to the Limit.

Source:. New-oFWSCate:Department of Audit and Control, Special Report
on Municipar:Affaies-by the State.Comptroller,' Years ended .

.

'1965 nd;1974.' r



property taxation authority.as determined by,the New York State Consti-
tution. ThelRoChester area is also more heavily taxed' than:is the -,

Syracuse Area. The City of Rochester has ,been 'especially hard-hit
with increased property taxes''in the past decade. ,i'

'r)
.14

Per capita debt has dramatically increased since 1965 in both
areas. Both counties, have outpaced the upstate average, with Onondaga
County having overtaken Monroe COunty. The.biggest probIeM is in
Rochester.' Its per capita debt has increased almost fOurfold. ,While
Syracuse and-Onondaga County have remained. well below their debt limit
as sethy-NewYork'State, Rochester has kept below its 'i lithorized
debt-Ceiling only by resorting to types of bonds that aFe exempt from
the debt limit.

4

Consequently, items five through seven show thatAochester mustilow
,

spendaImost three times per capita more than.Syracu e on debt service.

t;
The City of'Rochester outspends Syracuse_bu general peratiOns and
apital requirements, hutOnondaga County goverameni/spends more/per

tthan Monroe County government.. As is the'cast with per capita
ncome, the:disparity-between Rochester and Monroe ,Countyi compared to

Syracuse and Onondaga Countyi seems to be.increasi#g. In RoChester, to
a greater degree than in Syracuse; the poor are g tting poorer, but are
being charged more fot local 'government services.!/ '.

Industrial Influence

Both Syracuse: and Rochester have, been shapedsignificantly by
industrial and tsOnological grOwth. In Syracuse, natural brine wells
at the foot of Onondaga Lake provided the cit7/with the resources of,c;
one:of-its first industries, the Solvay Process Company. The AlliedL
Chemical Corporation, Of which Solvay Troccips/IS now a subsidiary, is
still' dependentupon salt brine deposits inl,the area for its chemical
production. The China manufacturers of Syracuse also use local sources
of supply.:4iowever, most industries are-lotated in the Syracuse area
.because the general business environment is good for industry..

Syracuse is traditionally a Manufacturing center. One-third of
its employment` today is in tanUfacturing (see table 7).. With the
-national growth of industry in the last/few decades, some former
Syracuse industries have been taken over by large corporations such as
the Carrier:GorporitiOn's merger with/United Technology. Syracuse is
also home base forfa few, big companies such as,Agway, Inc.., and Crouse-
Hinds Company. Other firms theGeneral Electric Company), attrac-
ted to the area by .a good industrial climate (e.g., skilled labor, power,
water, transportation; proximity to/markets), have 'chosen to locate
plants in the Syracuse area,.butrheir loyalty to the city has declined
overrhe years. As industry has expanded and needed largesofacilities,
itHhas Spread to industrial parks, outside the city limits.

There is enormous diversity in the industry of Syracuse and Onondaga

County. Greater Syracuse is represented, in all standard industrial
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Table 7

:PERSONAL INCOME FROM WAGE AND SALARIES, 1972

(percent,of total, by sector),

Upstate N.Y. Monroe Onondaga

Farms .3 .1 .1

Contract Const.ruction 6.5 5.8 6.4

Manufacturing 31.1 50.5 30.1

Wholesale and Retail Trade 15.9 ,12.0 17,7

Finance, insurance, and
Real Estate 3.9 3.5 5.3

Transportation 3.2 1.6 4.3

Communication and
Public Utilities 3.2 2.5 4.0

Services- / 13.4 11.7 13.2

Government 22.2 12.0 18.5

Other .4 .4 .4

of the Budget,: New York State Statistical



'categories used in the Census of Manufacturing. As there aremany
large companies in the city and county, no one company. plays\a dominant',

role in the overall local economy or in public-service planning.
Soma,of these' companies such as Bristol laboratories (pharmaceutical),
General Electric, and Carrier could be classified as rulatively
sophisticated from a technical standpoint.

In addition, Syracuse University influences the general ambience
of the city. The university is the third largest employer in the
metropolitan, area. *Welter, while the financial impact of the univer-
sity on the community has been measured, it is More difficult todiscuss
the social,. political, cultural, or technological. impact. Cooperative
ventures of a formal kinr!, between the university and the city are few,
although the informal contacts, through graduates who find employment '
and individual profesiors.who.codsult, may be iMpOrtant._

As industrial tethnologYfhas' influenced the evolution of Syracuse,
has also 'affected Rochester, perhaps in more striking ways. Roches-

ter's bat:1.c indatrialpattern was set in the late 1800s by a series
of inventorsief among these was George Eastman, whose experiments
led to-the dventnaldevelopMent of a flexible, paper - based film to

replace glass photographic plates. In the 1880S, Eastman produced
the first small box:camera.intended for the mass market. Mass photo-
graphy became more and more popular. Eastman increased his company's
position by acquiring :useful and potentially conflicting patents, and
photostaphic inventions streamed from Rochester. By 1927, Eastman
Kodakemployed 7,000 and,had its own industrial park consisting of
14n buildings.'.

The influence on Rochester of Eastman and the company he founded 11,,
Until. his death in 1932, George Eastman himself towered/

(Ver most aspects of ilifeiniocheater He heavily endowed the Univer-
sity of Rochester and the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). ,He,
built up the Rochester Chamber of Commerce and the local YMCA. He
established the renowned EastmanSchool of Music-and built a magnifi-
cent Eastmantheater. He also spurred government reform by establishing
A Bureau of Municipal Research.

Throughout the twentieth century, Eastman Kodak has dominated
employment in Rochester. With current employment at about 52,000,
Kodak provides about one-third of all manufacturing jobs in the five
county Rochester area and, roughly, one-eighth of all jobs. Each
spring,,the local economy receives a boost when Kodak distributes its
wage bonuses to employees. These bonuses, in recent years, have
reached about $100 million, annually.

/
.

Other Rochester industries are:also based on high technology. Xerox
I

'CorPoration noW. emialoys approximately 15,000 in Monroe County. Most of

ata/grOwth-occurred skter'the development -of xerography in 1960 (The

JTecursOr:of Xerox began in Rochester about 1900.) ,Bausch and Lomb,
!makers.of optical equipMent and lenses; began as the small shop of two
nineteenth- century German immigrants. aybron Corporation. produces

/1.



Taylor instruments and Ritter. 'dental equipment. General Motors employs

about 9,000 in,Mcnroe County at its Delco Division (carburetors). The

generally good economic health of the Rochester area recently has thus

been due to a dependence-on industries that have been ,prosperOus,

especially photography, office copiers, and automobiles.

Ai in Syracuse/Onnndaga County, rapid subutbanization'occurred in
Rochester/Monroe County during the 1950s and 1960s. 'This included
industry as well as housing and retail outlets. Kodak has spilled

over,into the adjacent suburban Town of Greece. Xerox moved its

principa :L manufacturing plant to neighboring Webster in 1958. Graflex

and Strasenburgh, twg,other large employers;. also moved to the suburbs

in the late 1950s. As these industries prospered during the 1960s, the
stage was'set for the rapid population growth of Monroe County, all
of which occurred outside the City of Rochester. As in Syracuse, the

turning point came about 1960 when, for the first time, more assessed
property valuation was found outside than inside the city,

The high-technology climate of Rochester is supplemented by the
ptesence of two technically-strong, 'academic institutions. The

University of Rochester, though not as large as Syracuse University in
terms of,student enrollment, is one of the most heavily endowed universi-,\

ties in the nation, thanks to Eastman and other Rochester industrialists.'

The university's reputation is in bOic medical and optical research.
Rochester Institute of Technology is.a nationally known engineering

school. In the late 1960s, it moved into a new.$50 million campus on

the outskirts of Rochester. Joseph Wilson, the late head of Xerox,

was a prime benefactor.

..Pglicy-ietting both in Syracuse and in Rochester .has reflected to

some degree the development of high technology industries each

community. Recently, 'there have been conscious attempts to use that

technology to, improve the delivety of educational services.

-Conclusion

While each innovation studied in Rochester and Syracuse is interest-
ing,lnitseWn,right,MOte:significant, alue:Jiei in our.ability to
extract concluaions:abOutitSimpact on decS,Ogn-making Capabilities.
Rarelygan:adecisiO0emade1n'avacuum. :V.i4ables external to the
Otganizatiorroften:AhdOethedevelopment of new ideas as they progress

thtOUgh the'yarioue,itagesdecision-making..

The Orginizationaltowthof. localaducational'programs may be
environnzt .ieepOnses to the tari'ty of a known

probleM-and 00.14Whativesselected 67). resolve it chip: . time, the

iuggessfUl entrepreneur is likely to betOthe increasingly7`dwate of these
.reiipenseiandwillgiCheatrate his orilet ideathiough'the:maze of
':'environMentalVariablesin:SuChe fashiOr(as:te assurethemaxiMum
.probability of success.



r
Success begets success. Failure is discouraging. :A learning

process occurs, and those strategies employed in the ,past to carry
an innovation through to incorporation are likely to be repeated in
the future'if they are perceived ast useful in.improVing an innova-t
tion's chences in the decision-makinvenvironment. An understanding of
the settings in Rochester.and Syracuse is useful in distinguishing the
differing' iyes of innovations that have emerged and the "selling"
strategies 'ed to securetheir adoption. 'Subtle'differences in social,
economic, an political.conditions may explain differing responses
in Rochester a d.Syracuee,to similar problems.(i.e.,.racial balance .
issuesi.and\inf tion.proCessing) The uniqueness of solutions
-posed and.the a option processes developed are no doubt partly a
result o£ the di ferences in urban settings in the two metropolitan
communities.





III, CASE SUMMARIES OF INNOVATIONS

What follows are brief summaries of the ten, fully-docUmented
case histories-provided in Volume II of this report. In order to
render thiamolume of the report a self - contained' document, we have
inCluded theae.case:summariessfor easy reference by the reader
primarily interested in our:project analysis and conclusions. Case
summaries are provided for each of our eight original cases of educa
tional innovation'tonducted in Rochester and Syracuse, as well as
for our two. "residual! cases,. following up on earlier work for
the National Science Foundation.

. N.

The cases and thejithors.who originally prepared the. full-
leingthistOries for.eath case are listed below.

A. Adaptive Innovation:. The Syracuse City School District and Educa-
tion for Children withIlandica in Conditions', by J. Barron Boyd

B. Computer Technology in the Syracuse City,School District, by
E1ma B. BoYko

C. Theliouse Plan in the ,StraCwaDistril
Innovation in a Single-School; by Thomas A. Dorsey//:

D. Magnet Schools in the'SyracUse City School District, by AndrewiM.
McGreevy,

E, Metropolitan World of Inquiry SchoolOart of. the Urban-Suburban
Interdistricransfer Programin,ROchester/Mohroe County), by
Elia'B..Boyko

F. Paraprofessio-Syracuse City. School DiStrict, by Paul J.
'Flyn

G. ReaidualEffetts of the'Campus-Plan in
by Marguerite, 'A.: -

H..ResidUarEffitta:of.Projett Unique in Rochester, New York: 1970-1979,.

- .

I..UrbanS6VnibinCenter:fOr Innovation inEdudation (Vartofthe
UrbanSnbnrb*OnterdistrictTransfer program in Rochester/Monroe
.conntY)1:43r.,ElmaB:

Syracuse New York: 1966-1978,

J. Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program: Project US in
Rochester/Monroe County, by Elma B. Boyko.
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A. Ada tive Innovation: The S racuse City School District and
Education for Children'with Handicapping.Conditiot.s

In 1975 and.1976, federal and state laws mandated that certain
types of education be provided to all public school children with
"handicapping conditions." Two basic points made in these laws were
that a "free and appropriate education be provided for each handi-
capped child in'the district between the ages of 3 and 21," and that
sucheducation he'provided in the "least restrictive environment."
In response to these two principles laid out both in federal legis
lation'(P.L..94-142) and instate law (Chapter 853 of the New York
State Education Law),. the Syracuse City School District's special
education effortinVolved the following:.

(1). location of children with. handicapping conditions;
(2) evaluation of.nhildren with .handicapping conditions;
(3) placement of children in the proper programs;
(4) the educational progFams themselves; and
(5).guaranteenof,due process for children and parents.

In these ways,.the.,Syracuse school district set forth highly specific
-measures to comply with the legal mandates. In implementing theSe
"innovations," the. Syracuse City School District had little choice
andlittle'latitude,about thespecifics of the new procedures.

loweVer, in:devising programs for specific groups of handicapped
children, the district enjoyed greater latitude,. The district was not.
given specific, detailed instructions as to how to structure its
programs for Children with handicapping conditions, and it is therefore
in these prograMmaticA.nnovations that true innovation from district

officials emerged. This .-type of case, which can be labeled "innovation
from above," is a good example of; hoW the politics of "forced innova-
tion," so to speak, occurs.

The efforts of the district beyond that which was mandated for
handicapped cilildren included the following:

(1) a summer program for adolescents with learning disabilities,
designed to prevent a regression in learning skills during
the summer months--established in 1979;

(2) a special program to integrate autistic children and children
without handicaps ("mainstreaming" autistic students by using
innovative, pedagogical techniques)-\-established in 1979;

(3) a series of special classes for the developmentally delayed
in an attempt to provide the developmentally delayed with a
particularly rich learning environment;\ and

(4) a heavy emphasis.on student participation in the Special
Olympics, sponsoring local competition and supporting local
participants who qualify for the National\Special Olympics.



i School district awareness of the problems of .educating handi-
capped children predated the federal and state mandates o,f 1975-1976,
and ,the. distriCt had had a series of prograMs to deal with these
students for many years. However, the new laws called for program-
matic innovations considerably expanded from existing programs,
especially in terms of: the type of programs offered, the scope of
the programs, the number of students served, the methods for identi-
fying and processing students, and the guarantees -of due process both
for students and for parents.

'

The mandates were certainly catalysts for the district to. look
anew at the problem; and those in the district, both bureaucrats
and honbureaucrats, who had been concerned with the problems of
handicapped students prior to the mandates, welcomed the new federal
and state laws in that they forced officials to review existing
programs.and to take action where the need existed.

The primary actor in the search for alternatives to conform to
the legal norms was the' director of Education for Children with
HandicapPing Conditions, H. Thomas Clift. As the major actor for the
development of adaptive innovations, he had responsibility for planning,
administering, staffing, and directing the adaptive -process. In

addition, Superintendent Sidney Johnson played the role of a powerful
advocate. of the prOgrims as they developed. He supported Clift and
his- Office and defended 'their efforts before the school bOard, although
the Syracuse Board'of.Education. exercised "authority over the direction
of all new prograMa.

However, yery little public debate over the programs took place
at board meetings, probably due to the following reasons: (1) Super-

,

intendent Johnson's active and supportiYe stance; (2) the mandated
nature of the programsi .(3) the availability of outside funds to
support many. of the programs; and (4) the broad base of citizen support
for the innovations.

The ,aearch for adaptiye innovations was guided primarily by three
faCtors: (1) theprovisiOnd of. the state mandate which specified many
steps, to be , taken (particnlarly'with:respeCt to procedural norms);
(2) , the: input cif: manyindiyiduals,' both professionala and private
citizens .:interastedin, theissue;'. and. (3) the desire to

innoy4te. on the .pare.-Ofbnieancratic. entrepreneurs Clift and Johnson.
.The deCiaionakineProCe6S:leading to, the adoption of many Of-the
mandated and.nonMandated'aapects-,Of the programs waa.characterized

,

by:44 unusual degree of Opentiesa.. Ciift. appears 'to have consulted
With ,mO6e/:of the :impotiant. Service 'and constituent groups. in the area;
and:many':ofthStho.re',ig4ifiCant and innovative aspects of the dis-
triceiCptograiS weredeVelppad,in response to a suggestion or:request
by an 'extFabilisaildraticactor'. \ This .was 'the case with' regard to
the summer prOgram-for learning, disabled adolescents .and with regard to
integrating ;autistic -chifdren,with .nonhandicapped .stndents. ..(The
catalyst for' thia 'came frOM professionals ane .,;arents associated with
Jowonio: The Learning Plice:)



Very little-dissent arose.as
:proceeded to include the various
This case is singular in that the
on the part of those involved in
solicited by entrepreneurs Clift and Johnson, and that hey were

i
listened to and seriously conside ed. 'Only slight iss e was taken with
the'apee4':of the distriCt'sactio on the Jowonio negotiations and with
the priorities of:the district in their. particular area.of concern.
Most external adtors agree that 9heir advice had a/substantive impact
on.theijOlidiesjventually enacted by the district. This "grand_

coalition" ofptOfespionals, district officialsi-and parents gave an
enorriOna.itpethato:themOmentilm.of,the prograMS. In addition, the
availability of fromA3hth stateand feral government made the
programs particularly. palatable to the district since it meant no
Aiminution Of the shareOffUnds to be allocated to other recipients

Clift's 'open decision-maki style

lements of the interested/ ommunity.
e was virtually unanimous/consensus
he process, that their Jews were

-.'Thiscase of "adap veAnnovation,7 or "innovation from above,"
suggestaaeVeral'honclu iona..The fadf that change was mandated from
.thefecieral:ahtlaiategOyerrimenta ericihred that innovation would occur.)
ThUS;:the.basic. oliticalquestiOn>of whether to "change. things" was
AVoideO,Taa:WashOlisentwhiohAalevitahlsurrounds such a question./
Alittentionthenihrnedto:hoWtoAnatitute,the specific innovations
cleManded:..b.y1aWAY:Shifting-:thil7diacusaion to a question of -"means"
rather:thanendincreaaineweightwas given to and
suggestionsoth'profesSional and lay:"experts":who came to form a
'supporting coalition inthearea of handicappededucation-

Itjsalap doubtful that the district would have been so successflul

in its programs handicapped children had not the finances been
available-to.aUpport/banyof these efforts. Many of the innovations
were paid for by lodal:fiands, but enough state and federal money was

available to make cost of innovation acceptable to the board and
to city officiala. \In addition, a particularly noteworthy aspect of
the financial situation was that some of. the state funds allocated
.went directly/into the general fund of-the city. Therefore, besides
funding some Of:the specific programs, the aVailability of external'

.funds helped to, eXpand thejinancial base of the general-piogram and .

thus avoided creating a'competitive,environment within the grand
coalition where different groups MighthaVe contended with each other
fora/pia6e of the finandial pie. The'soope of the coalition, the
Anteileityof'its:_inVolvetheat in the district's decision-making process,
and its stability were helpful in supporting the innovations at higher:
1'eve is

Whereas all of the above fadtors were important_to the success
of the programs, it appears that the most crucial feature of the inno-
vation process was the quality and nature of the leadership. It seems

that the district's bureaucratic leaders used the mandate from above
as an opportunity to institute innovations in excess of simple com-
pliance with the mandate. Clift (supported by Johnson),,with his open
decision-making style, involved community members and made those parti-
cipants feel that their 4.nvolvement was efficacious. Coupled with the



presumption of good faith that these leaders conveyed, this open

decision - making style kept intracoalition Competition to a minimum,
kept' it stable, and thus served as a powerful source of support for,

the innovations.

\

B. Computer Technology in the Syracuse* City School District

Computers can serve several functions in the educational environ-

ment. Usedin ansdministrative capacity, they-can perform the
transactions necessary for smooth fiscal functioning: payroll,
inventory, personneLrecOrds, and auditing (business functions); and
class scheduling, student.admitting, grade reporting, student attend-
ance, and transportation scheduling (student-related functions). In

An instructional capacity, computer usage can take several-forms:

computer science:courses; computer-assisted instruction (central'to

the concept of individualized learning for remedial, or tutorial pur-

poses); andcomputermanaged instruction (the. ability to monitor,
assesS, and prescribe:,for 'the needs of students):. 'Computers can also

be used as aPrOblemOlvingtoOl (e.g., to solve complex mathematical
proble0s)andeMplOYed4n specialiZed.infOrmation management to store

and retrieVelargeH4Uantities ofdoCuments (e.g., gUidanCe and
. .

oCcuOational inforMationrstudents),

The Syracuse" had two:separate computer
onOrAnstruCti al purposes at Central Technical

- _
Senior High SchoOl, and one for adminiatratiVepurpeses*the Data
Processing Center. Each is:Op ted separately 'The Central Technical,

faCilityfulfilS-the:requireme t. of teaching computer science and

computer - assisted instruction, or emedialmatheMatiCs purpOses and

tocOMPlementHrhe regUlar:CUrri uluM`:-.4oMpUter-Assisted instruction

was initiated in the district. id connection with federally- funded,
::..temedial_mathematicS laboratoriesAm:th#:achoola; and federal funding

has been vital tothe continuance of'Opmputer7aSsistedinstruction.
The Special'Prograns Office of the district helped to prepare the

driSinalproposal for funding,- Title-IfUndshave.prOyided the
Chief source for buying additional terminalSforAualifying sChoolS.'

.

:The Data Processing Center iS Under the-direction of Richard

Satterlee,.AssistaritschoOl business administrator for:informatiOnal

_systems.: The center:batch'processes paYrolL accounting,-and'inven,t:

tory.dati,'as well.as stddent7related data such as attendance,

.scheduling, etc.::

Inithe Syracuse Cit3iSchool District, computer use was first.

institutedAn-th0 instructional area. ''(This was uhusual.becausecbm.--

puters generallywere-bought'foradministr4iye' purposesSnd only

secondarily used for:, instruction).. The director ofvoCational.educa-
tiod.Was:enthusiastiC.abOut introducing'newteChnology for which*
could obtain outside funding.- One such ,innoVitiOn was to add acOurse

in computer-technology:to the turriculum'Of Central TeChnical SeniOr



Higli:SchoOl, and a computer technology course became part of the
CurricUlUM:ofthe:sChool'An the 1960s. It was the first such course

in'',Central'NeWnYOrk.

During the first three years,. the focus of the course was on
technical trairiingAn,the electrical and mechanicaloperations of

_ . .
_

the computers -shift to afocus on software came about, not as a
change in: educational: policy, bUtbecause of the nontechnical train-
ingofa-newteachertaking over the program.e:. Such_ restructuring of

/CoUrae content -might be said tohaVe.been fully incorporated into
theprOgramloffered'bTCentral Tech when an HP2000 computer system,'
4cciuired'in:1972,:allOwed and expansion of data-processing teaching.
The doU*Secontinuea to'be offered as a computer science course for
,VocationaLttaining..

Computer-Managed4nStruction Was .one of the innovative uses of
new: technology eapoUsed'in the Syracpse Campus plan. When this plan.

was fading from the scene in the late. 1960s (partly as a result of its
technolOgicalinnOvatiOnS), the idea of using the computer for indi-
viduaiizedlearningjn:adifferent fashion wasAuietly-being explored
in t he cit y'sChO O1:,diat r i cC. Aawrence:Page was very much aware.of
-social' conditiOns impacting. onfthe:edUcational process,:in terms of

sttidentUnrest:=andadUcationalperformance. As a computer science
'.'teacher,hesOught:.,toljend:his:'area of expertiSe to coping with'these

problems. It was at .this: point, that. he assumed. the role'of key entre-
. 1

p#eneur:for instructional computer use a role that'he has continued'

to perform within :the:school:district:

With:suppOrtofd-colleague, Page gathered' information on
_ .

Computerassisedjnatrnction and attempted to persuade the school
district administratOra.:-tO institute computer - assisted instruction.

It:was not untilfederal funda:Were available via; the state to pur-

chase a more'sophisticated computer and, iater,.to.institute A'
remedial mathematics program that computer-assisted instruction was
adopted as.anactuality.:: By the time funds were available, under
title I, ESEA,'.for.:the mathethatiCs laboratories, Page had the support
not only Of.,the:boardof eduCatiOn, the top school administrators, the
MathematicaaPPervispranhe SPecial PrograMs Office,:butalso of
the-Citizens AdVisOryCoUric14.-Jor Title I, ESEA, programs. The :support

of thelatter:grOUP:was:the reauitef a successful-presentation.
TmPleMented aaa pilot:;PrOgralareMedial mathethatics showed such
promising. results were established, first,
in a13 of. the senior` high:SchoOlsand, later, in all junior high
schOola:and'atajOrity::Of elementary schools'. 1

By thetimaa.secOnd:Hp2000 compt4ei .sy6tem was needed toexpand
the inatructionaiprogranii 'IgoVernmentlfUnds were,notavailable for
hardware'.I-With"'-theapprOval'iofthe State ofNeWyork))6PartMent of
'EdUcation;.theSyr4naeCitY: School. District jointly pur-

chased the:cOtputer04$ to Proyideinstructional:aerVices to
coMpOnentAistricts:Of.BOCESThis cooperative effort:has. continued
through the:purchase: of a third, and fourth Hp2000.computer, and



computer use has expanded beyond remedial mathematics and computer-
sdie ce teaching.

There seems to .have been no controversy about adopting and
implementing computer-assisted instruction in the school district. In

spitaafthe.furor over the individualized learning'proposed in the
Campns.Plan (" computer - managed instruction"), computer - assisted
instruction never developed into the clear format of a policy question.
Computer-asSistedinstruction has been gradually instituted in response
to. a need'tocpunter deolining mathematics competence. The, availabil-

ity of,large-sums of-federal 'money has created the avenue for Computer-
ized instruction; and cooperative efforts. with BOCES for computer
purchase and computer services has expanded computer use for instruc-
tional purposea. With computer systems available, it has been but
a short step to begin tojlse the computer to enrich regular curriculum
material and to instituteaguidande information program.'
district has thus acquired, rather than instituted, a policy of
individualized learning, although on a limited scale.

.

In the instructional use of the computer in the 'district, it would
appear that individuals, as well as available externarfunds, have
been crucial in its implementation. Edward Lang and, Lawrence Page have

formed the core around which instrnctional use of Ithe computer has
developed. Since 1974, a small coalition has evolved which generally
involves persons directly associated with the edubation of students
(teachers, subject snpervisors, a Title 'I mathematics laboratory
coordinator, and, where necessary, a representative of the Planning
and. Evaluation Department which is the conduit'for securing external
funding). Whenplans fora new program are snfficiently developed,
the coalition is expanded to include the support of the superintendent
and his immediate staff who decide whether /to take it to the next level,
of decision-making: the Syracuse Board of ,Education.

The key person in this successful coalition hasbeen Page, whose
compentence and tenure within, the distr/ict commands him respect.
He has continued to:be central to the grawth of coMputer-assisted
instruction in the Syracuse City School District, and his philosophies,
his mode of operation', and his reputation all have contributed to the
direction and rate of.d4apsIson of4omputer-assisted iristruOtion.

Page.came.into the district as a junior high mathematics teacher.
Two years later, he was Offered the job of computer science teacher at
Central Tech., Page approaches the implementation of new programs
cautiously, but he also looks for opportunities. When ESEA Title I
moneipould.b6:obtained to Set up a. pilot remedial mathematics program,
Page was in the right Place.atthe.right time. The need and the money

coincided. -

Page.do snot - consider his'methods.of achieveMent aspolitical,
. and cerairil thsr:ars-pot used to brinKpresSnre. 'He has developed
'a reputation for technical and educational expertise in the.aredof

computer use. It would seem that this is a major reason for his



:effeCtivenees:in gaining? support. froM:essentialpeople in the decision-

Making:proceas...

.While Page'wne highly visible in the preadoption stages of
,

.-;

conputer-aasisted instruction, he maintallis a low profile during the
decision7.making.atageson adoption and 4,mpleMentation., However, he is
still,importanttothe eptiteiprocess..lie deals with'Vendors, and he
talks to BOCES' representatives, along with the executive associate
stiperinten4ent'foreChpOleervices He also.Was a member of the_
DiatrictCOMmittee-on'the Schooldistritticity/county merger. Page

turrentlySeryeaon.an area COmputer-Assisted Instruction Committee/
SponsOredbYAPCBS, a'subtOmmittee-oftocEs, Joint Management Team.:
This committee 8 lookingat-Ohat is donein computer - assisted

instruction eiSewhere and what is-feasible in the city schOol district.
., .

There has emerged no clear picture of the process of detision-
to buy the, initial tompUter:in 1965, other than that the acquisi-

tion' of a c mputer.foradministratiVeneeds was .what
',Franklyn Ba ry called,:"a felt need This is likely a:reflection of

*ita,being administrative deCiaion:ratherthan one.Of policy'. A

nfeWtool w s needed to more,effeCtiyelyldeal-with the increased routine
Workload, nd only, the,cost"oftheComputer:mightbave:Aistinguiehed
this deciS onfrom thOseAecisionsregularly made by, the chief sChoOl

.

adminiiir tors. IftheHfunds were available, it Would-be:unlikely
that cons ions coalition-building wouldbe:necessarYorrthat controversy
would be present;

Computer use,was adopted and implementecrin 1965 and basHimper-
deptibly become a standard-mode: of operation:lor:the:adMinistrative
s taffOfthe schOol'diatrittBusiness functions seem tohave been
routinely added, to bejist of uses of theComputer, and nO-Indivi7
duals:have emerged ,aa:principal actors on the way to routInfiiaon of

business applications. : .

Increasing.:the innovative uses of the computer,has sometimes run
into difficUlty in the:arenof student - related management.' The admin
istratora of the school distritt soon recognized that information
processing pertaining to'management,Ofthe::stUdentbodTwaS a recurring,
demanding,.' and' growing' task, theyburden of which could be facilitated
by::ComiDonterust.,: Even before tho'-diStriCt acquired a-computer, some
scheduling ,was run on the Syracuse. VniyerSity. computer. ACquiring its

own computer meant thatthe achoOl'district could implement additional
.progranto cope.with'informationalneeda.H BoweVer, it was not until
1974. when. the expertise of Richard Satterlee was brOught:intobUild
up a:student-.data base, that computerization ofstUdent databetame

incorporated the, sthool district to deal.

)poSteffeCtiVely and efficiently with bUrgeoning inforMational
:requireMenta.

,

Test; scoring, and a secondary sthool reporting
system have all beeticomptterized and plansexist to expand the report-
ing system -and upgradel the attendance record tobe more timely. While

. .



these progr have Proteededfairly smoothly, two other innovative
ustsofthecOMputer:haVe not When:the program for computerized
Schedaing was expanded to remoyethe:responSibility of building the
maSter schedule from 'the building administrators; there was resistance
on the part Of most building administrators to incorporating this
feature in the scheduling prodedures. The school district has
struggled to successfullY implement bus scheduling by,computer in ::.

the school district. Twice, limited resources have been committed to
searching outside the district first, for a solution to the trans-
portation problem, With the effort, they reached the point of adopting
and attempting: to implement a transportation program and found*it mainly
unworkable'.' InhoubeatteMpts to implement a \successful computerized
system haVe not fared much±betteron the whole. Implementation has
been:hampered by variables outside the control of the city school
district administrators.

I

. Therestructuring of the functions of business and student-related
data processing not part of a decision-making. process.of innovating.
However, this Merget:i.s of :interest:because of the alignment of persons
and needs which neCesSitatecta compromise and the fact that the decision-.
making process on realignment of computer. use was similar to that for
innovating n an educatiOnaL-environMent. Awareness of a need for
long7rangeYplannpag'in the:area:ofcOmputer.use.wassFimulated by
FoWlet'I'SeniorHigh'Schoolls'requeSOrits own minicompUter and was
further highlighted by a survey.:,ofteaChers*! needs.. A-i-earCh for_a
goIlltion'was conducted by. the distridt:Committee whith consisted :

Page and'Satterlee; lwo.top?adiainiStrators,,the executive associate
superintendent for school services and,the;a6siSiant-tO the-superin-i
tendeht, and district ,personnel representing a crossseetion of school
district departments

.The earch involved vendor presentations and cost analysis and
cUlminatedin committee recommendations Syracuse Board of
Education tO\purchase,the HP3:1300hOth:fordministrativelunctions and
for student-related'functions The recommendations of the committee
failed to be apted-by the boardbecauWthe City andtountYhact
joinedforCes to ersuadd the board'toswitCh all of its administrative
functions 0 the cunty:COmputer.

:A.Chamber cionerce-coiMitteesearched for a solution tothe
impasse. Its compromis = prOposal.was,adopted by the SyracuseA3Oard.
ofEdtication:the toUnty,',7iia:the city,'would take over the business.
data processing and on-line;caPabilitY,'and theYcityithool.
diSt,rictwouldbuY a lessophisticated,'computer for:student-related
daa:processing.:The,retentionof stilent7related management tias..
'influenced:by-,the::fact that-heCountTcould'not readily ,provide s.
'student.e9fttiare program comPatible-with-its"Computer:system.

,The diVisionofadministrative.functionsinto two' separate entities'
is'noW.being'impleiented, as staffs,amCprocedures are being reorganized.
The,Merger'haS,been:accepted:de'factO. -HOWever, it= is likely that an
extendedfperiod:of actual.operation*willbe necessary and concerns of
some 4istrictA3etsonnel.need,to be allayed before external data

/, .
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prodessingwill be;ineOrporated/fully in o'the routine operations of
the city schoolAistrict.

The,Houte Plan in the S raCuse Cit School
Innovation in a Single School

Distriai Willa 'data

The*HouSe Plan was an organizational and mane rial innovation
introduced.intoRoosevelt jUnior High School in 19 -1968 by a group

, ,

of school adminiatratOrs and ::teachers: At that .time Syracuse's
edUcationalisystem:and ROOSevelt School, apecifically were caught
In of the with its campus dist rbances, urban
riots, 'Add race, ProbeMs:AiOdaevelt approki telyji2tty
percent Black'andftrtY percent White and other races; a d the school
was plague&With truancy, a severe annual :.turnover in tea hing person-
nel, sobe'violence,:and a:gebeial::Climate:Ofadcialunrea This
clithate proMpted a group of,SyracUseedUcittorst6:Meetin a summer
workshop on the Contindous Progress Program (CPP), fdnded'federally.
The CPP approach Was agraduated0rogram:of:inatruction:alldWing
substantial:individualization of:instrUctiOn:based on; the neecWof
each sUdent,:and the summer workandpapecifically focused on this
aPproach"tOMathematica, one of four content :areas inthejunior_high

bssiCcOnCepi fOr:yhatwas later.-to:TOeth*HOuse Pian
derived frol:this workshop, when_a2teacher,argued;.thatCpP'S objectives
couldnoe.be'aChieved*mathematies. That is,' atUdentsComingf*m
the-sixth. grade could not'be injeCted into the juniOr'high-achOol
curriculdm at pdints appropriate fOrtheir individual development;
rather, they had to begin in thaaeventh:.grade at a fixed point in the
curricOlum; with all'oth r siddents.

As a result of this hallengei-JackWeaver and Pat. Leo, two
instructional specialists involved inthe Workshop, and also working at
RotiseVelr..(WeaverWasvic - principal for instruction) sought to
indiVidua1iie.instruction L.packets. for each'student in one mathematics
:class at Ro06evO a,:apprOach gained acceptance,.it.spread to
the entire mathematicepartMentHowever, discipline probleMs
remained severe; and :teachers, students, ad&administratoracalled for
a new thrust which would; create: smaller instructionalgronlis with
greater emphasis on students' individual interests. This pressure to
restructure the mathematics department;, ed, in turn,* serious con7
aideration of restructuring: the entire school curriculum. Several
ideas concerningthia reorganization eventually contributed to the
final- development of the HoUaePlan.,:

H.,Thefinal designOftheHouse Plan constituted a.managerial and
organizational change,:.with no fiscal or physical changes required at
HooaeVelt Junior: HighSChool, shOrt; the House:Plan'inVolved

Of the entire sChOl'IntodisCrexe grOOps:(hoUaea) of 'students'
wOrking,in.,an',Anterdiaciplinary environment at indiyidual.pacea.under.
theCETS.aPproach. ,Each grade. was'dividedintO-two'hotises of



approxiMately 125 studentseach, with each,house then diVided into

classes' of.25 studentsandlWith each teacher handling individual
classes in a separate area This subdivision of students permitted
easier homogenous:groupings of individuals at similar stages of pro-

gress, while also permitting students making'rapid.progress to be
advanced from one house to another during the school year. The physi-

cal plan of Roosevelt lent itself quite welt. to thid arrangement,
which facilitated ease ofimovement from one classroom to another for
subject changes and minimized turmoil in the'School corridors.

The most striking innovation in the House Plan was that, as
students progressed each year from grade to grade, their teachers moved

with them to teach the same content area in the next year. When the

ninth grade graduated, teachers began the cycle again, returning to
the seventh grade level. Further, administrative and support ser-
vices were provided -in the same manner, with the school's principal
and two vice-princiPals moving with each "floor" or grade.

Initial response to the new arrangement was favorable, with only
ninth gradeteachers resisting the idea somewhat. They viewed them=

selves ad-hligh school teachers and did not want to be rotated back to

the seventh grade everylthree.years. This initial resistance was
resolved, shortly, however, thrbugh the efforts of one instructional
specialist and through the_peer pressure of seventh and eighth grade

teachers.

i

The effects of the. House Plan gradually became apparent. Inter-

Alsctplinary staff meetings within each house enabled all house teachers
to-discuss mutual programd-daily and/permitted substitute teacher's to
familiarize themselvesiwith the operation immediately. The use of a

planning- period also provided parents an opportunity to meet with all

oftheir children's 'teachers at one time, and.parents were` encouraged

to attend these meetinie. As implementation proceeded, one
notable modification.was made: a "contained classroom" was set up to

deal with the small nuMber of students with learning and behavioral,

problems who were notadjusting well t& the program's flexibility%

Redeployment ofApaidance counselors to individual floor assignments

and inclusion of the counselors in the house-planning sessions solved

several problems, No longer could students manipulate the system in

terms of skipping classes by alleging that counselors had reassigned

them 'to other-classes; nor .could they thereby avoid certain classes or

maintain didruptive cliques., S. heduling became a joint decision of

both teacher and counselor.

Less immediately' felt effects of the plan were perceived by
teachers after thefirat- year. Student involvement in school activities

and enthusiasm for education increased, and teacher morale improved.

Tardiness and truancy-showed substantialhdecline. Parent-teacher
conferenCes became routinized-rather than arising from-the necessity

of diacussing,a'student's.performance or behavior. Finally, the faculty

perceived a new freedom of 'administrators to interact with teachers,
apparently the direct oUtgrowth of the phYSicar reorganization-, the
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assignment of individual adMinistrators to individual grades, and the

...%interdisciplinary ttam,approach.
.

A number.of personnel changes at the administrative; level did not
threatenthe existence of. the House Plan;but, during its second year
of implementation, tubatantial modification occurred. In general,

a series 'of procedures were instituted, designed to.increase organize-,

tional:centrols and produce a clear hierarchyof authority in a tightly

regulated'llorizontal organiiation. These procedures applied to the
struCtureof managerial responsibilities, the structure for dealing with
disciplinaryproblems, and:parent-teacher contacts.

The HouSe Plan:ii UllY incorporated innovation of over-ten
Year'S:Standing. 'Atifati endured initial design, adoption, implementa--
tioniHand incorporation, with'-feedbaCk all the while, prompting modi-
:ficatiorOseveralpf.i.ta:cOmponent parts, However, the concept has
notbeentransferredtOother,SettingS:1 Speculation as to why this IA
so points: up thedualpurpoile ofHtheplan-as it was originally con -

ceived andatii*:WeeeVentualiymodified An intended goalOf the' plan .

was tO:prgyidea graduated transition for grade SChool students into
theMiddleachOolandhiWachoOlenvironMents.:.Once implemented;
110W4Ye,..:thePl*reqUiredModification,by means of managerial tech-
iaqUee:WhiChineffecireated:a protective environment for the
studenOnichdidrUptiondof:redutaional activities were minimized.
.These :students be:SentHonio::the relatively:unbuffered
bigtc:SCh00.007.4.0riPent:If the ,program is effective in, achieving

short -term educational goals through nosed-organizational techniques,
thereforethe queStioneflong-,terraeducational goals still remains.
ACCOrdinglYi thegonse::Planmayontinue to stand as a unique, incer-

porateOnnovationlickinglIal integration into the overall educational
structure of.the'SyracUse City School District.

0

D. Magnet Schools in the Syracuse City School District

In Syracuse, the magnet school has been defined as a program "which-

attracts randAeeeps students. based on the sharing of common interests."31

The district now aUpporte:tWO magnet schools, although the circum
stanceSsurrOundingtheir:.establishMent.haVe perhaps less to 'do with
edUtati9nhil969phythinWith a:state-mandated requirement or

integratedpublic.sChoot:education..

In.1976',. the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York
ordered'the:SyraCuse Board OfEducation to develop a plan.to integrate
its elemeutaryschools','the plan-to be'submit6d.within roughly two
months. 1'rOm.the time of.that.order, the events which.tove& toward
deyelopmeht,of that Olen and toward the establishment of. the firet

magnet.schocirMoved swiftly: Public sentiment against any notion of



forced integration through busing was immediate and strong; and, over
the next few-months, the numerous plans submitted to comply with the
integration order drew much attention. Magnet schools, however,
initially were mentioned only in passing. The real attention was
focused on the possibility of forced busing for the city.

Initial consideration was, of a Mandatory Integration, Triangle
Plan, which involved linking three elementary schools together by
busing in an experimental triangle. By summer 1976, Syracuse was
preparing for the pilot phase of this plan, although anti7busing
sentiment and response to that sentiment continued to be strong.

Although the pilot phase of the Triangle,Plan was put into action
with the start of the 1976-1977 school year, a new superintendent of
schools, Sidney Johnson, had recently taken office and was making it
known that he had other things in mind for Syracuse than the "forced
busing" Triangle Plan.. With the Triangle Plan destined not, to survive,
with Johnson committed to alternatives to forced busing, and with ten
elementary schools having recently been closed to "ease integration,"
the future shape of the district was still quite unclear as of December
1976, with a myriad of plans still being discussed.

In early 1977, the Syracuse Board of,Education and Johnson began
to scrap the Triangle Plan. Countless discussions, plans, and meetings
occurred among parents, teachers, and administrators in attempting to
arrive at a viable \solution, which now appeared destined to revolve
around a.Quadrant Plan. The Quadrant Plan was to achieve integration
through enrollment Options, school closings and consolidations,
redistricting of, attendance areas, and; eventually, magnet schools.

At a difficult arid landmark meeting of the Syracuse Board of
Education.at which the closings of several schools were discussGd,
public sentiment against the closing of one particular school, Danforth,
arose. After that meeting and at afloss for a solutions. for Danforth,
Superintendent Johnson made a swift and crucial decision to try a
magnet school at Danforth as a means of keeping the building open.
Although Johnson and Balmer and his associates at the Special Programs
Office had been heretofore aware of and informed on the issue -of'-
magnet schools; they were never strongly.or seriously condidered until /

the crisis over Danforth. Prior to that crisis, Johnson had been
interested in magnet schools, -while Balmer and others hadmaintained
a skepticism as to their workability.

With Johnson; Balmer, and some of the Special Programs Office
staff already informed on magnet schools, however, the resource was'
there for Johnson' to draw 'upon When faced with the, following dileima'
a racially imbalanced Danforth School which would not be closed due

to public sentiment; the commissioner's order for integration still

demanding compliance; and the opening of thO'school year only three
months away.

'Johnson moved quickly to inform DanfOrth,PrinciPal Eugene Hannah
that the magnet school would oe tried at Datiforthiand Balmer's ,SpeCial



PrOgretha:Office:_proceeded co design theplanfor Danf,th and to
-;:preparetWOtopcia41::fOr federal lUndingyfor the project. As the

Special Programs, Workedto accomplish these two things in =:.
shOrt:tim4,-Hannalf,DafOithataff,and concernedDanforth parents

t
jOinel in swift aCtiOntoprapare the schpollor its:, opening in Septem-

'ber; and Widespteadputilici.tyai:sed the opening of Danforth. Altbnugh

the proposal fOr'f4%tera Unding was not submitted until Auglist 1977,

it was accepted arl&funded.

-.-,..With Danforth serving as an example of a workable magnet schoo1. '

1
and:With,Moretir:le 0 spare; th& adoption, and implementation of
McKifiley7Brightonf'ath a magnet school went considetably more smoothly,

,Even'thodghthis second MignetPrOject:waa_also implemented:quickly,
It was dons with-moreresearehjasurvey to determine citywide-interest
in another' magnet program) and With-more time between proposal:writini

-, ancVdie beginning of thesChool year.:

, r
The same,CoalitiOn which had:ao luickly.and snsucceasfully

Created the,Danforth"magnet 'Alan guided-the process of-McKinleY7
Brighton's transformation, although thecutricula of thetzo schools
are quite diffetent.

In a sense, the Syracuse magnet:achoolsCaseis an example of

adaptive innovation," or "innovation from):abOye."Thelegalmandate;
he±:COMmissioner's order,.waaIitmThediatrides issue waaho'F'tO:
comply with that-orderInthe smoothest, fairet, most teasOnableiand
effectiye way possible. Given the racial overtones of the Issue,-

disgentwas strong and widesPreadvand.consIderab1e skill In leadetahW
andaoalition-building waaVrequired'of entrepteneUta.:jOhnsond

.

Ballmetand:their associates.--

.NeverthelessonCe'thejitst..magnet was created, 'it `had a
"deMpfistratiOn" effecton'theOreation of the second magnet at McKin3,iy,-

BrightOnhool'. Further,. there was a residual effect in that the
innovation`, coalition from:thecreation of the first magnet carried over

to the second.

Finaky-the'"naturadeadlinetreated by a school term, a factor
not chatacteristic0fmostnoneducatiOnal fields, acted to increase:
themotentddoftheinnoV4tiOn deCision-making ptocess, forcing quick
,dedisiOna and'swiftaction,

. Metropolitan World of Inquiry School (Part of the Urban - Suburban.

Interdistrict Transfer Program (USITP) in Rochester/Monroe County)

A major component, of Project Unique was the World of Inquiry School,

establishe .in Rochester as anlearly magnet-type school to offer

quality, i,novative, educational opportunities and to foster racial

integrati by attracting students. from various city and suburban
school districts.- In the early 1970s,_Gross-broached the idea of 'a





Metropolitan World of Inquiry School to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, with the idea that the school be a "neutral-
site," integrated school patterned after the World of Inquiry School
and offering an alternative to regular school programs. The student

ratio was to be approximately 40 percent minority students from
Rochester and 60 percent students from participating districts.
Receiying encouragement from DHEW, Gross proceeded to make plans
for funds on behalf of itself, the city district, and ()the:. suburban dis-

tricts, and for securing tentative approval fret district administrators.
to rent an unused building in Webster if funds were approved.

Once funding was approved, however, two problems surfaced: the

Webster Board .of Education was undecided about which. of two buildings'

to rent' to the new school; and no Participatingschool district,
including West Irondequoit, wanted to be responsible for actually

running the school. After community opposition arose'to.the idea of
uaing an.already occupied building.and transporting students to it,

the W bster Board .of Education finally decided to lease the unused
build ng as planned. However, none\ of-the participatinkdistricts,
inclu inOlebster, wanted to run a\School in someone else's district.

As a ons*ence, the Board of Cooperative Extension Services (BOCES)
was a Wto run the school.. ,Yollowing receipt of legal permission

'from th State Department of Education, BOCES finally agreed to operate

the school. .

r

Another problem arose, however, when Gross attempted to have
William Pugh; principal of the 'World of Inquiry School, serve as"

principaItoUthe new school for a' period of time. BOCES'was not
agredablejto this arrangement, nor were Pugh and his staff granted the
necesaaryleaves ofabSence to help Start '1143 the schoOl. Eventually,
thisAispte centered about whether'BOCES or West Irondequoi, as LEA,
would be responsible,. for monitoring the school. The ESAA citizens'
advisory committee then insisted ona voicein who:was to be principal.
F011owing'interVieWs with potential candidates, it later endorsed BOCES'

secondChoice.

:AdministratiVe problems were followed quickly by financial ones.

As part of a revision. of guidelines on'programlunding, DHEW
eliminatedthecategoryof:Metropolitan'area programs'under which,

#(abletropolitanrWor14-Of Inquiry School, had received

ESAA-'fuAds. After*Seriesof'reaPpliCations for funding and subsequent
rejeCtions'.(oStenaibly4OrteChnical,economici and political reasons),
it was clear that the threat of termination of the entire USITP
prograMeicisted;andolitical-and legal pressures, including a suit
by six Rochester" residentsagainst DHEW,,ensued.

Vltimitely,in 'June 1974; funding was approved, although the final
figUre.reprOsented substantial cutbacks.' HoWever, with'the help of
unspent iundrom:the:previons year, the school continued to function
At about its same level.

In the proCess.of the funding negotiations, the entire USITP

Tfeitran1740 liad'Ata-ftuids cut".: severely; as. administrator



of USITP, was forced to make a decision between continuing either the
longer-term transportation of minority children to receiving suburban
districts or to continue the Metropolitan World of Inquiry School at
previous levels. To do both was impossible, Reluctantly, Gross
'limited-enrollment.in the Metropolitan World- of Inquiry School, and
the school shifted to smaller quarters in West Irondequoit. The

following year (1976); the Metropolitan World of Inquiry School was',
phased out due to lack of funds.

Faraprofessionals in the S racuse,Cit School District

The roots. of paraprofessionalism in Syracuse can be traced back to
1958, although the first paid teacher aides were. not actually hired
.until 1964.: Syracuse University's Youth Development Center (a center
funded by the university, with eventual funding from federal and private

-corporation sources) became interested In the concept in attempting to
deal with culturally disadvantaged:children in Syracuse's inner. city.
Students' had special needs, and. teachers often lacked experience in
dealingwith the problems'of.educational and cultural disadvantage,
As'd7solution, the Madison'Area Projectwas instituted with the help
of Ford Foundation funds, school district funds, and New York State
Department of Education funds'. One componentof this project, the
school volunteer program, was a clear forerunner of paraprofessionals
in Syracuse classrooths. In the first two years, about 2Q0 individuals
`donated time to the district to-perform mostly clerical duties ,for
teachers, with the emphasis mainly on creating Spare-time for teachers
to plan.

In its third and last year, 1964-1965, the Madison Area Project
underwent organizational changes. Its major funding source changed
from private to public federal, it was renamed "Syracuse, Action for'
Youth;" and it became administered by .a newly created offine. in the
district, the Special Programs Office. Harry S. Balmer, z,s leader of

the former Madison Area Project, became education director fot Syracuse
Action for Youth and, shortly thereafter, became head of the Special
Programs Office. With new funding, the project was expanded to include
seven additional schools, the programs were continued and strengthened,

and, at the start of the school year, the first five teacher aides
were hired. The specific origin of the idea to hire teacher aides is
unknown, but Balmer was certainly instrumental. He and his staff were
aware of the use of paraprofessionals elsewhere, and -the, idea probably
was a combination of input both from the director and from the staff.

The experience with school volunteers bolstered the decision, although
the decision itself was a quiet one, made in the context of a large-
scale program whose components eventually were'absorbed into the dis-
trict's Title I program. It was, therefore, not a major decision, and
it was not seen as introducing a major change in itself. -No doubt
this aided in smooth impic!nentation of the concept. It sparked no
controversy, and required neither the specific approval of the district



superintendent nor of the board of edudation. However, this small-
scale program laid the groundwork for hiring large numbers of para-
profebsionals in the next decade.

In the 1960s,,paraiirotessionals in Syracuse were utilized mainly
, in a supportive role and had little direct student contact. The viLw

of the Special Programs Office. was that aides would relieve teachers
from nonprofessional tasks, allowing teachers more time for individual
attention to students and freeing them for more effective planning and
,inservice training. Further, the district assigned paraprofessionals
to schools in 'their'neighborhood in the hope that the neighborhood
environment could be improved through increased employment and closer
home-school links.

With these goals'in mind, the community received the program well,
both inside and outside the school district. There was little opposi-
tion from teachers, who were happy to be relieved of some of their
tedidus duties, and the neighborhoods received the aides well. Only

in one district program, the pre-kindergarten program, were para-
professionals used as more than clerical aides. Here, the aides worked
ve closely with teachers, helping to set up-the learning environment,
pl n, and communicate with parents.

,

tis,the number of.aides increased, however, the duties of all aides
b gan to evolve. :Aided`by a series of New York State mandates which
imposed guidelines.on the duties of paraprofessionals, paraprofessionals
.began to perform much.more than clerical services. :Administrators in
the district, haling been actively involved in compensatory education
for years and convinced of paraprofessionals usefulness, fully
accepted this evolution in their dutea. '..HoWever, some resistance by
teachers was encountered at this point. While most'teachers welcoped

\.Clerical help, probably half weresuspici uaof-'any direcrrole by
\paraprofessionals in instruction. Many teachers felt directly threat-
ened, viewing paraprofessionals as spies..:Evenso, the problem never
became Serious enoughto,impede.TitleI prograMsyiewinit largely as
a morale problem, the.Special Frograms\Office conducted aA.Ow=key Cam-
paign among teachers at teachers' worksh ps and traininvseasions, asking
teachera to view the aides as tutors, no .professional instructors.
With the passage Oftime;' the problem:even wally evaporated:N,para-
professiOnals in their instructional role.a e now almost coMpletely.
accepted by teachersj'a mark of the success f the rogram-

4*''

There can be:little'dOubtrhat'incorporati n of the paraprofes-
sional condept:haa.ocdurred, with a caveat, l'araprOfessionals are no
longeran innovation or experiment, but rather, areHadcepted as an
organizational fact by adMinistrators, suOervisors, and teachers. The

\ caveat is that Paraprofessionals still do not enjoy he \full status of

professional teachers. As aresult they are the one most likely to
1:ie laid off inabudgetary,emergency; and, even though, he district
has-abOwnits7willingness,to support some'paraprofession is with
district.fUnds, such suptiott is, by, necessity, limited.



The-Special Programs Office is vitally important to the incorpora-
tion of paraprofessionals in the district. The overwhelming majority
of aides has been associated with funded programs within the Special
Programs Office's control. The office writes the proposals for funding
prngrams.utilizing paraprofessionals anexercises nearly full policy
control over them. In addition, the office has long been committed
to urban, or compensatory, education and, from these roots, derives
a_firm commitment to the concept of paraprofessionaliam. The experience
of this office; and its commitment' of the paraprofessionals has
probably delayed the erosion of paraprofessionalistvin,Syracuse at a
time when the cOncept,is suffering. at -state and national levels. It

has searched.for additional meana for.sponsoring paraprofessionals when
faced with teacher surplus, budgetary.stringencies, and declining
enrollment; and the diStrict has even spent less money on materials
in order to support .paraprofessionals, where it was'allowed by grant
authority to doso.. Further, when Title I funds decreased, the'
Special'Prograus Office reduced the number of days of employment for'

' each paraprofessional,,and the district has stepped in at least, .once

and paid.paraprofeasional salarieS.
/

Two major effects of the use of paraprofessionals in Syracuse can .

be noted.' Paraprofessionals'-supervisors argue that the aides have '

contributed a great deal to improvement in urbanSducation, pointing
to yearly improVements in.standardized,reading scores and other I

measures of academic achievement: Administrators also believe that
the improved/communication between, the Schools and those-they serve, !
which they/attributer in part,-to paraprofessionals, has increased
school district support in the community and has reduced racial:tension.

If paraprofessionals eventually suffer. in Syracuie,' it will not,
-therefOre, be due to lack of district commitment to this, incorporated
innovation. Rather; other needs, in particUlar the maintenance of
teachers, will:be deemed a higher.priority4

G. Residual Effects of the Campus Plan in Syracuse, New York: 1966-1978

The Campus Plan was never adopted by the 'Syracuse City School
District. Since its demiserhowever,many of its elements have been
adopted by the district, sometimes with modifications. The Campus Plan
was designed to stimulate racial, balance, improve instruction on the
elementary level,'and'solve the problem of deteriorating physical
planta. The residual effects of the Campus Plan can be seen in sub-
sequent attempts by the district to find solutions to these problems.

In 1977, the district adopted a plan to achieve racial balance
in the district. Known as the Quadrant Plan, the design for a long-
range solution to racial imbalance was similar to the Campus Plan.
Under the Campus Plan, each quadrant-of the city'would have had only
one elementary campus. Under the Quadrant Plan, consolidation was not
as extensive, but ten schools were closed, reducing by one-third the
number of elementary schools in the district.
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Schools were closed based upon their physical condition. Two

,
elementary schools, built since the, failure of the Campus Plan, have
been designed along the open-school concept proposed for the schools in
the Campus Plan. ThUs, the Quadrant Plan helped to solve two problems
formerly addressed by the Campus Plan: racial imbalance and deterior-
ating physical plants. It is in the area of elementary school instruc-
tion, however, that the majority of residual effects of the Campus Plan

cem be observed.

One of the key instructional innovations proposed in the Campus
Plan was individualized instruction. In the Campus Plan, this innova-
tion was closely tied to computerized instruction and dial-access
information. The latter technological innovations have since been
adopted `in only two schools, while the concept of individualized
instruction has spread to fifteen of the, twenty-two elementary schools
in the district. Adoption of individualized instruction was relatively
easy, primarily because its advocates successfully separated it from
its accompanying technological innovation, and because it has apparently
met a need, as perceived by administrators and teachers on the* building

Team teaching and,planning,.Under the Campus Plan, were means to

achieiie individualized instruction. Team planning has been widely
adopted;,teamteaching, less so, but,mot insignificantly. Ln most

elementary schools, teachers are /reed from other responsibilitiee,
at least for the purpose of team planning.

The use of instructional specialists was also an ,important part'

of the Campus Plan. As the district's supervisory staff,,has declined
in size, the diStritt has begun to'rely more extensively on .the
instructional epecialist:tobringneW.ideas:to the classroom teacher,.

There are instructional Specialists in such subjects as mathematidi,

sCience,-and.reading,-assigned on.a ,full -' or- ,party -time basis in

all of the elementary'sChools.
, .

. .

Other instructional elements of the.CamPus Plan have beeadopted
by the distridt. kchart Of these innovations and their distribution,
can be_fonpd on'the following page.

A final residual effect of the Campus plan_is the growth in
strength and:importance of theSpecial Programs 'Office of the-district.
AcLontgrOwth, of the group that:worked for two yeare on the development
of:the:Campus Plan, its present focus is the. preparation of proposals
for federal 'and etateluilditig of,epecial.Schobl prpgrams, their opera-
tionl and evaluation. The PriMaryadVoCate:of.change in the district
is still the superintendent, as:Jwas_thelCase with the CaMpus Plan.

The Special Programs Office protildes the technical knowledge of grants

development to obtain necessary funds to carry out the policy of
innovation in the district.

!I



Table 8'
CAMPUS PLAN INNOVATIONS IN USE'

SYRACUSE.CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
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Individualized Computerized Dial-Access Multi Interest- Open
Instructidn: Inatruction Information Approaches Centered School
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H. Residual Effects of Project Unique in Rochester, New York:
/ 1970-1979

In this case study,- .r attempt to identify' and analyze the residual
effects of a large-scale, multicomponent, innovative educational project
called "Project Unique" (United Now for Integrated Quality Urban-
Suburban Education). This project was designed, adopted, and implemen-
ted between 1965 and 1970 by the Rochester City School District, Roches-

, ter,-New York. It received national attention during that period
because it was considered to be one of the most comprehensive urban
educational programs financed by Title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965. The broad goals of Project Unique
were to reduce racial imbalance and to improve urban education.

In previous research for the National Science Foundation, we
documented the design, adoption, and three-year implementation stages
of, Project Unique from 1965 through 1970. In this case study, we
attempt to document the more recent developments: incorporation,
toutinization, and any residual effects that can be attributed to
Project Unique.

From its inception, Project Unique enjoyed a semiautonomous
status within the Rochester City_School District. This rela-
tive freedom from jurisdictional disPutes and bureaucratic
control permitted a very flexible approach to'the problems
of urban education. Frequent adjustments were made to meet
new-needs and to eliminate unsuccessful programu.32

For thethree-year trial implementation, Project Uni, received
about $4.5 million in Title III funds. Of the twelve original com-
ponents'in the first proposal submitted by the school district to
the U. S. Office of Education in 1967, nine were approved and funded
for the three-year period. In addition to the administrative Unit
(CCAUE), two of the major components included the World of Inquiry
School (WOIS) and the Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program
(USITP)', Other program components included the Urban Education Major
Program, the Community Resources Workshop, the Teacher Program, RISE
(Right of an Individual to Secure an Education), SPAN '(School Parent
Adviser to the Neighborhood),'the Teacher Internship,,Program, the
community Resources Council, and Sibley's Satellite School.

.After 1970, when Title III funding for Project Unique-ended,_
essentially only 'two of the,criginal. nine components continued to

/ function intact: the World of InquirySehool and the Urban-Suburban
Interdistrict Transfer Program. The rest oft.the programs either were
terminated or merged with other programs.

The analysis of Project Unique, both for the National Science
.Foundation and for the National Institute of Education, provided data
on a set of educational innovations at each of several decision-
making stages: problem formulation, design, adoption, implementation,



stabilization, and institutionalization. In addition, data was gathered

on the residual effects. Thus, .the case spans a period from 1965 to

1979. In the period between-the termination of federal funding in
June 1970 and the inclusion of the'World of Inquiry School into the
Rochester City School District budget in 1974, the funding forTroject
Unique was very unstable. Short-term grants were obtained-from
several private sources, including the Rockefeller Foundation, the
National-Sciente Foundation, local industry and organizations, and
the\U. S.; Office of Education,-...During this time, the community and
staff support was sustained until eventual institutionalization. This

testing period appears to be-a sort of "stabilization phase." If

WOIS had faltered or had lost a ignificant degree of support or
interest, would it have ever stabilized? After passing through the
interii phase, the World of Inquiry School was eventually institu
tionalized into the'operating school district budget. -What remained
from 1974 to the present-was .the mechanism called Project Unique,
InOorporated (PUI).

. .

The experience. of Project Unique supports the hypothesis that
,

innovation is,dependenti in part, upon the capacity of local entre-
preneura to, develop ,coalitions of sufficient strength to overcome
various organizational,and institutional barriers.

As the.plan, for Project Unique.developed, it contained several
types ofinnovations: new organizational structures; new mixes of
clients;new sources of funding for programming;:new-administrative
arrangements; technological hardware for the classroom; unusual
settings for instruction;, and new.professional.and paraprofessional
roles. For most of these innovations, outside funding from Title III
was_obtained. Prom 1965 to 1971, the administrative entrepreneurs used
Several strategies ,tb demonstrate the value of these innovations: -
Sibley's downtown Satellite School; national exposure on NBC's
Today Show; newsletters; extensive public relations efforts;,
and the World of Inquiry model school. 'Many of these components
were used to build a coalition,of support through "mini- decisions"

that would facilitate the bigger decisions (i.e.,.racial integration
and the adoption ofeducational innovations at the district level).
Project Unique originally was designed to demonstrate that facially
balanced,:educational programs canwork successfully. From 1974 to

the, present, Project Unique, Incorporated, has,pursued far less
ambitiousobjectives. It appeari to have shifted its focus from
facilitating,bigger decisions to sponsoring less controversial
educational projects. In recent years, PUI seems less certain about
its role and purpose in relation to the Rochester City School District.

In the period...from 1965 to 1971, the role of entrepreneur
appeared to be played by several actors, but chiefly by Superintendent
of Schools Herman Goldberg and Project Unique Director William Young.
Here, the management style of the entrepreneur may be an important
variable. In Rochester, Superintendent Gold? erg characterized himself
as an incrementalist, as being aware of the public relations impact and

the role of the media, and as goal-oriented. Both of these men were



keenly award of the need for building coaligOns and encouraging
broad-based representation inmost phases of"the project's development
and implementation. They felt that they and their staff members

1

made personal linkages with ,:major corpOrations, universities, the media,
state agencies, and federal officials to facilitate the implementation
of the project. From the result of personal interviews, the superin'.7
tendent appeared to see his role as a change,agent, but not for change
per se. He viewed change as a process of incremental, deliberate
steps to provide a sense of continuity of services. Goldberg saw
Project Unique as a series of steps in itself, yet a very visible
part of a larger process of achieving racial balance in the schools.
William Young, the director of Project Unique froM\1967 to 1970, saw
the need to focus on racial balance among staff and\clients served by
the training aomponents of Project Unique. The schools were imbalanced
with regard to faculty as well as students. Young a'l'so developed an

incremental strategy for building support with local industries for
eventually continuing Project Unique after federal funds terminated.

In interviews conducted in. Rochester from fall 1976 to winter
1979-80, data indiCataa general lowering of expectations for what
Project Unique can accomplish.-. During the 1960s and early, 1970s,
innovation was .in the air. There was a higher level of excitement,
a greater.degreeof, involvement and participation in all activities
related to Project Unique,Wbether Project Unique,
can be revitalized is an open question at present. It exists as a
residual of a once-active, large-scale, innovative project. Where

will it go? What should it'do? What are its options?.

The future of Project Unique,_Incorporated, is-uncertain. ;.Perhaps

one,of,the options will successfully bring'new life to this project.
Iftmeoentral hypothesis Is correct, then the revitalization of
ProSeCt Unique Is dependent, in-part, upon the capacity of:local entre-.
,pretaura.to develop coalitions of sufficient strength to overcome
various Organizational institutional barriers.
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Urban-Suburban Center for Innovation in Education (Part of the
Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program in Rochester/Monroe
".Ounty)

The Urban-Suburban Center for Innovation in Education (UF(7,IE)
came into existence as an adjunct of the Urban-Suburban Interdistrict
Transfer Program (USITP). A Campus School at SUNY Brockport was in
existence at the time, serving as an "in-house" setting for students
'training to be elementary teachers. When federal funds became
available to support USITP, Norman Gross, administrator of USITP,'
approached university administrators and the Campus School's principal
with the idea of including the school in USITP. His chief argument
was that the student' teachers at the Campus 'School were not being
afforded a "'real world" teaching experience and that, with the
increasing research orientation of the school,, groups of all-White
students were not serving. as representative samples for research pur-
poses. The principal and his superiors supported'the idea, and, during
the summer and fall of 1966, the school got underway with 32 elementary
minority children full -time .i'n' the fall. In 1967, federal funding
enabled the.school to hold the first of several institutes on desegre-
gation for educators.

The school's enrollment of inderdity stUdentswaxed and waned
from 1967 to 1975,accordineto increases or decreases in available
Project Unique fUnding (USITP .Toas part of Project Unique.) In

early 1976, State University of New York trustees cloged their eight
;remaining campus schools, including.the one at'Brockport. At the
time,.however; Gross had managed to.a.cquire'additional funding for the
Campus. School,by encouraging the incorporation of.features of the
World Of Inquiry School.model (a previous innovation), and heused
these funds to keep the school intact.. The proviso for this arrangement
wasthat:thesdhoOl be designed to serve as a model of a:quality inter:
grated elementaryscheoi for urban- suburban areas,-and its new name ,

was suggegtive of this.: Although'technically a part of USITP since
1966,. 'this new, complete identification with the urban-guburban
program (USITP) split the staff into_factions and drew Black and White
parents into the debate.

In the end, economics prevailed,'since it was clear that the
school could not survive on the limited funds from'the'university at
`Brockport. Thus, the school was adapted to,a pattern of "open"
education modeled on the World of Inquiry School, and it is now an
integral part of USITP, as are the other receiving districts.

Eventually, the CampOs'School's participation in the urban-
suburban program was used by Gress to perSuade BrockportiCentral School
.District to also become part of USITP. .Community interest in this
potential association emerged during the debate over whether Brockport
Central should take minority children. HoWever; with support from the
State University of NeW York, church groups, and others, Brockport
Central finally, agreed_to accept children who had completed elementary

_ grades.at.the Campus SChool. Together, these two arrangements have
I.



enabledminority children to continue through middle school and high
school to complete their education.

J. Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program: Project US in

Rochester/Monroe County

In 1963, the New York State Commissioner of Education required
every school district in the State of New York to examine and report

its racial balance. As a result, the City of Rochester was compelled
to institute a program of desegregation. The West Irondequoit Central

School District, a-primarily White,ymiddle-class, suburban district
adjacent to the City of RoChester, responded by offering a voluntary
program of integration. Rochester's Open Enrollment Plan was offered
as a.voluntary program whereby students could apply to'transfer out of

_their home districts into another school district within the city.

West Irondequoit, with essentially no problem in terms of racial

balance; nevertheless was not content to ignore such problems within
the educational system at large. The West Irondequoit:Board of Educa-
tion's consensus was that the City of Rochester/suburbs dichotomy
was a situation in which there was racial balance in reverse and that,

as representative of A suburban district, it-should act in this area of

social. concern. It foresaw benefit to the suburban district by having
minority children brought into the school district, its, reasoning
being that an,"integratedu,school enviionment could.affect attitudes
and break down stereotypes, while promoting the dignity of each

individual.

Committed to this philosophy, the Board of Education of West
Irondequoit tok formal steps to adopt an interdistrict transfer program
and, with Rochester, to plan for its implementation. Numerous, care-,
fully planned meetings were held betwan he board and othercommunity
groupsteachers' associations, parent-teacher associations; parents'
organizations, and churches-7to acquaint them with the board's plans,,
although negotiationi and meetings were at first conducted quietly and

were not well-attended bythe public.

Once the plan was passed; a public announcement was made by way of

a newsletter to each district sresident. Receipt of` the newsletter

brought vehement opposition, however, much stronger and more emotional

than the board had ant' ipated. Opposition formalized, chargingthat",
the decision was made in secrecy And would have an adverse effect on

the neighborhood concept. A call for a special referendum On. the issue

was rejected by the board, rid the opposition began to vote in

board members opposed to the lan and defst those in favorjcf it
Fnrther, an appeal was filed w th.the'New York State Commissioner of

Education charging the board with secret sessions and challengings-the

rejection of the referendum requeat. Finally, a citizens' committee
of Weat Irondequoit brought suit aS private individuals in the New York

State Supreme Court In an attempt, to secure an injunction' blocking

the intended busing Of the 25 students into the West Irondequoit dis-

trict.



The injunction was denied; the commissioner dismissed the appeal;
and, in spite of the emotional climate in the district,. the school
year opened without violence. Later, the State Supreme Court upheld
the legality of West Irondequoit's open enrollment policy, and the
Appellate Court upheld this deciaion. Political pressure continued,'
however; as-opponents of the program turned again to the elective
process for redress, both inboard of education elections and in
Notes on schocil budgets. Eventually, however, the enormous intensity
of the issue began to diminish; although, for several years following
the adoption of.the Intercultural Education (ICE) program, it con-
tinued to be in- jeopardy when the question arose of how many new

_

children should be allowed in.

-The extensionof the urban-suburban transfer concept to other dis-,
tricis combined-_with several other-factors to place ICE on firmer
footing. As administrator of the Rochester. City School'District's
Open Enrollthent Program back in.1964, Norman Gross moved on to, become
administrator of the Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program;
and., lis opportunity in that post, together with his firm comMitment
to integration as ajwsitive,educational experienCe, enabled him to
build upon the innovative program that West.Irondequoit had initiated.
The year after West Irdindequoit.accepted its first students, the
suburban district of Brighton and the Campus School at.SUNY Brockport
invited elementary students to attend their regular day schools. In

addition, one of the nine compOnents of Project Unique became the
Urban-Suburban InterdistrictTransfer Program, and itis 'said that the
successful implementation ofthe'West Irondequoit receiving program
was the basis.for desisn'of this particular component.

The primary objective Of USITP was to implement and administer
programs designed to reduce racial isolation.in Monroe County, includ-
ing the City of 'Rochester. Gross.was also to act as administratorof
this component of Project Unique,, which generated a great deal of
interest in Rochester and iteuburbs, no.doubt because of its innova-
tive approaches and the large-federal sums available to implement such,
'programs,

While district officials in Rochester encouraged suburban districts
to_join the program,.opponents,were:not adverse to crossing school
district boundaries to be heard. Proponents strUckback, however,
through student groups and the like, in order to convince suburban
districts to join tbe:program:

Loss of some:Title III funds:in 1970-71 meant that USITP had to
turn to other sources. The New York State Division of Intercultural-

: Relations, State Urban EdUcation, and the Rochester City School District
were able to see the program.through until Gross was able once again

\

to obtain :Title. III federal funds supplemented by State Urban Educat!,..on.
In 1973, Administration of the program shifted to West,Irondequoit in
order to-make USITP eligible to receive certain federal monies. This
situation remains; with' West IrondkUoit acting as the Local Educational .

Agency (LEA) under primarily%ESEkfunds
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USITP is now commonly referred to as Project US, a change in
nomenclenture instituted in an attempt to counteract the "we" Versus
"they" dichotomy of city and suburb, Black and White. However, the
events of the past year have not been conducive to expanding the
program or to prOmoting harmony in either of these areas of concern.

Since a solely one-4ay student exchange had been criticized in
the past as a "brain drain" of the, best Black .students from their
schools, a two-way transfer was proposed in 1979 -80. However,there
was strong sentiment within the suburbs against the idea, the fear
lieing that it might be,based on involuntary transportation of White
students into the city,

The fact that the concept was tied to federal funds made for a
difficult situation down the road. To briefly,summarire a very complex
situation, Harvey Granite, head of Urban Funded Programs for-Rochester,
and Norman Gross each committed the,same sum of $50,000 for different
purposes, apparently a lack of communication between the two offices.
When the Confusion became public, the resulting,controversy was explo-
sive. A compromise,was,ultimately reached, however, whereby 38 White
children would go into the city and 35 additional Black children would
go to the suburbs. Bladk children Who' had been promised space in
suburban classrooms remained-an unresolved issue until the state
finally promlied Rocheste additional funds to transport the rest cf
the Black children to aubtiban schools (by now; already in session).
The underlying controversy over transportation of-atudentsremains,
however,.and'Rochester_has Called for a federal investigation of
Gross,' operatiOn. Groas has asked for an audit of the Rochester City
School District'S use of'the transportation funds.

The, total enrollment 'under Project US hasgrown from 24. to over

.1004 from 1973 to 1979, but the number of receiving school districts
has not iacreased during that period. No new districts have become
part of-the urban- suburban program in the past ten ,years. The one
districtthat seriously considereddOitg'so found, that, in 1979, the
same emotional climate existed as was evidenced in West Irondequoit in

the 1960s. A second 'district has continued to accept 12:to 15 students
per.yeAr but also has voted to stop expansion of the program at 200

students. These two districts repreeent setbacks to the program; and,
even if additional places are found each year-for those students
wishing toJoin the program but denied acceptance due to lack of
spar's .(there were about 1.000 of these in 1979), the numbers actually
transported:tould beaeverely limitedunleas there is an increase in
transportation futds.

Thus, the trban-atburban program strives to maintain its viability
and to expatd its'. ffectiVeneas.:. However, supptrters can take satis
faction2in the:fact that, despite the numbers of controversies and
funding: difficulties the prograM achieved a milestone

in' 1977 Students wht:firstentered,WeetIrondeqUoit's first grades
full7time iO967 were in West Irondequoit's 1977graduating classes,
the first group of minority students to have completed:their element-
arY and secondary education under this program.
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IV. DECISION-MAKING, ENTREPRENEURSHIP, AND

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

Our decision- making model aims at analyzing what happens in
innovation, who makes it happen, and how. As a model particularly
geared,to local public sector innovation, it is as relevant to education
as to any other local public service. Thus, in the present context,
the model illuminates the process of innovation in educational
organizations, °In this chapter, we apply our model to education by
(1) discussing the nature of the school district as an educational
organization; (2) discussing the nature of educational innovations;
and (3) showing how organization and innovation are linked over time
(stages of innovation). This linkage of organization and innovation
over time J,3 discussed with particular reference to (4) the role of
the moving force in local educational innovation, the bureaucratic
entrepreneur.:-

The Local Educational Organization

As a local service function, education is dominated by a
potent public bureauCrady, namely; the school district, There are-
many privatersacOr organizations thaevie with the ,ublic sector
educational organization, but these .control only a tiny porti6n of
the student market. Local education, forall practical intents and
purposes,. is run by public organizations that are coextensive with.
particular geographical areas,\called school. districts. In Syracuse .

and RoChester;-4or example,-the\school districts coincide with City:
boundaries. Two Characteristics'of the educational organizations that
we studied a.e therefOre discernike as significant first, their.
near Monopoly over control of the local educational functlon;.and
second, their size.

I

The Implications for education of\thesetwo characteristics are
important for innovation. -We are talking about an organization
that does not have a major competitor junisdiction.ThuS, if
it.innovatea,'this is not usually because of competition for the
"student dollar," We are also talking about\an.organilation that
is very, very4arge. The budgetand number of personnel. in the
educationai.organiZation are of a scale that dwarfs other.local
functions: 'Whatever innovations take place; therefore; must occur in
And through a big bureaucracy.

Certain other innovation- relevant charac,:teristics about the
educational organization are also. significant. The educational organ-
ization is. highly decentralized. In addition to a central administra-
tion, there are individual. schools where the core of the organization's

V



work is performed, where the 'function oredUcation is delivered to
students. Yet that core is scattered in many places, as each
individual school is itself an organization with a life of its own.
The educational organization also features numerous semiautonomous
units of decision. This semiautonomy of work units constitutes a
fourth characteristic of educational organizations that is relevant
to innovation. Decentralization, semiautonomy, together these suggest
that innovation within small decision units of-the organization may
,take place fairly easily (a teacher in a classroom; a principal in
a school), but that large-scale innovations which cut across work
units may be difficult to carry out.

A major reason for, the semiautonomYl of parts lies in the nature
of the educational organization's work, force. Its primary personnel
are teachers, a highly professionalized cadre of workers. Adminis-.
trators within the educational organization are often former teachers.
This professional base of the work force constitutes h fifth attri-
bute of the organization significant for innovation. Highly profes-
sionalized organizations are generally more prone to innovate than
those not highly professionalized.

A sixth characteristic relevant to innovation is the educational
organization's participatory character. Internally, what profession-
alism does not provide, teacher's unions often do; externally, there .

is great emphasis on client participation. The clients, at least
those relevant to, decision-making, are parents. Students, as clients,

have little impact on decision-making. Enough parents care deeply \\

about the performance of their schools to give education considerable
attention, and,.: in many cases, a great deal of time. They come to

meetings, talk. to .t ers, and pressure principals. This interest
is particularly ke n when an educational innovation--a change in
educational method-- s on the horizon. Special interest clienteles
such as parentsof handicapped children are especially active in
overseeing not only what is taught, but how it is taught and in what
kind of environment. While it is professionalized, education is not
as technical as many other services (e.g., health care delivery or
sewage treatment). Every parent (client) has participated as a
student in the educational organization. Therefore, parents feel that
they know something about education, especially when is involves their
son or da.ughter.Wh-at--this-means-for innovation- -is that- there-:are
many potential and willing participants in innovation decisions.

This, last point'leads to a seventh characteristic of educational
organizations political accountability. To get away from politics
in the partisan sense, education is organized with its own set of

governors, lay people elected to a board of education. The board
is ,responsible 'for basic policies guiding the organiihtion. The

generhl public within a school district can participate on macro-
questions such as who should,be on the board, and it may vote on

overall budgets,.thus affecting policy through these means. Yet there
is an additional dimension of accountability between the board of
educatio9and the regular governing structure Of a city or, county. In
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big-money decisions such as the bonding vote on the Syracuse Campus
Plan, mayors and city councils are anything but rubber\stamps for
the educational organization. The autonomy of the educational organi-
zatim is considerable, relatiVe to other local public organizations,
but it is not complete in any sense. Consequently, the politics of
educational innovation, at least potentially, can reach beyond the
organization and its clients to the larger community and its representa-
tives and can be affected thereby. . \

An eighth characteristic is that of intergovernmental dependency.
Education has critical vertical linkages along functional lines to
federal and state government. These federal and state divisi ns
of the educational organizatioi'are very real actors in local decision-
making processes. The fact that they are indirect actors, as erting

1
their authority through regulation and funding, makes them no less
significant. In our present work in Syracuse and Rochester, he inter-

governmental dimension can be seen in virtually every case. t is

doubtful, in fact, that the more expensve innovations could eve

gotten off the ground without federal and/or state assistance, or
federal and state stimulation via regulation..

Finally, there is a ninth characteristic of the educational organi-
zation important'for innovation: the annual start of each s pool term
provides a measure of momentum,a-"natural" deadline for d cision-making
and a continual sense of renewal with each entering group of students.
Other urban functions do, not have this inherent deadline- orcing
characteristic; and, for innovation as with other types f decisions,
anything that works against bureaucratic inertia can be ither a plus
or a minus. It can force innovation through before opp sition has
a chance to defeat it, or it can kill an innovation bec use of too

little time to procure funds, rally support, make nece sary-plans,
atc. In any-case, the inherent deadline of the schbol term can be
a significant faClerr in innovative decision-making wi/thin educational
organizations.

These nine characteristics of the public educa ion endeavor reveal
a highlyfragmented educational organization, one t at appropriately
has been termed "loosely-coupled."3 They are chars teristics that can
help or hinder innovation depending upon the nature of the innovation
selected and t e way that the innovation process is managed. What is

the nature, of the innovation that arises within a "loosely-coupled"'
organization?

The Innovations

Innovations vary enormously along a number of dimensions. Among

these, are whether the innovation is: (1) hardware or managerial;
(2) radical or incremental; (3) complex or simple; (4) expensive or
cheap; (5) large or small; and (6) provides cost efficiencies and/or_
service efficiencies.. In addition, .a seventh dimension is relevant
specifically to the educational function. Educational innovations
differ as,to whether their users are primarily educators, administrative



staff, clients, or a mixture of the three.

In terns of the difficulty in accomplishing change, innovations
that are perceived by potential adopting organizations as radical,
,complex, expensive, and-large rank, well ahead of those viewed as
incremental, simple,., cheap, and small. Innovatens that have a broad
constituency,of,users have a\better chance of success than those
with a very-narrow set of users. Whether an innovation is hard or
soft seems ',less important as a variable in the educational context,
but the fact is that we have few hardware innovations on which to
base that judgment.

In the field of education, innovations are predominantly non-
hardware changes in the way that the educational organization performs
its task. They are managerial innovations. Such managerial innova-
tions can vary from a new technique in teaching introduced by one
instructor to new multiorganizational arrangements sharing a particular,
large-scale, very scarce resource. Yet, while education is not a
hardware-intensive function, the computer is one hardware technology
that has made great inroads into the educational system. 'Some

computer innovations have those characteristics that ease acceptance;
they are capable of being introduced incrementally; are relatively small,
inexpensive, and simple; and have a variety of educational uses, both
administrative and instructional. 'Others are quite the opposite.
Wholly aside from what clients may think about the computers, they can
be seen to have cost-efficiencies and service-efficincies by educational
_personnel. In general, the computer has found the loosely coupled educa-
tional organization highly congenial, although multiple power centers
can impede integrated planning.

The magnet school represents he kind of managerial innovation
that has been introduced to educational organizations in recent
years. Magnet schuols feature novel programs and techniques, always

-focused around a special emphasis in one school building. They depart'

from the neighborhood School concept in favor of accepting students
Zrom various places and thus can be an incentive for racial integra-
tion in the process. A new school performing new tasks In new ways is_

not a minor matter. As an-innovation, the magnet school\ranks high
in terms of size and cost. Magnet schools can also be highly complex
innovations, depending upon the range or specialization Of the prograins.
The more components that must bemeshed to make a total system

(e.g., a magnet school) work, the more complex the innovation. New-

kinds of schools can mean new kinds of people joining the educational
staff who may not "fit" the norms of the teaching professiOn. Thus,

complexity can enhance the radicalness of an innovation and\elevate
to a higher level of controversy. Given the usual racial overtones

1 of magnet schools, this innovation is best kept as simple
by the would-be educational ttrepreneur.' Whether magnet schools are

cost-efficient, we do not kno . They appear toTffer service\improve-
menis, in the opinicins of those who choose to attend them.
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The. Syracuse program for educating handicapped students is so

an innovation of rather large scale. It is complex and potentia ly
radical for a school receiving handicapped students, although w ether
it is radical for the school district as a whole is another m ter.

'Judgments about-the radicalness/incrementalist nature of thi set of

educational innovations requires understanding the subtle r siliencieS
of loosely-couliled educational systems. The size of the e ucational

.-organization is.important, as what may be a discontinuous/change for
one school district may be an incremental change for another. The

program for educating handicapped students in a school/aystem the
size of Syracuse was somewhere between an incremental nd a radical,

change for'the district. ,Resiliency of )the education 1 organization in
the face of such potentially radical change is frequ ntly aided
enormously by intergovernmental interdependencies. /Federal and state
money assisting innovation can "mask" or 7cushion"/2the disruptive
effects of innovation. If local districtShad to ay totally for inno-

vatiens, many new projects would seem too big, ex ensive,_and -car

'to ,try. The finandial risk eau be shared and, in gom
entirely absorbed, at least at 'the front end of innovation, by outside
sponsors.

Certainly the educatineef.handicapped students in Syracuse involve
this "masking effect." The School district had to comply, but. it did

not have to innovate. Federal/state aid made innevation7beybnd-
compliance possible by lessening the expense of innovation tothe dis-
trict. The same phenomenon repeats itself again and again in almost
all of Our case histories of major educational innovation. Over time,
the service or cost efficiencies of an innovation can help to persuade
a.local district:to absorb the innoYation :Into\its regular budget, but
this does net usually happen'at the outset. Particularly radical,
large-scalel and expensive innovations may require continual support
from

, .

This phenomenon was true of USITP. This was a managerial innova-

tion that reached across districts. It was not just organizational

innovation; it was interorganiZational innovation. The '.evolvement of

two or more school districts in an innovation inevitably raises the
level of.complexity. The number of contacts are increased and the
need for coordination is great. In such a prograa as USITP in Rocti7
ester/Monroe County; transportation over longer distances raised the
cost. The receiver district in such aninnOvation must cope_ with
the reality that many suburbanites leave the,city to escape the Blacks
that:interdistriat transfer imports, to the,sUburbs: The cost efficiency
of "cultural:enrichment," ostensibly the primary, purpose of this inno-
vation, is hard to'dalculate. Rationale can be found in morality and
lideals, attributes of educational organizations of the, least tangible
kind. But what "cultural enrichMent"iskto proponents often is
"forced integration through busing" to opponents.

An innovation ranking on the extreme side of virtually all
characteristics associated with.difficulty, . USITP was bound to\be
controversial\ and strongly opposed. It has survived and even grown
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:,0-4460 student numbersi but not without problets, constant struggle, and
i'continuai search for outside funding necessary to entice local
suppOrt andittherefore, keep the innovation alive. USITP is

an excelleht example of how,:over time, organization and innovation .

adapt to each other, Change'occurt on both sidet of the relationship,
as both technical skills and political skills are brought tobear.
Since this adaptation does not happen automatically, making innova-
tion occur by employing those necessarT technical and political skills
becomes the task of the educational entrepreneur.

The Educational Entrepreneur

At the heart of our earlier NSF work in urban innovation was the
concept of entrepreneurship in the public sector. The urban entre-

preneur, like the business entrepreneur, has a product to sell. As

the business.entrepreneur deals in markets, so the public sector
entrepreneur copes with constituencies. The business entrepreneur
succeeds or fails in terms of. the profit he makes. SucCess'or failure
for the public sector, entrepreneur is much more difficult. to gauge,
but generally can be seen in whether,a program he/she espouses is
accepted and implemented or rejected, or whether it grows or declines.
There are similarities- in the abstract; but in the concrete, there are
differences arising from the contrasting envfibnments in which the
two types of entrepreneurs operate. The business entrepreneur copes
with a predominantly economic setting; and his strategies, tactics,
Victories, znd defeats are largeiy recorded in dollarsand cents. For

the public entrepreneur, dollars and cents are critical, but the
environment in they are gained is a Political one. This_

.political envi".0tMent may mean that a program that succeeds works
itself out.of a job, whereas one that fails to solve the mission for
'which it '-as created may get even-more money as a result. The public
sector entrepreneur thus must perpetually contend with the vagaries
of polftical.action; and. the entrepreneurial activity which employs
technical'and political skills-to directly confront such an environ-
ment is the activity of coalitiOn-building.

Entreprene and Coalition,-Building

Educational entrePrendUrs can/be-briefly defined as those actors
_ .

,(individuals or groupsYWhOspark the innovation process, -and, for
the,Most part,-:those who tee..innovationsthrough to'implementation or
incorporation: ..AnYdiscustion of the activities and deciton-making
of'eduCatiOnal entrePreneuremust therefore be undertaken jointly with
a discustion.Ofthe coalition-building process. Which' must, take place
in order for innovations to-be successfully launched. The task of
cOalitiOn7buildingaMpeting suppOrt for a partiduldr'innovation falls
primarilyto.the-entrePreneur. :44,1y under the most unusual of
circumstances can an edudationalehtrepreneur with a "petinnovation
hope to see that'innovationthrough to completion without per/arming

-a certain amount of this' balding of support coalitionafor'the project.
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'Any innovation worthy of note consumes resources, promotes change-
(by 4finition), and. usually is in competition for sctirce resources
with other innovations or programs. :It is thus unlikely that most
innovations will be,placidly accepted by the concerned community
without Considerableeffort on the part of the entrepreneur to
solicit support, predict where potential opposition will emerge,
'deflect Opposition as-inuch as possible, reassure the skeptical, and
generally solidify a firm base or support for the innovation.

Iii discussing educational entrepreneurship, we shall therefore
also analyze the methods by which the entrepreneurs in our cases
went about their coalition-building activities. In an earlier report,
we commented on the_ Specific, characteristics and coalitiOiibuilding
efforts of entrepreneurs .

active in the Syracuse cases that we researched
during the project's first year. Here, we shall refer to conclusions
drawn:.on the basis of those first-year cases and compare and contrast
those findingSwith con '.usions that we cannow draw from the sub-
sequent three ROcheater and two Syracuse cases researched during; the

second year.

Who doesthe necessary coalition-building for innovations? Who
are the entrepreneurs? What is their base of power? How do the
educational entrepreneurs perform the function of matching probleMs
with solutions' (innovations)? We argued,earlier that. this matching

function.iSeasential in any urban innovation process. In addition,

low'dOentrepreneure Match'organiiationtUinnovation? How do they

properly amass the support of appropriate sectors of:a loosely
coupled:educatiOnal: organization behind their_innOvatione? Is the
role-of eduCational:entrepteneur different from the role of entre-
preneurs in other areas of urban life in terms of who fills it,
what they do, and howthey do it? How does our general decision-
making model with its, emphasia on the entrepreneurs andcOalition-
building holdup in the case of educational innovation?

We argue that the model holda lieri, well. 14o,t a single innova-

tion studied in this project would likely hive occurred without
.considerable effort on the part of theleducational entrepreneur.
Educational entrepreneurs found innovative solutions for problems,
Or theyluncovered problems that required "their" solutions, and
then channeled'the innovationsthrough -releliant-cdeaslon=takig7-
stages. Such a task iirvolves considerable skillCtechnical, p o-
feasionaL and, perhaps above all,-political.: Depending upon ow well

_they match problems t6eolutiona and organization to inuovation; that
decision-makinOrOcese Can'be easy or difficult to navigate. Ls we -

haVe indicated, some matches of solution to problem and organization

to innovatiOn-aresuchas-to'be.considered radicAI-bythe educational
organization asked to_aclopt, implement, and incorporate them. Others

may beso modest as to scarcely cause a ripple. The nature of the
edUcational organization is such that it is possibleto have a large -41

number of innovations percolating through different components of
even the local" educational organization at once.: Indeed, perhaps

no urban organization is as capabl-rt of accommodating as many different
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kinds of innovations as is the loosely coupled educational enter-
prise. Innovations may be found in a classroom, a single school,
or the district as a whole.

Education is a remarkably open system for the initiation of
innovation, in marked contrast, for example, to the more hierarchical
urban functions of fire protection and law enforcement where topside
legitimation at the initiation stage is required. Dedentralized
decision-making, plus the professional status of educational employ-
ees, combine to generate no shortage of ideas for new educational
practices. Professionals tend to cnre about what they do and generally
want to be considered current with the latest techniques in their

field. Thus, innovation initiation can take place below the top level.

The professional ethos reaches up to the superintendent of schools
and his staff. Awareness of new hardware and managerial vactices is
generally not a problem for the educational organization.. The problem
is more one of selection and Implementation, for a loosely coupled
organization has the advantag of having ,Imerous centers of expertise
and power-generating initiatives. Yet .: also has the disadvantage
of decentralized, fragmented organizations in a politica environment;

namely, it harbors and/even nutures a superfluity of veto groups.

This udy focused on innovations that made some progress. How

many more are proposed only to be disposed of early? For every innova-

t.;.on th is adopted, there are surely many more that/are not.
Adopti n is near the beginning of a procesfi that is/long and filled
with nnnmerable barriers and veto groups, particularly in, education.
As a result, the educational entrepreneur has to especially artful.
In /contrast to his counterparts in other urban functions, the educa-
tional entrepreneur, when trying to implement,/ does not automatically
have the assistance that accrues in a functional area with strong
hierarchical controls. /

As we have emphasized, the educational entrepreneur's first task
to match the organizational problem/Olth an appropriate innovative

solution. The second task is to manifest this innovation: co get it
adopted, implemented, and incorporated. In the process, the innova-
tion may change: expanding, contracting, or modifying in accord with
the pressures of the moment. What happens to the innovation depends

not only on factors iuherent-in-)the-innovation,-but-also-upon-the
skills of the entrepreneur in shaping or advertising the innovation
in politically attractive wayd. In addition, the entrepreneur must
shape the organization-centered coalition of support. Thus, both the
innovation and the political coalitiOn are dynamic, There is not one
match of organization and/innovation, but many matches along the way.
Keeping the process moving is an enormous test of entrepreneurial
skills, both-Ltechnica land:.political.

In our original NSF project, we found that the identity of the

entrepreneur could/variover time. It could be a mayor, a client,

a company pressing for sales, or others-singly, or in combination.
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However, we found that, under most circumstances, bureaucratic entre-
preneurs had the most impact on most stages of innovation. This was

also true in, our education cases, with one caveat. In most functions
of urban government, we found bureaucratic entrepreneurs to be line-
agency heads.. In keeping with the loosely-coupled nature of the
educational organization,bureaucratic entrepreneurs are found in
many, many pIaces, as will be seen in table which lists the entre-
preneurs in the eight nonresidual cases in Syracuse and Rochester and
givea their power base.

Depending upon the nature of the Innovation, educational entre-
preneurs appear to reside most often either at theitop or at the middle
levels of educational administration. Less frequently, entrepreneurs
can be found at the instructional level. In the first-year Syracuse
cases, we discovered that, contrary to the situation with many urban
functions, entrepreneurship in education seldom emanates from the top
administrative level (i.e., the superintendent of schools).' We noted
that the school district wuperintendent appears to assume the role of
bureaucratic entrepreneur only when the educational innovation'
possesses certain characteristics. The, complexity, cost, scope, and

controversiality of the given educational innovation frequently
determine whether the school superintendent becomes the innovation's
leading proponent.

When the innovation is highly complex, when it is relatively
---- costly, cOmprehensive,1 and likely to elicit public controversy, the

superintendentof schools is more likely to become actively r. involved.'
The force of his office is important in the strategies, negotiations,
and coalition-building necesstry to overcome the built-in negative
bias against innovations destined by their scope and complexity to
compete for funds, arouse negative public sentiment, and upset the
educational status quo. In our interim report, we noted that both
Syracuse's Campus Plan and Rochester's Project Unique were innovations
of this type; in both, the superintendent was the single, most important
figure. Since then, we have found the superintendent also acting as
entrepreneur in the Syracuse magnet schools case and actively support-

ive in the Syracuse educating, handicapped children case (though not
the primary entrepreneur).

17:41agAet schools are, in themselveS, neither highly complex
concepts nor highly controversial educational innovations. However,

to the extent that they have been highly identified with the issues
of racial integration and forced busing, there is perhaps no more
compler aor- controversial innovation on the education horizon. The

.way in which magnet schools were used in Syracuse and the purpose
for which tbey were .L.'st entablishd caused them to be perceived as
Part and parcel pf that controversial and threatening issue. They

were initially used' as a last-ditch effort to comply with a strong
integration order from the Commissioner of New York iState, and the
race issue involved in the magnet schools case prompted immediate

strong, 'public sentiment. Indeed, perhaps no issue other than race

1



Tabie 9

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COALITION-BUILDING

IN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION IN SYRACUSE AND ROCHESTER

SYRACUSE

..1

Innovation Entrepreneur ----' Power Base

Para rofessionals

Mario Fantini and

staff

Harry S, Balmer and

several members of

his staff

.,

'

Head of Madison Area Project, a semi-

autonomous unit 'of the Syracuse .City

SchoOl District

Head of Syracuse Action for'Youth(succes-.

sor bureau to MaRson Area Poiject) and

first head of the Special-Programs Office,

Syracuse City School District;

- Pre-adoption stage

Adoption stage and

later stages
.

,

ouse Plan

John WeaVer

Pasqualeleo

ViCtor Ciciarelli.

-,

Vice:principal,later principal of Roos.

velt Junior High School
r

InstructiOnal specialist (Titlel)

Principal, Roosevelt Junior Highlchobl

ti

,

-:Pre-adoption stage ,

through early implemen

tatimstage

Later. stages

Computer

EdWard Lang' Principal, Central Technical High School

InatrUCtional Oss, , ,

:"74:0ars (adoptiovand

implemen'tatienof*com-

vilteOcience:program)



InnOVation Entripreneur

LaWrence Page

No identifiable entre7

pteneur

Power Base ,---

Computer science teacher and head of the

Syracuse City School District computer

center for instructional services

(COMpderlechUOlogy :cont.)

InstruCtiOnal:Use.:

Later years (adoption and

implementation of com7

pater aided instruction

progracOn addition acom7

puler science)

Administratie use

HagnetIchoOls'.

Sieaay Janson and

some of his' staff

Harry Balmer' and staff

I

Superintendent of Syracuse City SChool ,

District

Special,Programs Office

1

.7' Pre-adoption stage through ',.
.

;incorporation

-later implementation

,

^ 1

EduatilCHilailiare n:

Thomas Clift

Sidney Johnson. .

Director of Education fdr Children with

Handicapping Conditions, Syracuse City

School District

Superintendent of Syracuse City School

DiStriet

,..,preadOptitiOhrough,

incorporation

[ Adoption : through incorporation



ROCHESTER

Innovation .Entrepreneur Power Base .

,

Urban-Suburban Interdistrict

West Trondequoit Central

School District Board

of Education .

,

Norman Gro

Norman Gross

,

\

,

West Irondequoit' Central School District

(active during the first volunteer transfer

program which was a precursor Ofjthe USITP

concept under Project Unique) ;

\

Administrator of USITP under ProjectInique

,

.

Administrator of Project Unique

Transfer Program (USITP)

- Pre-adoption stage
.

.

.

- Implementation through

incorporatiA
.

-All stages, 1966-1970

1



promotes this kind of reaction, particularly when in refer,,nce to
the desegregation of elementary and secondary schools. The urgency
of SyracUse's 'racial imbalance problem and the utilization of magnets
as a tool\jor redressing that racial imbalance elevated the magnet
school Issue to one of great scope,, complexity, and public concern.
.Federal funding was also critical to the establishment of the first
magnet, amounting to about $195,000 for the first year, and to Orther
add to the urgency of the situation, time was of the essence. Indeed,
funding, for the first year was made under the U. S. Office of EdUca-
tion's Emergency School Aid Act; and the proposal was written, sub -
mLtted, approved, and a'magnet was made operable all within a three- ,

0 month time span.

Superintendent Sidney Johnson played the key role as entrep enew-
in this innovation. Given its scope, complexity, cost, and cont
versiality, hei as superintendent, is perhaps the only person who could
have done so with success,. The sensitivity of the race issue made a
Black, creative, strong leader such as Johnson perfect for thejob of
matching a satisfactory solution to the problem of integrating the
Syracuse city schools. Publfc perception of Johnson as a fair and
capable public figure, bylBlacks and Whites alike,. was no doubt an
impor1T%nt factor in his ultimat success as entrepreneur for magnet
school: ;.

Also critical to Johnson success (and apparently to the success
of arty entrepreneur in this type of innovation) was the fact that John-
son saw the Trocess through from beginning to end. Our second-year
cases (in particular, Johnson's experience and the experience of Thomas
Clift in our handicapped case) seem to indicate that the presence of
an educational entrepreneur, willing and able to follow through on an
innovation, from pre-adoption to incorporation, is an important stabiliz-
ing factor which ..ontributes significantly to the success of an innova-

tion. 'The trigger for magnet schools was the state commissioner's 1976
integration order and the'ensuing community reaction against any
integration plan that smacked of mandatory busing. Yet the sudden, uni-
lateral decision by Johnson to institute a magnet school was based on
Johnson's and other top administrators' prior familiarity with the
magnet concept, including their having once taken, steps to investigate
its track.record. Then, as entrepreneur, Johnson, among the first to be
aware'of magnet schools, suggested a magnet school Solution for Syra-
cuse and remained the driving and stabilizing force behind magnet schools

through their incorporatibn.

The coalition-buildi g task fc;,- magnet schools was a formidabie
one. Given the racial ov atones of magnets, forMing a body, of support .

for them, deflecting public sentiment, and making them operable under
seve legal and time constraints required enormous political, skill.
iInitial response by the Danfort4 school community to the idea of making
(Danforth a magnet school was, at best, neutral; thus Johnson was faced

with creating positive support from th.L1 very beginning. Laboring
under the heavy time constraint, Johnson pulled together.his coalition

.,first by soliciting the cooperation ofj)anforth's Principal Hannah,

.Balmer's Special, Programs Office .(which drew up the plan for the. 'Danforth
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magnet), and other top district administrators. Even among this

"top brass", however, there was skepticism early along, but respect
for Johnson as a leader acted with time to overcome the skepticism
and promote consensus. Included within this early coalition were also
Danforth parents, who participated in compiling the proposal for
funding. An information "blitz," complete with media exposure and
information hotlines, sought to draw the relevant community into the
ranks of magnet supporters, and top administrators were involved even
to the point of their physical presence at the opening of the school.

Johnson's strategy, then, was not to actively seek a broad participa-
tion during the search for solution and adoption stages (a necessity due
to time and legal pressure), but to expand that participation as much
as possible during the implementation stage, all the while mainitaining

the presence of the initial top brass coalition. Perhaps one of the

most diff4cult tasks of any educational entrepreneur is maintaining
adequate -..ntrol over any innovation while at the same time expanding
participation in the innovation decision process sufficiently to coopt
or deflect potential opposition. _o do so requires considerable politi-
cal savvy and leadership ability, both of which Johnson displayed in

this Case.

Given more time and the presence of Danforth as a model, the estab-
lishment of McKinley-Brighton as 'a magnet school was a somewhat smoother
process, although coalition-building was important in that case as well.

In fact,. McKinley-Brighton serves as an important example of how entre-
preneUrship and innovation coalitions can carry over from one innovation
to the next. Not only were the same top administrators involved (now
with the experience of. Danforth under their belts), but the federal pro-
posal\for McKinley-Brighton specifically cited Danforth's success as one

of its selling points.

With more time'to spare,, oalition participation' could also affordr
ably be broadened at anearlier stage. A survey to determine citywide\
interest in a second magnet program brought in community participation \

as early.as tile search for solution stage, and the results of the sur-

vey helped to shape the program. ultimately established at McKinley-

Brighton. Once again top administrators also followed through with the.
transition- to a magnet school, that- transition no doubt considerably

smoothed by earlier coAlition-building involving McKinley-Brighton
parents and the Special Programs staff in the drawing up of the magnet

program.' '%

The,Syracusi...:. magnet schools case, as well as other of our second

year cases, underlines the importanceof not only a strong and capable
entrepreneur, but also alyentrepreneur with the skills and will to en-..
gage-in-the-necessary pqlitical_negotiations whi_th are part of pulling
together and maintaining a stable, orderly innovation coalition. EduCa-

tion professionals, as we have noted, are often perceived as somewhat

apolitiCal. Yet our cases reveal that this sort of political know-how
is vitally important to successfullly instituting certain educational
innovations, particularly those which threaten to drain scarce resources
and which bode.of substantial syStem change.
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In the educating handicapped children case, entrepreneurship was
not primarily located in the office of the superintendent. However,

again Superintendent Johnson played the role of entrepreneur during

several stages leading to adoption and incorporation of Syracuse's
programs for the'handicapped. There is little question that the ori-
ginal impetus for taking the school district beyond mere complier:6e
with federal and state mandates came from Thomas Clift, director of Edu-
cation for Children with Handicapping Conditions. without the vital

and active support of Superintendent Johnson, from 'Jptiodthrough
incorporation, it is doubtful that/these programs would.haye'been incor-
porated so smoothly. The extent-to which district progiams'for handl-
lcapped\children constituted innovation "beyond the mandate" was not so
Ibroad, complex, costly, or controversial as to require entrepreneurship
at the top agency level; thus Clift, as a lower-level administrator,
could lead the way in instituting those programs, given hl's superior
negotiating and coalition-building talents. Yet Johnson, as a consis-
tent, active supporter .of the programs, put .he force of his office

behind Clift and helped to make the acceptance of the programs within
the district swift, smooth,. and virtually non-conflictual. In the one

instance in which there was public dissent (the McCarthy school issue),
Johnson's influence was critical.

The conclusion of our interim report is thus confirmed by our

second -year of research: given broad, complex, controversial, costly

educatinal innovations,

. . . it is unlikely that anyone other than the
superintendent of schools .cld credibly have
attempted to push for the innovation. The nature
of the innovations requIred the ultimate in pro-
fessional and technical-talents, as well as political
skill-and out. The superintendentS were the right

people fo the tole of entrepreneur.

This finding is fIrmly\.edpported by the Syracuse magnet school case and
is consistent-w4h the Secondary supportiVe' role played by the superin-

tendent in educAting handicapped children in Syracuse.

More often, however, entrepreneurship does not come from the supe
intelldent's office:,Cf the eight non - residual) cases we considered in

this project, we isolated fifteen individuals or groups who, at one time

or another, could be termed "entrepreneurs." Yet of those fifteen, rnly

in the two cases cited above 'was he superintendent in the forefront of

-innovation advoca-acting as en repreneur. The remainder of the en-

trepreneurs represented some love level of administration within the
educational structure, although we repeat, the contention of our interim
report that no generalization can be made, as to precisely where that

lower-level entrepreneurship will emerge.

In our tarerim report', ye_noted that one type of bureaucratic en-
treprereur see-A to be a .constant in Syracuse educational innovations.

This Tar? th Divisi on of Pinning and Evaluation, or Special Programs
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Office.. We found that this particular staff organization in the central
administration:

has\developed into the organizational memory and nerve
center for innovation in the district Over the course
of the past decade\ Special Programs 4as involved in
each of our cases, acting variously as\a broker, pro-

vider of resources and technical assistance, and even as
a prime entrepreneur. About half of the 80 persons in

the group have worked continuously together over the

past decade; and it is clear that their combined grants-
manship, bureaucratic, and political skills have become

finely honed. Their intergovernmental contacts have
also cemented etrongly.

The. Special Programs Office can be characterized
as a lasting alliance within the school district, yet
it is a coalition with a chfnging membership. Instruc-

tional specialietF and certain administrators are often
detailed from their regular duties to spend a semester
a year in-the Special Programs Office in order to work on

a proposal or conduct an evaluation. Thus, the tentacles
of the office.reach into many schools and programs within

the district. It could be said that the office\sermes as

a lynch-pin for change between the loosely coupled struc-

tures of the district. In short, this office has become

a vital resource for educational. innovation. /

i\

/

Once again, with our second-year cases, we found entrepreneurial
activity withinthis.office. Harry Balmer and his staff were strong
advocates and supporters' for the first Syracuse magnet school.. Although

Superintendent.Johnson and his staff were en repreneurs at all stages
of that Ii.nnovation, Balmer and the Special rograms OffiCe took over

some of that responsibility'by designing he plan for Danforth and by

preparing the proposal for,its federal/funding. (In fact, Balmer and

Staff had been very much aware of interest-centered programs such as

magnet schools for years, but could/never seem. to sell the idea-of mag-

nets to the board of education..' /Through a report which he authored,
Balmer is,On record as having recommended establishing magnet schools

-long before the decision to do so.in June 1977.) Balmer's staff also

conducted the survey to gauge citywide interest,in a second'magnet and
eventually wrote the propoSal for, the McKinley-Brighton 'magnet; together
with other top administratori,Balmer helped to guidethe,transformation
of McKinley-Brighton to a magnet school as well.

Special Programs was involved in 'magnet schools for'many of the
same reasons .hey were integral-to the i.:araprofessionals innovation in

Syracuse, s.:..udied during our first year of research. First, it had

jurisdictior o,fer such projects,since both innovations were funded
almost entirely with outside fuads (paraprofessionals with federal and

state funds and magnet,schools with federal funds) and since Special

Programs was responsible or procuring such funds. In ac,dition, its
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autonomy within the district putit in a good position to evaluate
and control any federallYfunded program. Tinally, the "ideology" of
the Special Programs Office was consistent with both the paraprofessional
and magnet school concepts. Balmer had had an early interest in magnet
schools and was thus a logical person to lead in their establishment,
just as compensatory education had been a long-time concern of his
office,, making it a logical overseer of the paraprofessionals project.

. The
\

Special Progams Office has become a bureaucratic entrepreneur
I

itself an an ally.of other bureaucratic entrepreneurs. It may be more

accurate tp refer to it as an intergovernmental entrepreneur. As exter-

nal mandates, from._federal and state levels, and external funding have
oecomelnereasinglyimportant in the life of the school district, 'so
this staff organization itithe Syracuse central adminittiationhas come
to play a key role in many Innovation processes. Its profile is low
(no doubt a sensible' bureaucratic strategy for a staff organization),
but there is little question that it has come to''be considered useful by
many-of the centers of power in the Syracuse City School District.

1 ..

There are stIll other sources from which educational entrepreneurs
:,..

can arise, however. In our first-year ,,axes we discovered that when
there is-a- host building" for an innoym,ipn, entrepreneurship can occur
at an even lOWer-administ;f-atAve-level,-. %4 ich-the -prine-ipa-l-or- -v ice-

princip41 of the hOS-1-building assuming the role of entrepreneur. This

occurred in the Syracuse House-Plan case. To expand that concept a bit,

we can see that-a "host distri:t" can play the same role In the Roches-

ter Urban-Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program,, entrepreneurial
activity during the pre-adoption stage (which, as the idea stage, is
critical) can be discovered-in the West Irondequoit Board of Education.

Due to the special characteristids of its members, the West Ironde uoit
Boardlof Education played a unique and interesting role in the ea ly'
evolution of USITP. Representing a suburban district which was, i'for
the most part homogenoUs, stable, relatively affluent, and Whitei" the

'board of West Irondequoitdecided to instituteairauntady interidistrict
transfer program with the Rochester school district, whoSe Black popula-i
tiOn had increased 650 percent from 1950 .to 1970. It ispartictilarly
interesting that, although a 1963 directive from_the New York State Com-
missioner of Education sent some city,School.distriCts scurrying to find
ways to achieve racial balance, West Irondequoit was one of those dis-

tricts with very little problem in that regard. Neve.:01eless, the social

concerns and moral., 'conviction3 of the largely professional, well educated
affluent, and liberal members of the board prompted them to suggest the
interdistrict transfer plan with Rochester city schools. This initial
offer on the part of the board eventually developed, through a series of
steps, into a precursor of USITP. Thus, this "hoSt district" played the
role of entrepreneur in the early, pre-adoption stage by initiating the
Rochester-Irondewloit exchange program and by working to solidify a
coalition of teachars'end community leaders behind the project.
The board later met with a variety of community groups in an atteMpt
to broaden support, disseminate accurate' information, and .answer
the opposition. However, actual adoption de.:.,.isions of the Board of
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Education ofWest Irondequoit were secret, a fact which later proved
troublesome:for the implementation of the program. The board stood

in its decision, however, in spite of vehement opposition which

eventually took political, legal, and financial forms.

West Irondequoit's role .s entrepreneur ended, however, with the
pre-adoption stage, for all of this activity occurred prior to the time

the innovation under study, USITP, was adopted. Rather, it was prima-

rily due to the entrepreneurial efforts of Norman Gross, as adminis- .

trator of the urban-suburban transfer program of Project Unique, the:

the West. Irondequoit innovation was expanded. Initially, he did this

by including West Irondequoit and two other suburban schools in a grand

plan to reduce Tacial imbalance and improve urban education. From

that point on Gross was the undisputed. entrepreneur, using his firm

commitment to the project to organize student support groups, obtain

new funding when old sources dried up, and answer opposition.

Thus it appears that entrepreneurial activity-can ,Ccur at top
agency levels (under certain specific conditions), at middle-level
administrative locations (individuals or formalized offices such as the

Special Programs Office), or at lower levels, such as the principal of

a host building or the.board of education .of a host district. Entre-

preneurship can also shift from level to level during the course of an

innovation! Innovations are not Always discrete events, and in fact the

\

process of innovation can often best be described as an "ever-widening

circle" of innovative activity. The stages of decision-making may re-

flect the incrementalland Zig-zag nature of the development of an

innovation, so .that it is not unusual to find a problem- awareness-

innovation -new problemawareness-innovation,adjustment process. As

the innovation progresses, eachstep of the innovation gives rise to

a new perceived need, which can. then give rise to a new innovative

solution or\to an adjustment I in the original innovation. Entrepre-.

neurship can also fluctuate according to. this pattern; or, as is the

case with aparticular entrepreneur we studied, Norman Gross, the en-

trepreneur may not only sustain'these flucirtPtions, but may cause then;

to occur and persist as entrepreneur through a series of innovation

'changes. perhaps this ever widening circle of activity and the zig-
zagAmttern of innovation is more likely to occur in a function such as

education, with its decentralized, loosely-coupled character. When

innovation occurs within such an organization, the innovation must be

bandiedback And fotth to gain acceptance among the various power
centers. ,

k

____The:edudational entrepreneur must be capable of coping with this

zig-zag pattern, especially when Attempting-to-expand-an-innovative

concepti. One entrepreneur we examined, Norman Gross, was particularly

astute 1; thiSregard., Two additional Rochester innovations--The
Metropolik:an WOrld of TnquirY School (h1WOIS) and the Urban-Suburban
Cellter for Innovation in Education (USCIE)--were offshoots of' USITP;
NormanGross played the entrepreneurial role for these innovations as

we7.,1. In fact,' one may view the 7eneral concept of quality integrated
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eduCation as a pet innc.vatioa ofIGross' which he sought to implement
in several .different ways and to-transplant in several different
locations. Gross sugi.;ested.the idea for MWOIS, formulated plans for

the school, and secured tentative approval from Webster Central School
District administrators to.rent a building should funds become avail -
able,' After some conflict over the administrative and funding speci -
fics of the program, Gross (now entrepreneur for several dis.Anct
educational innovations) also proved himself able to make difficult
choices. Because of limited funds, GrOss eventually had to choose
between maintaining the Metropolitan World of Inquiry School and
continuing long-term transportation of minority students to suburban
'districts. His decision to limit M4OIS enrollment was but a step
toward phasing out the school the following year, The fact that Gross

was able to continue his Concept nf auality integrated education in

other ways no doubt eventually lessened the difficulty of abandoning
this particular innovation.

Gross also approached Virgilio, principal of the Campus School,

and SUNS' Brockport adtinistrators with the idea of aligning their
school with his USITP program; and, when the Campus School was ordered
closed by state univerisity trustees, he offered funding to keep the,

school - alive. This adjustment or modification of his innovation was
possible because Gross strongly promoted the adoption of certain
features of the World of Inquiry model into the Campus School. Intern-

al conflict over the identification of the school with USITP was even-
tually resolved with, once again, financial considerations the deter-
tining factor. Without USITP identification and the funds that would
result from such association, the school would die. At this .point,

the school became known as USCIE However, Gross' entrepreneurial
abilities continued to prevail as'he subsequently used USCIE as a
means of persuading Brockport Central School District to alsQ:join

USITP. Once again, Gross' Comtitment\ to the concept of quality integ-
rated education as an educational innovation enabled him to employ an
incremental strategy to eventually expand USITP further. Thus, the

,pervasiveness of Gross' entrepreneurship\in the Rochester area is
obvious. From 10,s initial baSe, he has gravitated to a point where he

spends all of his time running various innOyative programs, each
concerned with essentially one innovative concept. Gross is an excel-

lent example of how entrepreneurship.and coalition-building ability
can carry over from one innovationto another.

In the handicapped education. case, we find yet another example of

educational entrepreneurship at loWer administrative levels in the
person of Thomas Clift, director of Education for Children with Handicap-

ping Conditions of the Syracuse City School District.\ There are
basically four unmandated programs for educating handicapped children -.-
in Syracuse which can be considered innovations. That ts, there were

four important innovative ways, in which Syracuse' efforts\to deal with
handicapped.education in a more appropriate way went beyond the
requirements of federal and state la-. In each of these programs,

Clift was the foremost innovator, coalition-builder, trouble-Shooter,

and implementor.
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The programs that went beyond the mandate included a summer
.\ program for adolescents with learning disabilities; a_special program
to integrate autistic children and children without handicaps ("main-

streaming"); special ClaF,Scs for the developmentally delayed; and a
heavy emphasis on, and support for, the_Speciill Olympics. Clift, by

virtue of his office,_had responsibility for planning, administering,
staffing, and directing the process of district adaptation to the
federal and state mandates, and developing programs which.went beyond
the mandates. His special talents as an educational entrepreneur were
exhibited by his foresight.in consulting the most important service and
constituent groups in the area of handicapped education. As the case
study makes clear, Clift did this in such an outstanding spirit of open-

ness fairness (as perceived by thoSe concerned) that the bulk of
potel.,_:.al opposition was deflected, and a general spirit of cooperative-
ness existed between concerned Parties on the one hand, and , Clift and

Johnson on the other. Three major factors can be cited as responsible
for tat: smooth- success of these series .of educational innovations' z-Itt

mandated nature of the changes, the availability of outside funding,
and Clift's strong leadership and open decision- making style. Of these,

however, Clift's personal characteristis can be noted as perhaps the

most important. Sometimes. successful entrepreneurship means simply
getting the right person for the job.

Our earlier cases fond entrepreneurship existing at still another
level, that of the instructor. In the Syracuse computer case, ,,a compu-..

ter teacher eventualJv took over tie role of entrepreneur for innovative

instructional use of the computer. In our interim report we argued that

the nature of that particular innovation explained this instructional-
level.entrepreneurship. That is, since the innovation involved expanded
ildage of educational deVice which was a pre-existing department spe-
.cialization,!_it only made sense that an 'individual equipped with that
specialized knowledge and experience--i.e. a computer science teacher- -
should become'the major promoter of the innovation. Oursecond-year
eases do not include such an innovation, and we foundno entrepreneur-
ship existing at the instructional level among those cases.

_Conclusions: The Educational Entrepreneur. and Coalition-Building

Our second-year cases. add to our overall knowledge of educational
entrepreneurship and the cOal.tion-building that it demands. We have'in
Rochester's Gross almost a,classic example of the individual entrepre-
neur, an individual who lives with, expands, modified; and even par-
tially abandons'an innovation over a number of years. He is the public

sector 'equivalent of what in industry is often called a product champion.
We also have some glitmierings of an institutional variety of bureaucra-
tic entrepreneur: .a small staff organization within. the.school district
whose role has expanded with thegroWth of federal and state influence

on local.innovation processes. One, type of entrepreneur is dynamic
and charismatic--the individdal who makes things happen.' The other

is grey and institut.'onal, hardly noticeable except in retrospect,



when it becomes clear that it has mattered quite a bit to the'Success

of the innovation. One concentrates-on a key innovation or set of
related innovations. The other plays-a role vis-h-vis innovation in

general. Thus, while it can be said that educational entrepreneurs'
call exist anywhere within the educational organization, it may be

possible to-classify entrepreneurs into these two basic types. Both

are obviously important to the innovative process.

A further mecns of classifying entrepreneurs is by the adminis-
trative level at which they exist, which frequently corresponds to
the nature of the innovation t,ith which they are associated. Large,

complex, controversial, costly innovations seem to require the politi-
cal clout and authority of the superintendent's office, and even
innovations of lesser scale can benefit enormously from that input.
Smaller, more incremental innovations generally can,be adequately han-
dled by administrative officials at middle and lower levels. In fact,

it may be argued that officials at this level are more likely to
possess the necessary time and the unidirectional focus required to
see incremental innovations through a series of setbacks, modifications,

and expansions. It-iS entirely possible that the multiple, onerous
duties of the superintendent's office render the superintendent better
suited for large-scale innovation advocacy, where initial stages of
the decision process move very quickly. A super4ntendent must deal with

the biggest issueson the educational horizon at any particular moment;
the remainder of histime must be distributed among numerous other
concerns. Thus someone like Johnson was able to give his all to the
magnet school program for a short, intense time period because it was
"the" issue in education during that period. On the other hand, lesser
officials such as Gross or Clift may be better able to pursue their
pet project innovations from beginning to end, no matter how, long it

takes to achieve implementation or incorporation, and no matter how
many setbacks or modifications are necessary.

Much of what was said about educational entrepreneurship in our
interim report is confirmed by our second year of research. Educa-

tional entrepreneurahip probably does-not differ much from Syracuse
to Rochester. Rather, variation in the locus of educational entrepre-
neurship and in the style of and success of coalition-building probab-
ly depends more on the following than on city-to-city variation:

1. the nature of the innovation- -its scope, complexity, i
cost, and controversiality;

2. the personal characteristics of the individual or group

that assumes the role of eltrepTeneur;
3. the availability of outside funding for the innovation
4. the breadth of participation allowed in the decision-making

process regarding innovation

We have discussed in some depth the first two points in our fore-
going analysis of entrepreneurship:andlcoalition-building in general.
The last two points will be elaborated upon as we outline how entrepre-
neurs build and maintain innovation coalitions throUgh the stages-
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of our decision-making modal. in doing so, we shall give attention
-to -the- uniqueness of the educational organization as a vehicle for

innovation--both innovation "from below" and ';mandated innovation," or
"innovation from above."

The Stages of Innovation

Awareness

Entrepreneurs are generally: aware of both problems and innovative

6olutions. Sometimes they literally sit on innovations for years
awaiting the opportunity to introduce them. So it was with the Syracuse
magnet school concept, in which both the district superintendent and
the Special Programs Office were fully aware that magnet schools were
being tried as integration mechanisms around the country. Key leaders
of. the Board of Education of West Irondequoit were siMilarly aware tha

:.they had practically no Blacks in their suburban classrooms and that
the solution to this problem required bringing Blacks in. No one had

to tell Clift that the Syracuse school district was.not doing all it

could for handicapped children. And certainly Gross was aware that if

theWorld of Inquiry School worked in the city, it could-provide the
model for a7:sister institution in the county. Entrepreneurs are the

organizational actors who are first to -spot performance gaps and to
seek solutions; they are the last people to be satisfied with the
statusamo.. Whatever-other motivations they may have--and bureau-
cratic entrepreneurs no doubt want what other bureaucratic leaders
want in the way perquisiLs and rewards--they reach just a little

beyond their brethren. Sometimes they make dreadful. mistakes. Although
our cases, by selection, do not reveal such clear-cut errors, some
innovations can no doubt prove to be'white elephants. Hence risk and

potential embarassment are entailed in the entrepreneurial endeavor.
We have been told that our concept of bureaucratic entrepreneur is a
contradiction on its face. Bureaucrats'donot take risks; therefore
they cannot be entrepreneurs. Our answer'to this is.that a few do,
and theSe relative few give movement to the functions within which they
aresi.tnated--movement for better or worse.

1

Sometimes the mere existence of'an.innovation can be the trigger
for innovative activity. The innovation exists; therefore there is a

pull to use'it. other times innovation does not'occur Uniess\there
is a full- fledged demonstration of its workability - -a "snowball" effect

Which occur& when one successful model of an innovation begets another:..
As notedeatliSt',.ianovation is frequently not a discrete process.
That is, one form4of .ianovation can 'creed a new problem, which then
requires a new innovative solution, and so forth. InIthose cases, there
is not just one trigger, but a series of mini-triggers which highlight
the problem in need of an innovative solution.
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In our original NS'E.proie.li:, and in several of the eight non-
residual cases researched here, we found that federal and state
action-particularly regulatory action--was what prompted the local
entrepreneur to begin to build a support coalition for his innovation.
Whether it was the state ordering desegregation, or federal and state
laws mandating new programs for the handicapped, such actions cburne&
the local waters, and entrepreneurs were provided with a catalyst for
making their first move. We can term innovations which are.triggered
by some form of federal or state mandate or regulation "innovations
from above" or "mandated innovations." Thus; in Syracuse, both the
magnet schools case and the educating handicapped children, case are
examples of innovations, from above. Although our eight non-residual
cases provide a somewhat limited data base from whichro judge, it
appears tat innovations from above have certain characteristics in
common, as distinguished from innovations from below. When the cata-
lyst for innovation is a federal or state regulation, certain, questions
usually debated Within the, normal innovation 're.L:on prqcess.become"
Moot issues. That is, the question of whethe), : lot to innoVate,is
already decided by the mandate far change. A legal mandate has been
given, and change of some kind must occur in order for the district to
comply with the mandate: The question of ends is decided before inno-
vation actually begins. Depending upon the nature of the r,mdate, even
certain questions of means may also be pretcribed. The legalmandate
which led to the establishment of magnet schOols simply specified ends- -
a desegregated public school system. The decision-process for magnet
schools thus revolved around how that end was to be achieved. The

mandate for handicapped education, on the other had was considerably
more specific. Not only were the clds_specified--more appropriate han-
dicapped education. with gr.:71ter proc.adural safeguards--but certain means

were outlined as well. Thus the decision process for this innovation
Concerned not only what means to employ for mere compliance, hilt what,

k

if any, means were used to go beyond compliance.

/Even though innovations froth above have this concern for ends

over' means, however this does not.mean e .t the innovation decision

willibe either more or less controversial, participatoryt or easily
iMPlemented. Even though the .question was essentially one of. means,
/theprodess leading to magnet schools was difficult, controversial,

'and highly.\participatory. The handicapped education decision, howeVer,

was quite the opposite: relatively easy,.sMoothly implemented, and
with a. limted amount of participation from the wider community.

Given Increasing imposition of.state and federal regulations on
the acti.fities. of school districts, it would no doubt be worthWhile to
employ a wide data base in order to research the differences in the
innovation process between innovation decisions concerned with ends
(innovations from below) and hoseconcerned with means (innovations

from above).
/
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Search for Solution

The entrepreneur can search for solutions by enlisting to the
maximum outsiders, particularly clients. This was Clift's strategy
in our case on educating the handicapped. An alternate.route is for
entrepreneurs to know the solution they wish to impose, and then to
plan for its introduction. In that instance, the search process is
carefully controlled,.and participation is constrained. This was the
route the West Irondequoit Board of 6iucationtook in employing its
interdistrict transfer program. In the Syracuse magnet school case,
the search was neceTsarily limited by thedeadline-forcing fact that
the school term was approaching and the entrepreneur, the superinten-
dent in this instance had to do something with Danforth School right
away. With more time there might have been a more participatory
sear:h (although one might claim that community opposition to Danforth's
closing constituted client participation in the search for a solution
to. racial imbalance, That opposition, in effect, made the decision
that closure was not the appropriate solution and another would have to
be found.) A more participatory search process was seen .in 'the intro-
duction of the second magnet school to Syracuse. In Rochester, Gross's
entrepreneurial style was clearly not that of a searcher, but rather
that of a strategic planner. No doubt he ruffled feathers as aconse-
quence; but he also revealed a flexibility that may represent a kind of
search in means if not in ends.

In terms of our decision-making model, most actual coalition-
building begins with a push from the educational entreireneur at or
near the si:tarch stage. In fact, whether the entrepreneur is
comthitted to coalition-building at that early stage often helps

1

to determine the degree of success in later implementing and incor-
porating the innovation. In the magnet schools case, the search.process
was a fait accompli before Johnson ever began_ concerted, broad coalition-
building ti rally, might.support for the concept. As a result; it mighbe
argued that the relevant community was taken off guard, which may have
caused suspicion abodt the first rmaa;net school. In the handicapped
education case, the search for a Means of achieving compliance with
.fpderal and state mandates was .1quito. participatory, within the limits of

the concerned tomMUnity. Clifthegan his coalition-building at the
outset of the /search process, and in fact several of the solutions which
ultimately emerged from the search process originatedWith lay
"experts,7those normally outside the decision process at this stage,
but deliberately brought in by Clift.

In,some instances.coalition-building aethe search stage tan thus
-help-to-reduce the intensity' of potential oppoSition:by-coopting-it-and
making it part of the decision process. However, there are,risks invol-
ved. Conflict within the coalition is also possible, as the search for
solut ion can uncover several possible innovative alternatives, each wit',
Its own set of proponents.

An inherent potential for/conflictwithin the search coalition
exists between professionals in,the eduCational community and clients:_
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(pa7.:F.ats and students) who are vitally interested in the outcome of

the search. In the handicapped education case, professionals and
clients.were able to work closely' together during.the search because
there existed a consensus among participant6 over ends, and even over
the appropriate means to achieve those ends The consensus-over means

evolved in great part due to the perception of both professionals and.

Clients that their'input into top decision- eking levels was seriously
considered and valued. Thus an inclusive se rch process worked/to'
istabilizejater stages of the innovation pro ess. The consensus over
meanS was established "from above," by Feder 1. and state law mandating
,appropriate education for handicapped childr n.

In both the Syracuse magnet schools case and in USITP there was
initial skepticism from education professions s as to-the workability
or wisdom of the innovation. In the magnet c se the skepticism-arose
frow two men destined to become the principals of the first two magnet
schools. It is-likely that Johnson, as entrepireneur,.:drew upon the
vestige of his office to Persuade these two .key individuals. and this
to prevent their potential opposition, at least where the first magnet
wascOncerned.. Perhaps due to 8he extreme time\constraints, he also
kept the.search process limited in.participation by non-pr8fessionals,

or clients. With more leisure time for particiP-tion and debate, with
more time in which, to tolerate-and answer opposi, '.on,and with the example

of_the first magnet, Johnson could afford to al Ow expanded participa-,
Dion during the search stage fOr the second magn t .

school; In the_first-

magnet case, worries over cohesion on the issue etween professionals
and clients had to wait for. more pressing proble such as time and

funding.'

In education, time-can play a key role in c rtailing the scope

of the search coalition. In educational inuovatio s outside funds and
externally-itposed.mandates can be critical_factor which create tight
time limits on decision makers. When either exter al directives or the
need to procure outside funding places the burden f a tight deadline
on the entrepreneur, the decision must sometimes be made to restrict
participation, at 1eaSt until a solution can be decided upon, in order

'not to further jeopardize the future of the innovat on. Quite simply,-

Mandates and funding Problems can render debate and open participation
in the search stage unaffordable. It may not seem ise to include
clients in the what questions,'or even in the how q estioii;_gven
deadline pressures and top-level consensus on how to proceed. After

these immediate problems are solved, however, client may be included
in the more specific how questions such as the location of a new mag-
net, ,the details of-a transfer prOgram, etc. These issues can. then

affordably be negotiated between professionals and c ients. At that
pbinlients may even limit decision-makers in' thei 'efforts to ample -`
ment innovations. In MWOIS,lorexaMple, a citizens! committee of West
Irondequoit was'able,to veto the professionals' choi e for. principal

of the Metropolitan World of IngL School.
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In USITPi participation was managed (deliberately perhaps) at.
the ICE stage by the West Irondequoit Board of: Education._ Gradually; the

board did expand participation as the public-at-large was informed of
the results of the search proCess. A further attempt to manage parti-
cipation, even past the search stage, occurred when the 5oard refused
.opponents` request for a referendum. on the early ICE issue (i-he fore-

runner of USITP) .

A' large number of participants during the search stage can .thus
mean a greater chance of opposition and a slower search process, result-
ing in costly time delays. Our cases seem to suggest that the more
radical the innovation is perceived to be, the more those in. charge
prefer to 'restrict participation at least for a. time to education
professionals and elected biJard members. Perhaps thisis one of the
most difficult tasks an educational entrepreneur faces when ,attempting
to build an innovation coalition at any stage: to,>find a way to provide

sufficient participation while also providing theAlecessary leadership
to restrict participation when necessary.

-In .general, when co' other urban sectors, educat;,)nal
innovations are quite participatory, even from the search stage on.
However/participation can be deliberately postponed, even past the
search'staii;e, when increased participation threatens the viability of

the innovation itself.

Adoption =
4

In adoption,the entrepreneur's
/ match of organizational problem

with innovative solution must belegitimizediby the affirmation of those
who have control over scarce resources Who. are the adoPters Within the

educational organization? Since we were interested in innovations of
a scope requiring district decisions, our adopters:are those who allo7

cate resources or behalf.of,the district; namely,e,,e board of education
and the superintendent OcCasionally the entrepteneur and the adopters
are one, as in the,Syraduse magnet'school case and in USITP'SfPre-
runner, ICE. citcmstandes, where roles.axe combined, adoption

_is'obviously.eased. However, !..1.%ere is also no qUestion as to. who is

responSible and.accountable. In the West Irondequoit'ICE program, this
meant that the opposition began trying to vote the adoper/entrepreneurs
out of office. Eventually they had some_success, but by this time the
mantle of entrepreneurship had been delegated,.as ICE deyelOped into
USITP; and the innovation process had moved well into the implementation

\\
IntergoVernmental-financialtesources are fregnently Vital to the
/

\ adoption of educational innovations, and one of the prime attributda of
a successful entrepreneur is the ability to proCure outside money:.- Thus

' federal and state decision-makers, particularly those concerned with-
\ funding educatibnalinnovationscan also be part of the innOVat!on

coalition; particularly at the .adoption stage. Since whether..

outside funding can be obtained may determine whether an innovation is



Lr.nlemented, C7- even adopted, innovation efforts may cease rather
eomaptly if fu=sing does not appear to be forthcoming. This was the

sae with both the Metropolitan World of Inquiry School and magnet

in Syr1...::use. Educational entrepreneurs seem to prefer to look

a-pward" to sta:e or federal sources for funds rather than to the

Locality. Indeed, outside funding is often an important selling point
the iocality-where the innovation is concerned.,

In our pre7ious research we noted-that innovation coalitions

c.msist most often of adopters, implementers, clients, and suppliers:

W.lere education:J. innovations are concerned, the most significant

aLliances appear to be between professionals and clients, with federal

and state mandatesland funding aiding cooperation and cohesion within

the. coalition. There were no'cases in our second year in whic poli-

ticians loomed large, so that our cases are, for the most part, udies

in interorganizational'relationships. It may be that education, as
field, possesses 4 certain kind of autonomy in selecting its indovations,
(due to the Adanowledged professional status of educators). This auto-

nomy seems to prevail provided there are adequate funds to support the

innovation. The fund-raising stra--tegy,.per aps more than any other

single factor, has 'helped to buil& coalitio s for adoption of educa-

tional innovations.

Our criginal model tried to operatienalize the adoption decision.
As long as the decision. was to acquire something new usi:4 local funds,

this was sensible enough. But in a functiOn such as education, where
'federal and state money is'so pervasive,- 1.e is difficult to distlaguish
an adoption where there is serious local commitment from one where there

is local commitment as long as there are outside dollars to serve as a

means of seaport. Entrepreneurs will do their best to get the neces-

sary local commitment ',from the legitimate authoritiek; essential to adop-

den, for if theyare smart, they knbw that federal and state resources

are unpredictable-and-fleeting. Therefore,entrPpreneurs mUstget as

much local commitment as possible. Theyican use opportunitied for out-

side funding to attract local interest and/get the innovation.underway.
However, ,they know commitment at the local_level; must So beyond the

adopters. Membership's on boards of educAtiOnChange, and superinten-

dents are.replaced. The'adoption decisicfn is but one milestone in the

process of innovation. Implementation is the next step, and it is,in

implementation, more than in adoption, :that a lasting commitment must be

: built.

Implementation

In, the implementation stage, bureaucratic entrepreneur's are thus

converted; by virtue of legitimator's policies, into' established admin-

istrative programs. Often.the entrepreneur/changes, with someone,
sAightly,lower'im the hierarchy.taking over Thus,in the Syracuse mag-

net case, the principal of the magnet school became the implementing

entrepreneur, in combination with the Special Programs Office, which had

as its task the acquisition of federal money to make innovation happen.



The implementing entrepreneur, whoever that is, is as much a
coalition-builder as is the entrepreneur at the adoption stage. How-

ever, whereas adoption in education tends to feature agreement on the

;part of legitimators and outside fund-providers, implementing entre-
preneurs must look more to the local clientele. If the implementing

entrepreneur can build enough grass roots support, changes in person-

nel will not matterao much to the long-term security of the innovation.

Thus, in implementation, the prozess of matching in=ation to
setting occurs. Sometimes threatening :features of an innovation are

modified to keep or attract support:: Sometimes variations are added in

order to expand a program. Clift,in,building support for educating
handicapped students, added a number of items at the behes_r. of this

program's local constituency.

Implementation can be a matter of degree. That is, the definition
of successful implementation for any innovation can vary or modify as

time passes. We noted earlier that a prime characteristic of education-
al entrepreneurs is their level of commitment to the educational philo-

sophy underlYing their innovations. Entrepreneurs often work diligently

using every available resource to preserve the integrity of that philos-

sophy, if not of a spedific innovation. Gross, for example, tried to

keep-It-Ls dream alive by promoting the Campus School and adapting its

,goals to those of the earlier Rochester World of Inquiry Schcci.'

Our cases also reveal at least one attempt to expand an initial

innovation beyond its intended focus, and to employ the implementation
coalition to do so. The implementation' coalition used to effect the

initial Syracuse magnet school was extended to establish a second

magnet. Implementation coalitions, in adapting to the inevitable or

to new opportunities, can thus move innovations in the direction of

expansion (Syracuse magnets), which is a demonstration effect; revival

(Rochester's Campus School); or even contraction (the eventual demise
of the Metropolitan World of InqUiry School).

A key variable in these shifts is the behavior of outside funding

during implementation. Ideally the process of implementation-is one
in which local support gradually supplants the need for outside fuTds.
But in some innovations, this is not the case. What sustained SOME of

Gross's USITP innovations was not only his ability to widen local
support, 'but also his ability to attract alternative outside funding

when one source was closed off.

'A 'great deal of.ureinvention" can take place during implementation

in order to keep a viable support coalition ,(horizontal and vertical)

together. The implementing entrepreneur can never really rest while.

financial support is uncertain.

Incorporation

A key variable in incorporation is sustained financial support from

funds that are-for operational rather than experimental or demonstration
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projects. Such fund.: may c 7z.;:i'nue tc c _7= outside;. howver, they

are in a category of suppot that has 7=77 among funders and a base

of support in the CL___ciale is E- __..sr.and dependent -.-at termi-

nating the effort is 7iewec too costly to be rth the

battle The key .to :zorpt7aiMn 1: :.7n7.1ishing a lasting aLliance

around the innovatic ThLs :.s7azion the entrepreneur must

seek to build if the i:noviti::.c is

It is often diffl.,alc to _ter -tin ..an incorporation has occurred

and when.it is still 7e7mding. '`=Me- as innovative prcgrams are,

for the most part, we-. incorpor.a= Syracuse Cit7 Schuol Dis-

trict's educaticmal f-L7-7at. 17 that the proc7ams for

the handicapped will tinue .s.m±mutionalized part :f the

systemjor some time s- come. tif their establishment was

to Upgrade handicappeL 7.7S11:- will persiat,.no ioubt,

and Syracuse's programs the ihanC.:s.i..-oe2.-- do not compete substantially

with other parts of iistrices curriculum for 7:unds.

'Since magnet schools wan7z foumdc p:_co-iy to ease a racial imbalance

.problem, and since it is conc.:_d:::.)le J.raciak imbalance wit= cease to

.become the pressing con am this it was, it is possible thatmag-

nets could eventually phast!ma -ut .2S,!en the persistent funding

problems of USITP, it 3if ;tie that these innovations are

fully incorporated (anc. of L'OL;ZSE, =J.:. is no more). -To return again

to our comparison of iumovatf,--::- are mandated from above versus

those which emerge from below, 1:: is pc..tmaps not mere coincidence that.

of. our second-year cases, the mamis.:cad innovations appear much

closer to incorporation =hen innovations from below. The .force

of legal state.and..fed7ml mandates ma give innovations which result

from such Mandates a smmmrp o= legitima -, even though these innovations

are only one possible to respcIding.to the mandate. Outside

funding.also appears easil7 for innovations which purport

to solve. the problemfedelni or stag s regulation compliance, and this

no doubt contributes nz:their incorpction.

Conclusions: The De -se on-E.aking Model

In the last se= of this chapter, we have discussed the .

relevance of our dec- n-micing process model to educational innova-

tion. In particular -eL-...tave analyzed how our concepts of bureaudratic

entrepreneur and coe--n-bl...ilding apply to the cases of educational

innovation we have it Syracuse and Rochester...Our model links

organization and inns-' on through the mechanism of -the bureaucratic

entrepreneur. Obvioua.J__ -hat model must be-adapted to the peculiar

circumstances of the edu-,-.;-tional organization, including its profes-,

sional orientation and i---.. loosely coupled structure. Such a struc-

ture, together with the if.;hly professionalized personnel force, pro-

vides innumerable opportunities for new innovative ideas to surface and

be considered at many leve1 ,-. of-the organization. It also provides

ample occasion for\yet: grc_us to erect barriers. The, real problem is

to match organization and 11,.:--ed, a .job which falls to the educational
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entreprneur. Entrepreneurs must adapt the inastion to what the
organtion can absorb, what its clients and, more and mo=,

what i4Lieral and state governments will sponso And they must. dn :ais,

not but many times over the sequence ot_-_ages leading to ult:_mate
incoration. Our model illuminates what and who makes

happez. It is a dynamic model, and a dynamic al is what is recuired

for a n....Lject such as educational _nnovation.

_ny stage of decision-ma: , the educes:.__ nal entreprene

must :-- aated2y decide how much r: encourage c __mit participat_ a

withi: ie innovation coalIzton. -,ecause the :a_ educational organ-

izatic- is politically actz.intah_.L the entrep:rate:.:: must keep tna

innova coalition suff:. ent_ :road at any .z.ra7 toopt pctential

fatal =position. Yet par. -.:;_atnn has its ranks :he entrepreneur

Must also limit participa: _fErxiently to t=ke _lck, decisive
action when funding and -srm deadlines _:.er.--a-;:_such action,

and when professional con7--,91 renders it pos,Eib_ a.

.Fcr the innovating ezl: anal Organization, r =egression from one

stage cf decision-making t:71 neat is frequent1-. dependent an whether

funding is available. ,77 where costly inncvations are con-

.cerned, whether the innozio: 'er gets past the awareness and trigger.

stages can depend upon w :he- ntside funding is t:1 the offing Once

adoption takes place, fit _amS7: _zion can bethwar- or at tile very

least, modifications may _eve be made in-orde- : necessary funding

to be procured. . And, as -a nod earlier, the v definition of

incorp-7-ation encompasse., :he ration of either c ,Lstent outside

fundir or of a switch. a uependency on outs a funding to primarily

local asponsibility forT :ending the innovation.

It is useful at thz:- point to consider the amt steps in the
development of our ModeL s it: relates to educaz innoVation. As

we have-noted throughou:__ our focus has been on decision-making

processes within the funtrion of education: Ye: time and again we
discovered that local darision-makers were respmding to or using
fedora_ and state adminLstrators to achieve purposes of mutual interest

.to bdth. Education was once among the more local of local services,
but that time has long past. Federal and state influences are pervasive
at 7arzous stages of the innovation Cycle.

An the same time, we found--at the.local level--that some Of the

most difficult and intrinsically impOrtantlinnovations were those that`

cut across districts. IJSITP was one Of the more controversial of our
innovations,. and Norman Gross was certainly among the more interesting

educational entrepreneurs.

Without question, the frontier in organizational research and
innovation lies along interorganizational lines, both vertical and

holzontal. This is the.dimension of intergovernmental relations,
with intergovernmental interpreted as meaning federal,'state, and local
relations as well as relations among school districts. Not only does
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znis intercrganizational thrust seen propelled by the logic of research;
Cut alsO there are public policy imperatives that seem to call for such
=esearch. With federal and state governments mandating change and/or
attempting to sponsor change in the local school district, there seems
to be a requirement for higher governments to know more about the pro-

cesses they unleash by their policies. Under what conditions, in
particular, does a local school district go beyond compliance to a
federal orstate order and innovate on its own?

At the same time,-we are entering a periOd--perhape extending

until the end of the 'century--of scarcity.. C'ptback management is in
vogue, and local schools will not be spared. If the. great controver-

sies surrounding education-in the 1960s and 1970s were largely social,
those in the 1980s.and 1990s may well.be economic. The student market
is shrinking, and everywhere there is the cry for productivity in
public services, education not excepted. The present study. Included

-interdistrict designs to achieve goals. Another study might inquire__

as to whether .interdistrict arrangements for economic goals might be.

established, goals in making maximum use of scarce resources for_maximum
pay-off in terms of quality education. What are the incentives for such

interdistrict arrangements? Future research might be directed in such a

way as to find out. The next step, in short, is toward interorganiza-
tional research and educational innovation.

42.
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V.. RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF INNOVATI=. -LC-NG-TERM CAPACITY.

FOR INNOVATION IN ROcHESTER.

fr:

Rationale

In our proposal to apply our de----ion-making process model to
educational organizationi in_Syracus.-= -,myri Rochester, we extended our

conceptual model-:--E-6-include what we labeled "residual-effects" of

innoVations. This effort was an er7z=sion of our earlier work on
urban technologicalAnnovation for zIte National Science Foundation.
After reviewing the literature on i=1:,./..ation in organizations and our

s-Case tudieswe' Observed that most zesearch is "project oriented."
In otherydrds, moSt:researchers fochsed on a partichlar innovative
.project::how;.it:wasstarted, designed, adopted, implemented, and routin-
ized in a relatively" limited perini- of time. Rarely did these
researchers :study.the long-term consequences of the innovation and/or
the degreeytowhich successful or =successful attempts to innovate
affect the organization's capacity. innovate. Thus, wproposed to
test a methodological-approach in szudying the residual effects of"

two, major, large -scale innovations: Project Unique in Rochester and

the-Campus Plan in Syracuse.

We hypothesized that the innovation process in public organiza-
tions does not.cease' with the incorporation. or routinization of a
spedifid innovation. Organizations and their members are'PerManently
affected by attemptsto innovate, successfully or not. For example,

theSyxachse City. Pchool District sustained a failure to innovate with
the:defeat of the :Campus Plan proposal.... Former Syracuse Superintendent
Barry and a number of schooldisrict adMinistrators informed us that
they realized mistakes had.been made in the innovation proCesa-and
that they. would dnthings differently if given another opportunity.
-Their 'eXperience-with'attempting to move the Campus Plan to adoption
left some residual effects deeply impressed on the school district-

) staff. Examining these effects, we believed, would add a significant
dimension to our.knowledge of the capacity of public organizations to
innovate. .Up .0 this point, we. had envisioned this capacity only in
terms of the'resourceS and strategies utilized by bureaucratic entre-

preneurs in assembling a coalition. We were unableto-explore residuals
bedause-we lacked a.lOngitudinal perspectiVe of the innovation process.
Thus, we prOposed to remedy this knowledge gap by,reexamining Project.
Unique in Rochester and the.Campus Plan in Syraduse to determine what.,"
residual effects of these innovations remain in the, two districts in

the 1970s.;'.

We do not claim,. that the notion of residuals is a new social

science construct. It is related to the notions of organizational feed-



back, spillover effects, and indirect consequences. We are extending

the construct of-residual effects to the process of innovation in

educational organizations. It adds complexity to our model. Our

results from field work both in Syracuse and in Rochester indicate that

examining residual effects over a ten-to-fifteen-year period adds

greater realism and depth to our decision-making model. This approach

places innovation efforts in.a much. broader context of educational

policy-making.

In our proposal to NIE, we made no claim to be able to trace every
consequence, every direct and indirect effect of all decisions relating

to Project Unique. The purpose of this research effort and the limited

resources of the grant constrained us to select and examine a mere

sample of possible residual effects. However, even this modest effort

has produced very interesting and extremely useful results.

.
We had hypothesized also that examining residual effects would not

only provide us with a greater understanding of an organization's capa-

city to innovate, but would also provide us with a more complete picture

of the impact of large-scale innovations over time. Our view of the

status and actual contributions of.the Campus Plan and Project Unique

have changed as a result of the work for NIE.

Revaluation of the Campus Plan and Project Unique

In our earlier work for the National Science Foundation, we had

characterized the Campus Plan as an "aborted innovation" in Syracuse.

We documented its birtl:. in 1966 and its demise in 1970. After years

of planning and hundreds of thousands of federal Title III dollars-

spent to design and market numerous innovative concepts, the failure

to implement the Campus Plan was a source of frustration to administra-

tive staff members, the superintendent, and federal officials of the

U. S. Office of Education (USOE).

On the other hand, our study of Project Unique in .Rochester

indicated that we had a success story. We characterized Project Unique

as a successful innovation from start to finish. We examined the design,

adoption, implementation, and routinization stages-of Project Unique.

Both for practitioners and for academic scholars, there was much to be

learned here about the proCess and impact of large-scale innovations.

Viewing the Campus Plan\and Project Unique as "innovative projects"

in and ofthemselves, our initial characterizations were essentially

correct. However, reexamining each over a longer period of time, we

have revaluated our positions. The Campus Plan may have died at the

adoption stage, but its residual effects have had a profound influence

on,the Sytacuse City"'School District. .The Project Unique e erience in

7Rochester was indeed a successful innovation, but its resid al effects

have been mixed in relation to their long-term impact on th e Rochester

s/PCity School-District. The apparent failure of the Campus/Plan may have
had greater long-term benefits for Syracuse than the appatent sucdess

of ProjeCt Unique for Rochester.- /
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Background for the Campus Plan and Project Unique

:the-Campus-Plan and Project Unique were designed to address similar .

problems. .The Campus Piat focused on three broad goals:
1

(a) to StitUlate'racial integration;
(b) to improve instruction on the:elementary;level; and

(c) to solve the problem-of-deteriorating plants.

Similarly, Project Unique was-designed.to accomplish the follawing goals:

(a) to help reduce .de faSto segregation in city schoold;

(b) to help.eliminate racial isolation, in suburban schools; and

(c) to improve urban edu!sation in a declining city.

The Campus Plan and Project Unique were considered to be key com-

ponents in long-term plans by both city school district superintendents

to reduce racial imbalance in their respective schools. The planning

process was,triggered by several important-events. The first was ''a

"Special Message to Chief School Administrators and Presidents of Boards

of Education" on June 14, 1963, issued by New York State COliaissioner of

Education Dr. James E. Allen, Jr. The second event was a-aeries of

racial disturbance% in major cities in summer 1964. The third event

was the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of/1965

which provided special-funds under Title III for innovative educational

programs. The fourth event, perhaps the most important, was the inter-

action of key actors to brainstorm and elicit ideas for joint decision-

'makineand collective problem-solving. Ad hoc coalitions of interested

citizens, businessmen, educators, administrative staff members, the 2

superintendents, of both districts, and local, state, and federal officials

were formed to plan and move the innovations through the complec and

torturous decision-making process.. /-

In their original form, both the Campus Plan and Project Unique were

very similar. Each had an instructional or programmatic aspect and a

capital construction aspect. A crucial distinction between the two

projects, however, was the grand strategy used by the educational entre-

preneurs in each district.

In Syracuse, Superintendent Franklin Barry placed the emphasis on

the capital construction aspect due, in part, to the deteriorating

facilities in the district. Following the Campus Plan, the city would

be divided into four quadrants with an-educational park at the core of

each quadrant. In each park would be up to eight, 540-pupil schools.

The construction of all, four campuses was planned to occur over a twenty-

year period, and existing schools would be phased out in order of

obsolessence. Great emphasis in the design stage-was placed on the

physical facilities and organization of the educational parks (or campuses

as they were also called)'. Less emphasis was placed on, the curriculum

changes that would focus on individualized instruction. One of the most

innovative features in the plans for implementing the individualized

approach was a computer systeat "capable of storing, processing, and

retrieving large volumes of information as an integral part of the daily

instructional process.
n 34
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In 1968, estimates. of the. cost of the first of four proposed
camouses were $20 million. Adopting the Campus'Plan would have tom-

,-
,mitted all concerned to major edUC-Ational expenditures and a new
delivery system for elementary educationaloservices in the city. The

new facilities would have provided racial balance, the relocation.of
all elementary pupils to. fonr.sites, and the abandonment of the neigh-

borhood schools. Because of the scope and cost of the plan, it had to
be approved by the Syracuse Board of Education, the Syracuse Common
Council (for bonding)', and the City Board of Estimate. Thus, the

successful adoption-of the innovation required support from many indivi-
duals beyond the coalition formed by the educational bureaucracy.

r ,

In Rochester, Superintendent Herman Goldberg iScused the attention
of the coalition members on'the programmatic aspects of Project Unique
rather than on the capital facilities aspect.' He believed that, by
implementing first the integrated educational package, he could later
win support fOr new facilities incorporating these new programs. Only

on a few occasions and in a_few paregraPhs, did Goldberg present'his

vision for the Construction of new facilities. This vision included a

large complex of educational and adminittrative facilities plus a

central communications system, all housed on one tract in the central

city. It would include an 800-pupil, permanent World of Inquiry School,
a Resource Demonstration Center, a telecommunications studio, and the

central administrative offices of the Rochester Board of Education!

While this ambitious new complex of facilities was to be an integral
part of the long-term plan fcr Rochester, most of the attention pf the

proponents of Project Unique was focused on the programmatic components.

Of Project Unique's $4.5 million funds received through Title III over

a three-year period (1967-1970), only about $90,000 specifically went to

capital improvemer tat old'school building.

In turnery, _y.:6= ct Unique and, the Campus Plan had programmatic

and-capital Teets. In Rochester, the focus was placed

on the programmatic co.:,-nts to move tae innovation through the various

stages of adoption and .ementation. This strategy, was successful.

In Syracuae, the focus uaa paced on the capital construction aspect to
move the innovation through the decision-making process. This strategyt

resulted failure at the early adoption sta e. Only 'a careful examin

ation of residual effOts tells us the complete story of the Campus Plan.

Types of Residual Eff4fts

We have defined residual effects as intended and/or unintended con-

sequences of an innovation that are traceable, or at least fairly trace-

able; to .0 specific innovation. In our proposal and throughout our,

field work, we had no illusions about the difficulty of defining and
operationalizing this construct of "residual effects." Causal connections

between events are often blurred by the occurrencelof other activities.

Causal relationships, in general, are very difficult to verify in
social science research, especially in studying-real-world decision-making
processes. Our results, thut, are reported as tentative generalizations.
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In applying our model to the cases; we have identified three types

of residual effects.

Type I: Those effects directly traceable to a particular

innovation.

Type II: Mose effects originating in earlier innovations that
are enhanced or extended by a later. specific innovation.

Here, there is a "piggyback" effect. If the effect were
traceable to a second and third innovation, we would
designate it as II (3)

Type III: Those effects that are mixed. They are the'result of

many innovative .attempts and policy decisions. They

-can only be fairly _.traced to any bne innovation.

These various types of residual effects can be of three categories.

I. Structural (tangible)

A. Organizational artifacts chan es documented in

(1) Standard Operating Procedur s (SOPs)

(2) Codifications
(3) Contractual agre ments
(4) Reorganization p ans
(5) Personnel positi n classifications
(6) Incentive system

B. New or modified wor roles

C. New membership in the organization

D. Resource allocation budget modifications

E. Cooperative agreements-

F. Mechanisms of coordination

II. Perceptual (intangible) changes in

A. StatUs

B. Professional values

C.' Attitudes

D. Informal relationships

III. Instructional

The evidence of residuals from the Campus Plan has been examined
by Marguerite Beardsley in her case study, "The Campus Plan in Syracuse:

1966-78." Officials of the Syracuse City School District enthusiastically
endorsed this approach. They discussed the constructrof residual
effects with the'SRC research team on several occasions. They readily

understood our focus and provided many concrete examples of innovations

in the district that were adopted and implemented after, the Campus Plan

proposal had been abandoned. On table 1Q, we have summarized the residual

effects of the purported "failure" of the Campus Plan and their



Table 10
CAMPUS PLAN INNOVATIONS IN USE

SYRACUSE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

TOPICS

Individualized
Instruction

Computerized
Instruction

Dial- Access

Information

Multi
Approadhes
to Reaciin

Interest-
Centered
Pro.rams

Open .

School
Conce.t.

Teanli

Teaching/
Plannin:

Media
Centers

Community
Participation

.1.11evue X Distar X

znforth
Magnet Teaching

elaware
X X

liwood N

fanklin X
X

razer X X

ughes X X .Both

untington

yde.
Both

ing
SRA .

Amoyne

IcKinleyBrighton
Planning

teachem X \
X , 1 X

!Otter /

1

toberts .X
/

cedes IX X

iAlina
:1 f

)eyMOur X
i

\
nning

smith, Edward X I \ X .Both

3thit14 H4 W. .

\ X -

tDYYn
:,.f,y:

q0Bte 5 1

X

kOpks
,...,

/ X



distribUtion by school. On tables 21 and 12, we have placed these'

and other residuals in the context of the typology suggested above.

Information on the residual affects.' of Project Unique is summarized
here from the case study, "Residual Effects" Fc4-Profect Unique in Roch-

ester,.New York, 1970-79" prepared by PatriCk J. Hennigan. Table 13
orders the effects based on, the same typology above..' .

1

Major Residual Effects in Syracuse

Oae ofthe most significant' residUal effects identified in'Syracuse
the SpecLal Programs unit. Organized as a loose coalition during the

dee.gn stage of the Campus Plan, a new organizational unit has emerged
over thd past decade. The Special Programs unit has greatly enhanced

the distritt's capacity to innovate. It represents a body of in-house

technicalexpertise. It is also an imPortantNcOmponent of the district's

organizationalliethory:
\.

;

In hei case stud9 ,Beardsley describes the structure and evolution

of this_04fice. Special 'Programs consists of about eighty staff
members whose activitieii 'are Conducted 'in a separate building apart
from theadministrative offices of the district./ This group monitors
programs,'writes proposals to secure federal and state funds, conducts
assessments and evaluations, and participates/in planning for the dis-

trict. In add.tion, the unit coordinates audio-visual equipment and

use, provides a resource center for teachers, and administers special

programs such as the Indian EducationXenter,.?re-Kindergarten Program,

and English as a Second Language Program.

The emergence. of the Special' Programs unit appears to be due to
several factors... First,:as budgets contract, administrative positions

areleliminated: Some personnel must shift to "soft" government project
funds.'--As outside funding is Cbtainec4.positions are retained or addech.

A second factor id the strong support'of the\superintendent. A third

factor is the gradual growth in confidence'and ability among the staff'

)f the;_$pet4A1 Programs unit. A very important residual' effect of

the. Campus P4n experience is.the development of in-honse:or in-district

technical expertise.
es

\\"

-`,

In the early,, and mid-1960s, the district reli d.very heavily on the

Use of outside educational consultants. Today, the use of consultants

hasdecreased dramatically. Many of the current staff members were
involved in designing the Campus Plan proposals and in submitting them

for, funding. These processes greatly enhanced their skills. The ad hoc'

coalition of general education people has, in effect, become a lasting

alliance of technical experts. About one half.of the unit's staff have
been working together for ten yeare%. Several of. the key staff members

playeid active roles in the Campus Plan. They know about the process of

moving innovations from design to adoption,' Ibis contributes signifi-

cantly to the district's-Current capacity to innovate.
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Table 11

'RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF THE CAMPUS PLAN BY TYPE OF RESIDUAL

Typelof Residual
,

, Effects
.

Type : directly
-tr able to the
Campus. Plan ,

, .
. .

Type, "piggy-piggy-
back ". effect of

the CampusJlan 2-

TyPe.I.II:::.1airly.,

traceable,4td.the,
Campus,Flan;. ,''

mixed. effects
.,. d . .:

. .

.:___Individualized instruction;

Multi-approaChes to. reading.
,

.

.

.

,

Special.Prgrats Office- '-'.'

(formerly Office. of,Research).-

.

.

.

Computerizedinstruction;'
Open.Schooliconcept; .

!Team.teaching;
Media deniers; .

-., . t

Interest-entered programs

.

.

. .

. .

, ,

'1
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Table 12

4ASSIFICATi6N OF E CAMPUS PLAN RESIDUAL EFFECTS
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.
The _Special Programs unit also serve's as a mechanism or vehicle

for lateral or upward:mobility for teachers and administrators within

the. district. For example, in out-case, "The. House Plan in the Syracuse

City School District: Managerial Innovation in a.Single School," by

Thomas Dorsey, we learned howan organizational:and managerial innova-

tion was designed and introduced by a group of school teachers and

administrators in one junior high school in 1967-68. One of the key

actors later shifted from the junior high school to the centralize

Special Programs staff. Thus, he br ght his expertise on the house

plan and on the prOcess ofAnnovatin to his new unit.

.
Our findings in Syracuse indicate that advocates of the Campus Plan

took advantageibf new opportunities to implement campus.plan innovations

for ears after thetermination of the official Campus Plan effort. Ih

general, Beardsley fOUnd that those innovations requiring little or

no changes in existing:facilitieSand within 'existing nrganizational
structures were-more:Widely :Implemented by the.distridt. Also, those

innOVatiOna requiringno capital.investment were more frequently used

AvailabIefunding-through Title acilitated the adoption of moreInno-.

vatfo' in Title I-'schools than in non-Title I schoola:

'In additiOh.totheSpeclaOrogramsunit,,important,residual effects

that we have: identified and examined include the4following
6

(a) individUalizedinstrileti*
.(b) comPuterizedittu6iiOn;
(c) team teichi*andpianning;'
(d) use Of:inatruCiionalspeaialists3.
.(e) inserviceeducation; ',. 6 '6'

(f) useof:;a:luaUraht-Plari apptoach in the district. integration

planning effottt
(g) multiapptoaChes to reading;
01) interest-centered programs;
(i) media centers;',and"
(j) parent and community participation.

Of the residital effeEts examined, the open school concept has'been

rarely implemented.: Dial-access information, described in, the Campus

Plan study as Important to the success of individually 'prescribed

instruction,'has not been adopted by the district. All of these

effects are described in greater detail-in the case Study by Beardsley,

contained in the volume of cases accompanying this,report.

Major Residual Effects in Rochester,

In Rochester,,we faced a situation far diffetent from our experience

in Syracuse. Here, 14e were examining the,. residual effects of-a vklr

successful set of innovations contained ikProject Unique, rather than

an innovation terminated before adoption, as in Syracuse. In our

research, we were able to identify, and examine many important residual

.
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effects of Project Unique More detail on each residual effect is
contained in the,.case study in the second volume of this report.

The most important residual effects of Project Unique are Project.
US, the World of Inquiry School (WOIS), and Project Unique, Incorpora
ted (PUI), (see figure 1 ) . Of these three items, the first two were
two components of t e original nine components of Project Unique from

1967 to 1970. The t ird is a legal body: a new, nonprofit, educational
organizational struc ure established to continue the work of the orig-
inal Project Unique. The various other- types of residuals are arrayed

/

in table 14.

Project Unique consisted of nine innovative programs centrally
administered by a spe ial, semi-autonomous unit called the Center for
Cooperative, Action in Urban Education. Following the Chronology of .,.

Events, 199-1979 (see table 15), a Title III (ESEA) planning grant in

1965 helped to launch the lOrmal planning for Project Unique. A coali-

tion- of Rochester administrative staff, teachers, university representa
tives, and business leaders formed the core of a group of actors deter-

.

mined to design 'innovative programs and move them to adoption. After
adoption by the Rochester/nerd of Education, Project Unique received
federal Title III (ESEA) /funds ,to implement its components' for three

years: 1967-1970. ,- 'I

For the three-year trial itplementation, Project Unique received
:about $4.5 million in T tle III funds'. Of the twelve' original compon-
ents in-the first 'prop sal submitted by the' school district to the -,,

.4U. S. Office of Educat on-in 1967, nine were approved and funded for
the three-year period. In addition, to the . administrative unit (the

Center for 'CoOperativ Action, in ,Urban Education) two of the major

components included e World ,of Inquiry School and the Urban-Suburban

-Interdistrict Transfefr Program.\ Other` rograi components included

.

the .11rban: Education Maj qr PrOgrard,' the, Community Resources Workshop
the Teacher, Program, RISE:(the Right of' anIndividual'i.to Securearv,-

2EdUdetion) SPAN (School Parent Adviser to the Neighborhood), the
leacher:Internship Program, ' the 0OMMUnity Resournea Council, and
SiblWS. Satellite School

, .

After I97Q, -Title 'III funding for Project Unique ended,

essentially only two' of the original- nine com onents confirmed to
function intact: the ,WOrld of Inquiry SchOol nd the. Urban-Suburban

.

Interdistrict.Transfer program. The following -programs either were

terminated Or merged. with other programs: .

.

(4.*ISE7.:Designed to. respond' to the. needsTOU individuals in

public Schools an communityagencies to improve their job St ius

with .additional. acadethic training.,
. ,

,(2) Urban. Education Major -'Provided" opportunities ,fOrspeciel.

graduetel,training oriented.' ::toward urban schools. AFter.,1970, it,

yea transferred to loOeleollege programs., . \

-1104-



Figure 1

NVOOR RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF PROJECT UNIQUE
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Table 14

RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF PROJECT'UNIQUE BY TYPE OF RESIDUAL.

. .

Type of Retidual Effects

Type I: directly
traceable to
Project Unique

/

.

.

Type TI: ''plggy...

--back":,effect with

Project Unique'

Tye I: fairlye II' frly
acea .trle .to

.Project Unique,
-Mixed effects ,

roject /U/nique, Incorporated;
World off Inquiry School'

snettype school
- faMilygroups and interest centers

openClassrobm- .

Fund-raisingeXperience with private sector:

.;: ,
. .

.

ilban-Suburban Interdistiict Transfer Plan:.

/ Project US; .:.
,

,. ..

programs;
Q

ParaprofesaiOnal,training ,

CoMkunitypartiCipation (business, ;Parents,,
. ,.

gOups); : !'1:' .. : .

'.:14etropOliten WOrld:of School.

"Educational Aspocidtes" credential for para7
professionals; ,-

-New: unit for paraprofessi.

Magnet- school concept.,,`

,..



PROJECT UNIQUE
TIME 2RAME

DATE

Table 15

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

1963-1979

EVENT

1963. Herman Goldberg named superintendent of Rochester city

schdols NeW:York State. Commissioner of Education,
Dt. James B. Allen, Jr, reqUests statement on racial

/ imbalance in RoChestet city-schools by September 1.
. , .

, .

SUMmer: civil disturbances In central city Rochestet.

'.F.a114initial planning meetings betWeen scool superin-
:tendentatete officials,-and "faculty of University of.
RoChaStertOdevelOp' adooperatiyaprCject.On urban
gducation. :

prbanSuburban Transfer:Progtam:.adtablished between West

liondeqUoItand::..Rohestet city schools. ,

January:: first public. annOuncemantof the Plan'foe6the
Center:fOtCOOperatiVe:WCtionin. Urban Education (CCAUE)

. . ,
.

,

.

'antiaWotld Work; detOristration School.
NoVembertROcheatet Board of Education.approV4s propOaal

for. Title `III planning` grant.

Summert Community Resources! Workshop held--basis ,for CCAUEd.,

Shapiro- 'appointed' to .ditect the.planning teat.

USOIRiapprOvea Title III planning grant.

1967 January 15: submission to USOE of first proposal.for ProjeCt,:.

May:T.USOE approVes Proposal.; William C. young appCinted,

-diteCtOf:Project Unique%

4` e

;. USOE:approval Of:second-year funding for project Unique
, :-:

. . .

?. .,

USOE-aPPrOves'thir&year fundingforTrofect:Unique,
1

__.

ReptemhertojectUnique receives provisional charter ftom

liewYYOrk:Boardof.Ragents as'a.no. nprofit Corporation.
.,'TamblynfandHrown:cotplete feasibility study on fundraising

'1970, ::12-ockefelier:;TOundation grant:totthe World of Inquiry'School

-,:fOr$1;(49000be Matched by loCal'funds for- 1970 -7.2.

Williat4.00nvteSigh0.', :Raymond S...aman;appointed directOr

OftbiectUniqUe.'



1971 Dr. Herman Goldberg resigns as superintendent of schoolS;

Dr. JOhn Franco is appointed superintendent of schools.

,Dr. Harvey Granite is appointed director of ProjectUnique.

1972 National Science Foundation awards three-year grant.

1973 ProjeCt Unique, Inc., granted absolute charter by New York
StateBoard of Regents (see appendix A for charter dreft).
Emergency School Assistance Act grant received.
Metropolitan.World of Inquiry, School opens.

1974 World of Inquiry School institutionalized within Rochester
City ,School District budget:

Mrs. Eleanor Peck is appointed Project assistant.

1975 Project. Unique, Inc., begins support for Artists-in-Residence
(see appendix B,for summary of. activities,'1975-78).

1976- Metropolitan World of Inquiry School closes. ,

1.9.77 Many proposals prepared but not funded, with,Project Unique, Inc:;

as sponsor.:.

.

'1978 ACtion" memo from DrHarve Granite,t6 the Board of.
Trustees oProject Unique, Inc. 'Revitalizar,ion'process
begtinto reformulate goals and objectives. of Project Unique.,

. 4.

1979 Project. Unique,:Ine:., opens seParate office.. Mrs. Diane,Kehoe

Burns ie:appOinted associate director New proposals are

developed to reactivate Project Unique.



(3). calrsaasIst12,1 - Based on the notion of a claSsroom in

the home andlocused'on the need for early childhood education.

After 1970,it becane partof the Community EduCation Center,

supported-by state. funds

(4) SPAN - focdsed on the connection fietweenthe home and school,

with paraprofessionals serving as trouble-shooters and ombudsmen,.

It also merged with,thegrowing paraprofessional movement. in

itOchOter.

(5) Sibley's Satellite School - Provided a highly visible setting

in a downtown department store for customers and other visitors to

see integrated:eddcation "in action.!' It was terminated with the

end of Title'III funding.

(6) Teacher Internship - Designed to prepare interns to be effective

classroom teachers for inner-city schools. Interns were new

student teachers as.well as experienced elementary teachers who

desired, retraining. This program was alsp terminated after 1970.

The-major:CoMponents, the World of. Inquiry School and-the Urban-

Suburban InterdiattiCt Transfer-:Program,ma!e!:annlyzed in greater detail

to determine.,theircurrent:ratatus .and various residual'effeCts.

.:: The Worldof;Inctuiry/School Was anearlyMagnettype school, drawing
childrenNioldntarybasiifroMithe inner 4ty,, outer city, and

urban:distriEtaInthe-:early1970sit was :characterizedas ,one .of

three "alternative" schoolaan optional setting for atudents. One

major residdileffectwasthai WOIS. set the tbne'f6t integrated,educa.,

tional effortatar:IdndedAsy the Zmergendy School Aid Act and for

recentplanning:effortato :expand the riagneta4hoo1 concept. The

experiencee:of adminiatering-;WOIS werehared yftb other district

administrators through community platining4panels,and work groups.

The following'residual effeetS of WOIS were identified and examined:

(.1) use- of computers; ; '

.(2) continued, use of family,groups and interest centers;

(3) magMetschool epproach;.,.-,

(4) IPI SystessapprOachi./,
.(5) transfer. Of VOIS:model;

,

(6) joihtparent7ataff tePortin process;.,;

: (7) teachingractiO0a:
is

(a), fluid' class grOuping

(WteiM teaehl*,
(c) bOeii clasSrooMienvironment
(d) patenta.,as helper ;

7 (e)rePorting system to parents;' and

(8) overall attituOnal changesAbout the, role of WOIS.

.The second residual fLtetUdied,was the'4rowth in the role of

paraprofessionals. Thep raprofeabibnal movement ie:Rochester which
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began in 1965 received a firm boost from Project Unique'during'the

period from 1967 to 1970. Here, we would, classify: this as a type. II

residual effect. Project Unique was used to expand the role of para-

professionals.-

Year Source of Support

1965-66 Title I, ESEK, "New Careers"

__..-1967=70 Project Unique - Title II, ESEA
RISE component
SPAN component, absorbed people from RISE and New Careers

Community Teacher Program
Operation Home Base
Teacher, ntern Program

1975-76 Peak years: 300-400 paraprofessionals in instructional
units, plus200+ in service roles

'1979 -80 About 200 in.instructional units

A separate Union hargaiping/Unit was established for parapro-
fessional staff members: the-reaCher's'Alde Associates of Rochester
(TAAR), as part of the Rochester Teachers Association.

In discussing residual effects of Project'Unique, the chief
administrator for paraprofessional programs cited the patterns and
levels oftraining and the UtilizatiOn of community people as role-

model educators. She.contiders these tObe two important residual

effects'. StruCtural residuals include 5he following items :.

(1) A new bargaining unit;
(2:) new.jab descriptions for "Educational Associates".develaped

by,staff 4nd approved by civil service; and .

(3) A new training program:_ five years, leading to elementary

"teacher certification.

Project Uniqueiasalso a vehicle far enhancing the-Urban-Suburban
Ititerdistrict Tranafer'Program. This is also a type II residual.
Comparing pupil anlmilMent:and funding figures before, during, and
after Project Unique-indicates that: participation in l'rojedt Unique
greatly enlarged the program. . Enrolltant increased from 24 students

in 1965-66 to 618 In 1970 -71.

Ohe of the:most:interesting residual. effects of the whole Project
'Unique enterprise is:thenonprofit educational corporation called

Project Unique; Incorporated (PUI). .Provisionally chartered by the
New York State: Board of Regents in 1969, PUI Was granted an absolute

charter three years later.

The purPoses for:which,the corporation was. fOrMed were:;

(1) to continue the aims and goals of Proract Unique as con -
tained in the variout:program;nOmponcnts, specifically
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mentioning WOIS;

to solicit and collect funds from-private. and public sources,
including foundations, to- assure the continued operation of
WOIS and othercomponedts;

to act as an advisory body to the Rochester Board of Education
for the operation of ProjectTnique; ,

to cooperate with the Rochester City School District and other
school districts to establish schools based'an the principles
of WOIS;..

to aid in the development of inservice programs for school

personnel; and

(6) to make educational research data available,35

In 1968, Herman:Goldberg, WilliaM Young, and.several staff members
began developing sttategiedto attain:a sound-financial baseforthe
continuation and'eentuakinatitutiOnalizaion ot Project Unique. They

were aware thatthegeneral policy of USOE was to_fund Title III
projecta,for'a threeyeat peridd. They were well aware of the grant
stipulations for PACE (Projects to AdVance Creativity in Education)
programs:

.Propoials for long-term projects should indicatemethods for
phasingsput'lederal support over three -year periods fo.r gradual
abaotption:bylocal or other funding. Since the intent of PACE
is io::Stimulateand assist in the support of innovative and
exemplary'prOgtams,Hthe phasing out process is essential in
order to conserve federal resources forother promising PACE-
progtems.36 1

The indings indicated that the top leadership in the Rochester
area,wasaware of Project Unique. Accdrding to Tamblyn and Brown,
" Beyond any doubt4 the media bt the community have been of invaluable
assistance in bringingeo the population an awareness of Project Unique."

Of the many. components.of Project Unique, the World of Inquiry School
only was sufficient y,underatood. Half of those interviewed thoUght that
WOIS -might even'be. uccessful in securing private. support. However,

none-of;the leader hipexpressed any confidence that sufficient funds

could be 'raised to ontinue Project Unique at its present leVel of
financial operationS.',

1--

In their conclusions, Tamblyn and Brown suggested that more parti-
,eipation.and more involvement by the to leadership in Rochester was

. necessary to secure private'Support. Several persons interviewed
,stated that"therais little,' if any, precedent in the Rochester-Monroe
County area for:private Suppott of programs that, traditionally, have
been the responsibility of:governmentbodiee. It wasrecommended that,
prior to launching apind-raising campaign, an, in- depth_ evaluation of
Unique should be done by a committeeOf'qualified;representatives of

. .



industry, commerce,:and professions. Findings shoUld be Widely

disseMinate4through-a well - planned public relations effort, using
the public media and personal involvement by the Project

Unique.

Apparently, prior to the completion of the feasibility study,

Wtlliam Young, Al Mellican, and Raymond Iman developed a formal pre-

sentation highlighting the philosophy of Project Unique, its potential

for change in urban education, and its role as a model for urban

centers. They met with over loo focal-businesses and industries with

their "travelling road show" to obtain contributions for a fund for

Project Unique.

To legally solicit and receive funds, Project Unique had-to become

-a "legal.body." Thus,_ Young suggested to the advisory committee that

it should obtain a charter from the New YOrk State Board of Regents.

Young worked through the New York State Department of Education to

obtain a provisional charter from. the Board of Regents. He received

particularly useful.Assistance-from Helen Powers, one. of the members

of the. Regents who lived in'Rochester, even though she was not per-
sonally fully supportive of all of the ideas contained in the Project

Unique concept. The Rochester Board of Education-also passed a resolu-

tion of approval for the incorporation procedure. The core group of

the new Board of Trustees of Project Unique, Inc., were formerly

membersLof the Community Resources. CoUncil and the Advisory Committee.

William Green, an attorney with SYBROorporation, was added to the

board Anslbecamethe_ irat board chairman. He was actively involved

in soliciting private contributions for Project-Unique, ,(Ind-: 1 In

comparing the charter-group of 1969 with the trustees in 197/0: only

William Pugh, Administrator of the World of Inquiry Schoo1(ts:-listed

with .both,groups.

1Superintendent Goldberg believed that Project Unique "should stand

on its own feet."37 He felt that incorporation would bring added prestige

to theHarganizstion: This prestigAwould make it easier to attract

impatient community leaders-to serve on,the.boaril.r In turn, PUI, as

-a legaI.bady,'_Wouldraispitsown funds from nonpublic sources. Young

and Goldberg believed,thetsthese.funds could then be used to fight for

desegregatiOn taprOmOte*tivities in.a positive-way, thus avoiding

court Suits-- .In refleAting:reaently on the role of PHI,' Goldberg stated

thatThe did not aPeAt/beyOnd the-task at hend. He did not see At

as.a.conduit for new\funds to run-its own projects.

What, is, the current role of Project Unique, Incorporated? It

.appeers_tecthis:-writer that PUI-is_in_a_stage of reformation. Its role,

pbjectives,-.And very purpose are unclear. Should the board.redefine-its

purpose?:: Should it-be- terminated? Is there 'a purpose for PUI today?

14h-et-ere itsoptions?:\-:-.

current. entrepreneure,Diane Kehoe Burns and Hervey.GranAte

eve been. AxploringjOst or all:of the following options: %,;1)'



(a)
Reformulate a work plan based on one or two particular
charter objectives, as adopted in.1969;

(b) Identify new program areas,, and obtain new funding through'

proposal development;

(c) RetUin to role as trustee of WOIS;

(d) Conduct comprehensive self - evaluation to set-new general
goals--strategic planning-approach with broad participation;,

(e) "String along" waiting for something to "catch on" and

revitalize PUI;

(f) Terminate PUI and close accounts;,'

(g) Explore with staff members of.the Department of Education the
various uses of an organizational. mechanism such as.PUI
(nonprofit aorporation);. data from National Diffusion Network

(NOW) may be useful;

(h) Merge with other independent groups to. form a stronger
/coalition fot desegregation.

The future of Project Unique, Incorporated, is uncertain. Perhaps,

one of these options will successfully bring new life to this project.

The Metropolitan World:of Inquiry School (MWOIS), modeled after
the original World .of, Inquiry School, is, another important residual
effect... It operated from 1973 to 1970. The funding,for the school

was obtained through the Urban- Suburban Interdistrict Transfer Program

/ ( USITP). Initially,. it was opened in 1973 with fundingobtained through
the category.of metropolitan area programs4 The U. S. Office of Educa-

tion revised the guidelines eliminating, this category a year later.

Through various ,arrangements with regional DHEW officials, the school

continued until 1976. Officials .of USITP have not abandoned the con-

cept of a metropolitan educational system. The experience.of forming

a coalition for the Metropolitan World ofInqUity School has led to the

formulation of a different set of strategies for. similar future projectS

focusing on a metropolitan approach. A more detailed discussion of this

process is contained in a separate case study. The Metropolitan World .

of Inquiry School is indicated in figure 1 by dashed lines bedause it

was a type I residual, directly traceable to ProjeCt Unique, but-one

that was in effect for limited'petiod.



Table 16

"LIFE CYCLE OF PROJECT UNIQUE

1963-65, Problem /Issue Identification and Formulation: Rochester

.city schools are racially imbalanced. Innovative approaches

are needed to reduce racial imbalance and to improve urban

education

1965-67 Genesis of Project Unicqxe: ''Design stage broad-based Com,-

munity involvement; Summer Community ResoUrCes Workshop; USOE

.approves Title III Planning'Grant.

1967-70 Implementation of Project Unique and Its. Nine Components: USOE
approves use of Title III funds for- three years at about $1.5

millioni,er year.

1970-74 Stabilization Period: "Routinization stage. World of Inquiry

.receives grants fromAtookefeller.Foundation and.the.National
Science' Foundation and wins local school district support.

'1974-78 .DcntntPcriocfcn-Ljroectml jJniqusoaoateclz Assists in
sponsoring Artists-in-Residence Program for Rochester City.

School District. CETA funds expand program.

1978-80 and/or Termination of Pro ect Unique,
lAsamarauD Kehoe and:Granite establish independent
administrative strOCture-forPUL.: Artists -in- Residence

l'rogrameontinues..



Conclusions and Observations

The study of.residUal effects of innovation added complexity and
realism to our organizational decision-making Model; This is a major

conclusion of our study.
. .

Examining the residual effects added a significant'dimension to

our kndwledge of the capacity of public organizations to innovate.

The longitudinal, historical approach allowed us to examine the long-

term consequences\of two large-scale innnovations: the Campus Plan

in Syracuse and Project'Unique,in Rochester. Viewing each as a_

"projeCt," The campus Plan can be characterized as an unsuccessful

innovation and PiRject UniqUe as successful. A reexamination of

'residual effect -s eyond the adoption stage for the Campus Plan and
beyond incorporation for ProjectUnique presents a somewhat different

picture. The Campus Plan may have died, officially, at the failure

to obtain adoption, but its residual effects have had a significant

influence on the Syracuse City School District. The Project Unique

experience in. Rochester has had mixed effects in the long run. The

apparent failure of the Campus Plan may have had greater long-term

"benefits /for Syracuse than the apparent success of Project Unique in

Rochester.

Is the process by which the staff of the Special Programs Office

gained its expertise transferable to other districts? The experiences

shared by the staff members over a two-year period of planning and

designing the Campus Plan may be unique. They met with a variety of

consultants, attended seminars on "educational innovations," partici-

pated in a special "brainstorming" conference, and attended numerous

planning meetings. In effect, all of these participants were evalu-
ating; where the district had been and where it would go in the future.

11w often,does a district go through such an-intensive self-evaluation?

It was time to revitalize the City of Syracuse, and they'felt that they

needed exciting solutions to the problems' ofiurhan education. The

result of this two-year experience in joint planning and decision-

making was the Campus Plan, a whole greater/than the: sum of its parts.

.It appears difficult to be able to transferlthe experience of the time,

even though one could transfer the mechanism of a special programs

office. A possible approach might be to carefully design a.short-term,

highly intensive planning and evaluation process over a summer, prior

to'establishing a similar mechanism in another school district.



VI.. SUM*RY ND CONCLUSIONS

Based on our ten case histories of educational.innovation in
Syracuse and Rochester, we candrawa set of con :lusions concerning
the local educational organilation.as an'innovative mechanism; bureau-
:cratit entrepreneurship and coalition-building within education;. the
'applicability of our decision7making model to education; how educational
innovation in Syracuse 'compares with that in Rochester; and the residual
effects of innovation.

The Local EduCational Organization and Educational Innovation

We hOe noted that the following spatial characteristics of the
local educational organization have particular relevance for educational

innovation: . .

'1.: Thelocal. educational or anization is highly decentralized,

with:manmany. -centers district office, the local
board 'of_education,' other :administrative offices,. and indivi-
dual setOols each 'exercise a degree of 'Power within the local

educatiOnal- Organization.

Each of these tentefi of sower are. semiautonomous . There is

a distinctIadkofhieratchy within:the local educational
organization.

3. The highly

lrg.11AlksalitedindiVidUals .. I Bo t4 ;::teScherb and.administrators

:(whO are fteititiiriti$ former tedtherg)VieW-theniselves as highly,
trained- profeaaionals with::a Iteeninteres 1: in what. takeS '.1,1a.ce,-:,

particuir.rly in,theitray, of educatiahal innovations, within' the

educational Organization. ,l

.

The'loCS1 educational organization- -the school district77_:
. .

/

frequently-hw:bo4ndaties which coincide with those o1f a large

or ,sio4i*iiiO4-4*),, or a a county. Thus the . local

edttatiOnaltirlini'zation 1.:lar e. , ', . : . : I,

OCi. 'rnIACluttiOnal.or anization' has, a virtual mono-

o.wmsr:,tLie local-educational function within its boundaries.

7

- .

arison t sr urbanfunCtiOn6; 'deCiiiiotknikin.k. within

theldCaVedtitationak:ordi
in.a riAfiriSiYu like other?. -urban
42i111gigisl&LIstcLALIIIItiallyattoihitable 0 its .board. of, .

edutationitwitaTtlienteqparenteandatudenta);- and to the



community at large.
.04

8. Local educational orsarizations'areeXtremelideruon
otnfLgmre3tgaental. units. Because the local educational
organization isfrequently the target of slate and-local regu-

latiOns and because the Organization must also depend on these

outside sourceS'for funding of certain of its programs, there'
is an enormenntergoVernmental dependency within the local
educational Organization,

21uLlsgslOria.Losganization operates within an annual,:
consistentnatural":deadline when making decisions--parti-
siulaslyLinhOVation decisions.' This natural. deadline is the
start oftheachoOl term.

We have also noted that the character of local educational innova-
tion depends primarily on the following factors:

The nature of the particular innovation: its scope, complexi-

ty, cost, and controversiality;

. The personal eharacteriatics of the individual(s) or group that
assumes the rOle of innovationradvocate, or "entrepreneur";

3. The availability' of outside funding for the innovation; and

The readthnf-participation allowed in the decision-making
process regarding innovation.

These characteriaticaof the local educational organization, when

combined WiththefaCtora mpon which aocairedueational innovation
depend, act:in-such a w.siCas",o allow us to drAW the following eoncln-

sions about entrepreneurship, -coalitionbuilding, and the decision-:

makinglprocesamith'reapect to educational innovation.

The Educational Entre reneur and Coalition-Building,

. Educationalnrganizationa contain multiple power centers, each

cOnsistiOgP OffPressiOnala with a keen interest:An innovation.
.

Thus in:attemptpig tnimplement an innovation, the educational_
entrepreneUr:mugeaeek,tnaatiafy and tnincorporate within7-
-the innovation coalition, certain of those professionals.'_
Howeverbecause:educational organizations are also politically.
accountable to:their:clients (`parents and:students) and to the

..coMmunity,aera..wholefthoseAnterests mystbe Incorporated into
'the:ecialiti044.6::Well, Given these:atrUctural constraints,. the
naturenfthe'Annoation is hi hl .assoCiated"with-the atterna
of entre reneurshi and coalition-bnildin whiCh:adVelo around

theinnovationThe::compleXity,'::eost,seope, and:cOntroarsia-
1itY:Of the innovation are OrImarydeterminants Of'the level at



which entrepreneurship emerges and often, the degree of parti-

cipation within the innovation Coalition. 'Costly, Comprehen-

sive, complex, controversial innovations tend to require the

force of the office of, district superintendent, either as pri-

mary or secondary entrepreneur; and participation within the

innovation Coaliiion appears to require limitation at early

stages and very broad participation at later stages. The

early stages of awareness and adoption cabe facilitated by

limited participation in these sorts of innovations. Hard

decisions such as cOmplex, costly, controveraial innovations

,

demand can perhaps be made better in a less plIerticipatory

atmosphere. The later stages of implemeneat/on and incorpora-
tion can be more easily thwarted by active opposition, however,

and it is in these later stages that participation is best

expanded, at least to the clients concerned!concerned!

2. The decentralization of the educational or anization and the

professional status of its members allows for innovative ideas

to emerge from multiple sources. Thus, awareness of the need

for or opportunity for a particular innovetion can emerge from

the superintendent, middle or lower level' administrators, prin-

cipals, instructors, or, in certain cases, from clients them-

selves. .

//

3. The same factors, which make for multiple sources of innova

tion--decentralization and profession lism--also make for

multiple chances for opposition to innovation to arise within

the innovation coalition. In particUlar, there is always the

chance 'hat professionals and intereSted clients will oppose

Because of the man

one another.

semlautonomouLer centers within the

educational organization,_ and< tfie//01anizatiot.
accountabilit the educational entrepsengurAmt Match' the

organization with'the innovation/and the innovation with the

setting several over. As//the innovation progresses

through the stages of decision=/making, the entrepreneur is

4

called
(

upon to change tactics and modify the innovation in

'order to effectuate that appr priate match.

--._.

5. Because of the couditions deecribed in # 4 above entre

can therefore change from stage to stage of the innovation.

decision=making,procees

reneurs

6. Sinee:thire multi le oUrces for innovation within the edn-

cationeroranizatiots.trererEIeurs'canemereat
severalAifferentleveltost'often theflemerge'froarthe
middWor:qoWer1001,40f:'adMinistration;'with higher leyels

OnPerintendent0 0i7ilbecoMing involvedin'certain kinds of

innovatiOnInatinCeorsplaythe Fold of entrepreneur when the
the innoVitioninvOlveS'a very specialized knowledge or
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which a particular instructor possesses, just as principals
arise as entrepreneurs.when'the innovation is' building-I
specific, confined to one Partimaar school.

7. The profession 1 status of members within the educational-
§rganization r nders them highly interested in potential new
changes in educational curriculum, equipment, managerial
innovations, etc.' This professionalism not only_leads to
multiple sources of educational'entrepreneurship, but it also
means that educational 'entrepreneurs frequently

innovations in which the are keenl interested and thitv,may

wait.years_ for the opportunity to implement those innovations.
The opportunity often comes in the form of a federal or.state
mandate for change in a direction consistent with that innova-
tion or in the form of federal or state money earmarked for

such an innovation.

BeCaUse the:eaUtationalorganizationiscRIEEL:
able the'rumitAiffidult:task-the:entre reneur has is to allow'

a.auffitientamount:of artici ation.in the innovation decision
prodesErtO-avoidheavy2lpg2SitiOnlrom clients on grounds _of

setreCHOWevetpartitipatiOnalanhasTita: risks. The

entre reneurMuStalso ALecidq...P.L.ttiSIARTILEILTSLIILElimi-
ted doethatieciaive action can take, lace.--In a sense, the

pxoblem_ofthe entrepreneur is also the,. problem of democracy:
how much participation is enough? .how much is too much?

Model

9. The educational organization has both the benefit and the,

:burden oUhavi naturals! deadline in all its decision-

makin activities- articUlarl those with res ect to inno-

vation* The deadlinetif the' start of a sthoOl,term can help

-innovations bepOshed-thrpugh" despite. potential'heavy-
opPoSitiOn-*&:,qanLbe USed to explain the necesaity of limit-
ing parti4patiOn:wittp:the innovation decision. However,-

the'saMa:deadline'canialsO kill ani.nnOVation'by'not allowing
theentreprendur7aufficienttime to "sellP'the innovation and
to'ProPerlY-trganiZethesupport coalition for it

--10. There is some eviaence that educational or anizations are
beginning to-"institutionalize innovations through .district

offices whose ur ose is to assist in ro osal writin and

everseeingolfAnnovations:Within,the district. Perhaps this

trendf:iSthe netUralloutgroWth.of the organizatiOn!s profes.
dionaiiSM:anCthe- increasing legalTdeManda.placed on the local
organizationfor:thangWinOne direction oranother.

11. There- ii3 '8190 some avidene..that innovationi: from above Or
. _

mandated innovations"nnovatons -haVe'certainv characteristice in common
.Which, differentiate /their decision-making _process from



innovations that are tried from below. Since the qc:stion

of 'whetto to innovate is a moot point in_mandated
innovations, decision-making revolves around the appropri-

ate methOd by which to innovate:in the; direction of mandated

compliance. Thud, while the big question in mandated inno-

vations isnot whether to change, but how to change, innova-

tions which emer e from below must face the more basic ques-

tion of whether ny change is desirable or not.' The decision-
making processed of the two types of innovations seem to vary
slightly as a rault of this difference in the central question.

i

12 Because of increased. le al ressure on'local educational
organizations do change their programs in some way, and e

becruse of increased competition within the organization for

func;s. federaii and state funding has become critically impor-

ta-,:.'for local educational innovation. The decision-making
process itself is highly affected,'for funding is often the

crucial detqMinant of whether or not the innovation is pro-
pelledlthrough the various stages of innovation.

13. Because of he meni_toalition elements which must be brought

into donee us in-order for innovations.tobe adopted and

imElemimit and because innovations must alsofreqt
smitacce table to outside funding sources, constant modifica-

tions of the original innovation must be made in going from

awarenes to incorporation. In a very real sense, the innova-

tion must frequently be "reinvented" several times over in

orderlior the Original idea behind the innovation to survive.

Residual. Eff ctsof Innovation
-r

14. al.lovarnidividug.Ofi'acinsumaCcessful...
SAL5EASIA2EporatedzwithinKasChoOl-distridt: but there ma

rofonntFresiduaieffettson:the distrietfromthe lannin
entre reneUtialandcOalitiOn..-bUildingeffOrts4hich surroun-
decrthenIn fact,the'redidaaleffectit)JfanpnsuCcessful
A.nnovatitintdan-be"mbiaSignifinantthantheresidualeffects
of a-successful innovation. This aitUatiOn:may:,be reason
enough-to "prompt'amOdified definition of innovation -"success.

15. One'i ortant reSidual'effect of even an unsuccessful innova-
tioncatubethe intense,self-eltamination or self-evaluation

implement' a major:educationalismationsachmsl.

e-scaleAnnovations can_ ro..t,the institu-,
tionalizationof:A.:,specidloffice%or branch ,of.thedistrict

designed to:de .With7Ma Or-:.edUdationaLinnovations: To the

'extentthat.:SUth aminnoVation'helpsto.astablish-and develop
, . _

the 'skill's and Capabilities' of suchan office, that innovation,.
- _

sen-if44melf ,4r04Li.mozful; can significantiTraise the local

organization'scap'ability to:innovate in, the future.
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